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A multielement spectrometer has been developed for the

simultaneous determination of four elements by atomic absorption (AA)

or atomic fluorescence (AF). The spectrometer is based on a mul-

tiple exit slit monochromator and uses a mirrored funnel to direct

light from the various exit slits to a single photomultiplier. There

are no moving parts during operation and a single element hollow

cathode (HC) lamp is used for each element. The HC beams are com-

bined for AA by beam splitters and directed along the optical axis

through the atomizer into the monochromator entrance slit. HC lamp

pulsing and data acquisition are implemented by a time multiplex

approach. The HC lamp pulsing is controlled by simple digital cir-

cuitry which sequentially pulses each HC lamp and digitally integrates

HC and background signals for each element at a 100 Hz rate for up to

256 cycles. The system presently allows the determination of any

four of 10 possible elements for which slits have been made. With the



present configuration a 200 nm spectral window can be utilized allow-

ing the determination of any 4 of 27 elements in an air /C2H2 flame or

of 24 in a N 0/C
2
H2 flame if the slits are manufactured.

Some spectral overlap problems do exist for AA; however, they

can be minimized with the use of appropriate filters. Because beam

splitters and sometimes filters are used, the HC intensities measured

are generally lower than in single element work. This causes signal

shot noise and background emission noise to be more important but

usually does not critically affect performance. For flame AA under

favorable multielement conditions the following detection limits (in

ppb) were obtained: Au, 50; Cd, 8; Co, 300; Cu, 5; Fe, 60; Mg, 2;

Mn, 5; Ni, 50; Pb, 50 and Zn, 20. These detection limits are all

within a factor of 2 of those obtained on a good single element AA with

a similar spectral bandpass and integration time. Under the least

favorable multielement conditions only for Cu, Co and Zn did the

detection limits differ by more than a factor of 2.5 from those

obtained on the single element AA. The relative measurement preci-

sion, o-A /A, at moderate absorbances was typically 1% or better and

equivalent to that obtainable on a good single element AA. An

air /C
2
H2 flame operated with an oxidizing stoichiometry was found to

be an excellent compromise atomizer for multielement flame analysis.

The system was briefly tested with a Varian model 63 carbon

rod atomizer and interfaced to a computer for data acquisition and



handling. Cd, Mn and Pb were determined in tap water and a H2

continuum HC was used to monitor for flame background absorption.

Compromise multielement detection limits of 0. 2, 2 and 8 ppb were

obtained for Cd, Mn and Pb, respectively. Signal shot noise was

limiting and the detection limits of Pb and Mn could be easily improved

by a change in the present software control of the analog to digital

converter. Relative measurement precisions of about 7% were

obtained with hand injection of 5 pa solutions with transmittances of

about 50%. The system is not well suited to background correction.

Multielement AF was explored briefly using wider slits and an

unsheathed air /H2 flame. The AF performance for certain elements

was very dependent on flame stoichiometry and the major noise

source was flame background noise. Compromise multielement

detection limits for a tap water analysis were determined to be 90, 50,

100 and 200 ppb for Cd, Cu, Mg and Zn, respectively. Relative

measurement precisions of better than 1% were obtained for all ele-

ments at higher concentrations.
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MULTIELEMENT ATOMIC ABSORPTION AND
FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETRY

INTRODUCTION

It is important to realize initially the advantages of a

simultaneous multielement analysis system. In many situations where

only single element analysis instrumentation is available, several

elements are determined sequentially. This procedure is costly with

respect to measurement and operator time, money and sample

required. In many situations these are interrelated, though time may

be the overriding concern in a quality control situation. In addition,

multielement systems may offer distinct advantages with respect to

accuracy and precision, when difficult matrix problems are encoun-

tered, by the use of an internal standard, background correction or

other compensation techniques.

In an attempt to attack the multielement analysis problem, a

number of systems have been evolved over the last 20 years. These

systems vary in method from spectroscopic and nuclear to chroma-

tographic end electrochemical. None of these has proved itself as

the solution to all problems, however, optical spectroscopic systems

appear to be well suited to a large set of problems due to their rela-

tively low cost, high speed of analysis and good sensitivity and preci-

sion.
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It is interesting to note that the least popular spectroscopic

method of single element analysis, atomic emission (AE), is the most

popular method for multielement analysis. Flame atomic absorption

(AA), on the other hand, is the most popular method of single element

analysis, due to its high precision and accuracy, relative freedom

from spectral interferences and matrix effects, simplicity and good

detection limits, yet it is the least popular method for multielement

analysis. The reasons for this seeming paradox will be discussed in

detail in the Historical section.

It was felt that a relatively simple and inexpensive multielement

flame AA system could be developed that provided the demonstrated

performance characteristics of single element AA instruments. The

instrument developed is well suited to increase the sample throughput

in small laboratories in which a few elements are determined

routinely for many similar and well characterized samples. The cost

is approximately an order of magnitude less than commercial multi-

element systems and is less expensive and simpler than other multi-

element systems developed by other researchers.

The multielement system developed will be denoted the TMMS

(Time Multiplex Multi Slit) system. It employs a multislit mono-

chromator with an exit slit for each element and a single detector. A

separate hollow cathode lamp is used for each element being deter-

mined, and these are pulsed sequentially so as to differentiate their
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signals. The system is inexpensive and rugged. With the exception

of additional optical components and some simple control and acquisi-

tion electronics, the system uses only those components that would be

required for a single element AA analysis. During operation there

are no moving parts and computer control is not required.

The primary problem is the overlap of spectral lines from one

element's hollow cathode with the exit slits of the other element's.

This problem is minimized with a correct choice of filters, often

without degradation of performance. The use of filters attenuates the

signals of some of the less intense hollow cathode lamps to the point

where the low signal level resulted in SiN (signal to noise ratio)

problems.

The system was configured to determine any four of ten

elements simultaneously. The multielement detection limits in ppb

were Au (50), Cd (8), Co (300), Cu (5), Fe (60), Mg (2), Mn (5), Ni

(50), Pb (50), and Zn (20). The above detection limits are no more

than a factor of five higher (and sometimes lower) than those obtained

with a good quality commercial single element AA instrument operat-

ing with comparable spectral bandpass and electronic time constant.

Furnace (non-flame atomizer) AA techniques have been shown

to provide better detection limits than by flame atomization in single

element systems. It was felt that this advantage could be used in the

TMMS multielement system. Simultaneous carbon rod AA analysis of
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Cd, Mn and Pb in tap water with detection limits of 0.2, 2 and 8 ppb,

respectively, clearly demonstrated the feasibility of this approach;

however, the TMMS system is not configured well for background

absorption correction, and the instrument is limited to relatively

simple aqueous samples for that reason.

The instrument was also modified to perform multielement AF

analysis. Although a complete characterization was not carried out,

detection limits of 200, 50, 100 and 90 ppb were obtained under com-

promise multielement conditions for Zn, Cu, Mg and Cd, respectively,

for the analysis of tap water.

The experimental results indicate that the instrument is capable

of operation in all three modes (flame AA, flame AF, non-flame AA)

and is a viable alternative for multielement analysis. The cost of the

commercial manufacture of such an instrument is unknown, however

the modification of existing single element atomic absorption systems

should be a relatively inexpensive operation.
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HISTORICAL

A brief historical development of spectroscopic systems and an

overview of the multielement instrument field will be presented to

provide the reader with perspective to appreciate the advantages and

limitations of the TMMS system.

Review of the Early Development of Spectroscopic Techniques'

One of the earliest breakthroughs in optics was by Sir Isaac

Newton. In his Newton's Optics of 1675 he concluded that a white

light consisted of various colors. Before this time it had been thought

that a prism changed white light into colors. Little occurred for

almost a century until, in 1814, Fraunhofer observed in sunlight over

700 lines using a prism and a theodolite telescope. He assigned let-

ters A through H to these lines, including the D line which consisted

of two closely spaced yellow lines which we now call the sodium D

lines. He also studied optical interference and built the first trans-

mission grating by winding silver wires between two screws of equal

pitch. He later developed a ruling machine and. using a diamond,

ruled the first transmission gratings.

'The source for names and dates in this subsection is reference
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In 1802 Young brought out his explanation of interference based

on the wave theory of light and presented accurate wavelength tables

for the visible colors of the spectrum. Somewhat later, Kirchoff

expanded on work done by Foucalt and Angstrom and discovered the

relationship between absorption and emission of light. In 1895, before

the Academy of Science in Berlin, he reported that the yellow lines of

sodium were in fact the Fraunhofer D lines and that sodium and cal-

cium were present in the sun. Using flame emission techniques

Kirchoff and Bunsen then established that emitted rays from a metal-

lic salt were characteristic of the metal, thus opening the field for

elemental analysis.

Photography developed from the work of Schultz when, in 1725,

he established that the darkening of silver chloride was due to its

interaction with light. The first permanently fixed photograph was

presented in 1833 and led to considerable work in the previously

inconvenient to study ultraviolet region.

The next major step forward for spectroscopy was the develop-

ment of the concave grating by Rowland in 1883. This, in turn, led

to the establishment of far superior wavelength measurements.

Rowland made extensive studies of the solar spectrum and wrote his

New Tables of Standard Wavelengths in 1893, which became the stand-

ard for the next 20 years. Much of Rowland's success was due to the

excellence of his gratings and the engine ruling machine that he
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designed. To this day, spectroscopists utilize the technique of placing

optical components on the "Rowland Circle".

Spectrochemical analysis did not initially receive the attention

that one might expect. Each of the two major excitation sources of

the time, the flame and DC (direct current) arc, generated its own

problem. The flames utilized initially were rather low temperature

and so were not adequate to excite many of the transition elements.

Arcs, in turn, were quite hot and generated very complex spectra.

In fact, spectrochemical analysis techniques were probably too

sensitive for most of the work being done at that time.

Hartley, publishing in 1882 and 1884 at the University of Dublin,

was the first scientist to make a systematic study of spectra for

quantitative analysis. He studied beryllium, calcium and magnesium

in various compounds utilizing solutions and a condensed spark

apparatus with graphite electrodes. The electrodes were kept moist

via capillary action and some small grooves in the sides of the elec

trodes.

Serious interest in quantitative analysis did not manifest itself

until the early part of this century. An exciting paper by Meggers,

Kiews and Stimson in 1922 gave spectroscopic analysis an initial

boost. A major aid in quantitative analysis was the introduction of the

internal standard principle by Ger larch and others during the late

twenties. This principle is now applied to many different techniques
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but was of special significance during this period for it minimized the

effect of the inconsistent excitation conditions. The ease of analysis

was still hampered by the use of photographic techniques. To vary the

exposure of a photographic plate during an experiment various tech-

niques were evolved including rotating sector wheels which could be

sectored to produce linear or even logarithmic exposure times. Dur-

ing this period Cholak, 1925, reported much better accuracy using

a densitometer type arrangement rather than a logarithmic sector

arrangement. A densitometer is a device that uses a photoelectric

device to scan the photographic plate images. The logarithmic

devices required that the line length be determined accurately, since

the line length was proportional to the intensity. The difficulty lay in

exactly locating the endpoint of the lines. Now most modern photo-

graphic spectral work is done using densitometers.

The use of photoelectric detection in a spectroscopic system is

first mentioned by Lundegarth in 1930. He used a photocell instead of

a photographic plate for the comparison of line intensities. Unques-

tionably, the photomultiplier tube (PMT) has become the primary

photoelectric detector since its inception. The active development of

this device began in 1935 with the work of RCA workers, lams and

Salzberg. The device received considerable attention and developed

rapidly. It remains today the most sensitive and lowest noise detec-

tor for the 200 to 800 nm region in which most atomic work is done.
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Its low cost, ruggedness and high sensitivity made it the detector of

choice in most UV-visible optical spectrometers.

At this point in time (the nineteen thirties), quantitative emission

spectroscopy with arcs and flames had become a viable technique.

The photomultiplier tube soon replaced the photographic plate in

many instruments. Since this time emission spectroscopy has been

improved by the development of better atomization techniques and

more stable excitation sources. The recent introduction of the very

hot inductively coupled argon plasma (ICP) has renewed the interest in

emission techniques which most analysts had abandoned for the more

accurate and precise methods of atomic absorption.

In the mid nineteen fifties Walsh (2) demonstrated the feasibility

and advantages of flame atomic absorption (FAA) techniques. Since

that time FAA has become the method of choice for single element

analysis of many types of samples. Recent development of non-flame

atomizers has led to a further reduction in detection limits. These

electrothermal devices consist of a graphite tube or furnace whose

center is on the optical axis of the system. They are resistively

heated to high temperatures quickly to produce an atomic cloud of the

analyte which can be optically probed, usually by AA (3, 4). The

momentary high concentration of the analyte in the optical path is much

higher than that obtained with a flame for the same concentration with

a resultant lowering of detection limits.
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Atomic fluorescence began receiving serious attention in the mid

nineteen sixties with the work of Winefordner and others (2). Its

potential has not been realized until recently with the development of

high intensity lasers.

Development of Modern Multielement Analysis Techniques

It is possible to classify multielement systems with several

different schemes according to the type of atomization source, optical

arrangement, spectroscopic mode (e. g. fluorescence) or detector

employed. Whenever possible the author will utilize the terminology

employed by Winefordner (5).

Multielement detector systems can be roughly divided into three

groups according to their mode of operation, sequential (single chan-

nel), multichannel (array) and multiplex. Multiplex techniques have

not yet been especially successful in multielement work (5, 6) and will

not be discussed further. Sequential systems employ a single detec-

tor, usually a PMT, and monitor the wavelengths of interest in a

sequential manner, usually by moving one or more of the optical

components of the system. Common sequential systems include rapid

scan and programmable monochromators utilizing PMTs and a non-

scanning monochromator with an image dissector PMT (5).

Multichannel systems allow two or more wavelengths of interest

to be monitored simultaneously with two or,more discrete detectors or
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detector elements. This can be implemented with photographic film,

semiconductor array detectors and banks of PMT's in a direct reader

configuration. Direct readers are monochromators with several slits

on the focal plane and a separate PMT behind each slit. Multichannel

semiconductor devices, photo diode arrays and Vidicons (television

camera detectors), have received great attention in the literature over

the last seven years as detectors for multielement analysis (5,7-17)

and others. They are placed in the focal plane of a monochromator

so that each detector element views a different small wavelength range.

Their primary limitations are a lower spectral responsivity per

photon in the UV region and no internal gain such that the relative

detector-amplifier rms noise corresponds to a few thousand photo-

electrons. The introduction of intensified Vidicons and diode arrays

has reduced the rms detector-amplifier noise to the one photoelectron

level, but the UV responsivity is still poorer than for a PMT. Above

300 nm the PMT and intensified multichannel detectors are roughly

comparable and the SIT Vidicon (intensified) begins to have a sub-

stantially higher spectral responsivity above 600 nm (8). Multichannel

detectors are quite expensive when intensified and both Vidicons and

diode arrays require either a computer or extensive electronics to

realize their full potential.
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Multielement Atomic Emission

Atomic emission (AE) is well suited for multielement analysis

since no external light sources are needed. The recent development

of the high temperature plasmas has led to the emergence of emission

analysis with a direct reader as the present method of choice for

multielement work (5). Plasma emission systems operating in the

single element mode have almost invariably equivalent or better

detection limits than other spectroscopic single element analysis

methods (5) except for the furnace techniques utilized in the AA mode.

Compromise conditions are necessary for multielement work, but it

has been demonstrated that sub ppb (parts per billion) concentrations

are still obtainable under compromise conditions for most elements

(18).

The problem with direct reader systems is that they are very

expensive, subject to drifts and inflexible. Plasmas generate a high

background level due to the inherent background emission of the

plasma and stray light due to radiation from a high concentration of

one element appearing at the slit of another element. In AE it is dif-

ficult without an ideal blank to differentiate the analyte signal from

the background signal passing through the exit slit. The background

problem is reduced by using large high resolution monochromators,

small spectral bandpasses and various background correction tech-

niques.
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A Vidicon or photodiode detector array is a more versatile

detector for multielement AE because the emission line from each

analyte element appears at a different location on the detector face

and exit slits do not have to be specifically positioned in the focal

plane (as with the common fixed slit direct reader). Background cor-

rection is accomplished by using the spectral region immediately

adjacent to the analysis line. The limitation with the Vidicon detec-

tors has been the limited spectral region viewed due to the fixed size

of the small detector (e. g. 1 in. ) which must be compromised with the

need for high resolution. Busch (12) determined simultaneously by

FAE with a UV sensitive Vidicon Mo, Fe, Ca, Ti, W, Mn and K.

The relative precision at high analyte concentrations was about 3%

though detection limits were relatively high due to the use of non-

optimal spectral lines required by the limited (20 nm) spectral region.

Both Busch (19) and Ganjei (13) used FAE and analyzed blood samples

simultaneously for Na, K, Ca and Li at relatively high concentration

levels. Detection limits were not presented. In all the above cases a

nitrous oxide acetylene flame was used. This flame is the most

popular for emission work since it is the hottest flame readily avail-

able.

Howell (8) has recently demonstrated that the SIT (Silicon

Intensified Target) Vidicon systems can approach the performance of

PMT systems and directly compared a PMT and various Vidicon
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devices on the same monochromator. The flame emission detection

limits presented for 23 elements reveal that the performance of the

SIT Vidicon and PMT are roughly equivalent, on the average, since

many elements emit in the visible region, where the spectral response

of the SIT Vidicon meets or exceeds that of the 1P28 PMT used.

Photodiode arrays have also been used for multielement AE

detectors in a D.C. arc system (20) for analysis of high concentra-

tions of elements in alloys. Detection limits again were not pre-

sented.

An echelle monochromator (21) uses two dispersing elements,

usually a grating and a prism, to produce a two dimensional spectrum

on the focal plane in which, roughly, the horizontal dimension cor-

responds to different wavelengths and the vertical dimension corres-

ponds to different orders. The interest in these monochromators has

been very intense due to their high dispersion yet relatively low f

number, but the applications have been somewhat limited due to the

complex spectra and low light levels observed with these devices. A

system consisting of the combination of a computer controlled image

dissector PMT and echelle monochromator recently became available

at a cost exceeding $100, 000. No utilization of the system for multi-

element analysis has been presented. An echelle monochromator was

coupled to a SIT Vidicon detector and allowed 400 analytical lines to

be monitored in the region from 230 to 860 nm. The limits of
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detection using a D.C. arc were quite high (14), probably because the

Vidicon device does not have the sensitivity to measure the low inten-

sities that are a by-product of the echelle configuration.

A multielement FAE spectrometer very similar to an echelle

monochromator based FAE system has been developed (22) and the

authors claim that the device is easier to construct and should be con-

siderably less expensive than an echelle monochromator based sys-

tem. The heart of the system is a custom designed holographic

grating which must be constructed for specific emission wavelengths.

The grating is actually a series of five mini-gratings stacked on top

of each other. The grating line spacings are selected so that the

analytical emission line of each element is dispersed at the same

angle. All the analytical lines then fall on the same slit, however each

falls on a separate vertical section of the slit. The radiation from the

various portions of the slit is then directed into separate fiber optic

bundles. A separate nearby slit is used for background correction

and is provided with its own set of fiber optic bundles. Both sets of

bundles are combined and arranged so that a single mechanical chop-

per alternately allows radiation from an analyte line and then a back-

ground signal to fall on the PMT. This continues until each line and

background signal has been recorded sequentially. The entire

sequence can be repeated up to 10,000 times. The system was

designed to analyze blood serum for Na, K, Ca and Mg while using Li
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as an internal standard in an air /C
2
H2 flame. The detection limits

in ppm were Li (0.001), Na (0. 005), K (0. 01) and Ca (0. 05) with a

total measurement time of 100 seconds. Using Li as an internal

standard the relative standard deviations in the emission signals for

a given blood serum sample were 0.2, 0. 1 and 3% for Na, K and Ca,

respectively for a 40 second analysis time. While the analysis time

is somewhat long for convenient comparison of the detection limits,

they must still be considered more than adequate for blood serum

levels. The precision is excellent for a spectroscopic analysis tech-

nique. The authors manufactured their own grating and had several

problems. For this reason the Mg portion of the grating was unsatis-

factory, and no Mg data was presented.

Another approach to multielement analysis has been the use of a

rotating filter wheel. This has been especially popular in multiele-

ment AF work and will be discussed in that section; however, one

application of this technique to multielement FAE has been presented

(23). The system was designed for the determination of Ca, Na, and

K with a Li internal standard in blood serum. The system employed

a single detector and amplifier and alternately placed appropriate

filters between the monochromator and the flame. A precision of

1-2% was claimed and no detection limits were presented.

In summary, the most sensitive multielement AE systems have

been those using direct readers with a plasma. The potential for good
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sensitivity has been demonstrated for multielement FAE analysis with

multichannel semiconductor devices by Howell (8) although these

devices have not been used with plasma excitation sources. The use

of echelle systems seems to offer great potential that should be

examined in more detail. All of the above systems except the unin-

tensified diode array must be considered expensive, and the diode

array does require the use of a computer. The multigrating and

rotating filter wheel approaches are interesting special purpose

applications but are not particularly versatile.

Multielement Atomic Fluorescence

Atomic fluorescence (AF) potentially offers many advantages for

multielement analysis (5) and has recently attracted numerous workers

in the multielement AF field (24-31) to exploit these advantages with

a tremendously diverse set of approaches. While an emission spec-

trum or a HC lamp spectrum contain many lines, a fluorescence

spectrum usually only contains one line so that lower resolution

monochromators and large spectral bandpasses may be employed.

Other advantages include linear calibration curves over orders of mag-

nitude, simple source alignment, and the ability to use either line or

continuum sources. The principle limitation in the past for single

and multielement AF has been the low intensity of the excitation

sources utilized. The relatively recent development of high intensity
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excitation sources has led to a vitalization of AF studies (16).

The most straightforward and simplest approaches to multiele-

ment AF are those of Palermo (27) and Walsh (30). Both of these

systems were "nondisper sive" in that they used no monochromator of

any type. Instead a "solar blind" PMT with a photocathode which is

sensitive only in the UV region was employed. The Palermo system

utilized computer control, HC lamps (which did not have especially

high intensity) and either a flame or a non-flame atomizer.

This system was based on a Time Division Multiplex (TM) mode

of operation in which the pertinent data are separated by a division in

the time domain. In this case, TM requires that each HC lamp be

pulsed at a separate time and that the collection electronics be

coordinated with the pulsing electronics. Demultiplexing of a time

multiplex signal is considerably easier than demultiplexing signals

from other domains, such as the frequency domain. This method will

be discussed further in the instrumentation section of this thesis. The

pulsing of the HC lamps and data acquisition were controlled by a

computer. The HC lamps were operated in a low duty cycle (turned

on a small percentage of the total time), high intensity mode (pulsed

at higher currents) so that the lamp intensity per unit time was

equivalent to a 50% duty cycle and no SilT disadvantages resulted. The

system could determine from 4 to 8 elements simultaneously; however,

the detection limits were a factor of approximately 100
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higher than AA detection limits. The system was also limited to

operation in the UV region where the solar blind PMT has a finite

response and the flame background is low. The resonance wavelengths

of the elements studied were all below 260 nm, and that is rather a

limited operating range. The detection limits for the TM AF analysis

were, in ppm, Cd (0. 02), Hg (2. 0), Zn (0. 2) and Pb (50) with a

sheathed air /H2 flame.

A dispersive system using the same HC lamps and burner was

used for comparison and had almost identical detection limits. The

non-flame atomizer was a Pt-loop and produced the following detec-

tion limits, Cd (0. 005 ppm), Hg (0. 5 ppm), and Zn (2 ppm). The

results were again very similar to those of a dispersive system.

Walsh's AF system (30) was similar to Palermo's except that

no mention is made of a computer and TM, and high intensity HC

lamps were used. His results for 8 elements must be considered

quite good in most cases. The detection limits in ppm were Au (0.01),

Ni (0. 004), Fe (0. 02), Zn (0. 005), Mg (0. 0002), Co (0. 04), Cd

(0. 0005) and Hg (0. 5). Considering the good results obtained, it is

surprising that no more has been heard of this approach.

Another monochromatorless system used a rotating filter wheel

which alternately placed appropriate broadband filters in the optical

path between the flame and a PMT (24, 25, 32, 33). The pulsing of the

HC lamps was co-ordinated with the wheel so that the lamps were
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pulsed only when the appropriate filter was in place. The filters

could be quite large and were placed quite close to the flame allowing

a high light collection efficiency (low f number). The detection limits

were obtained by individual optimization for each element while

operating in a multielement mode and were, in ppm, Ag (0. 002),

Cu (0. 003), Fe (0. 1) and Mg (0. 001) in an air /H
2

flame (25). In an

air /C
2
H2 flame the following detection limits in ppm were obtained

with the same system by a different research group (32, 33), Ca

(0. 007), Cu (0. 01), Mg (0. 004), Mn (0.01), and Zn (0. 007). K was

analyzed simultaneously by AE with a detection limit of 0. 007 ppm.

Simultaneous analysis by AE and AF is not uncommon as some of the

following systems will demonstrate. While these detection limits are

not outstanding by today's values, they are approaching those attain-

able with single element flame AA, except in the case of Fe, which is

considerably better by AA. It is important to note two factors, light

sources have improved since this work and, except in the case of Fe,

the authors chose elements renowned for their good sensitivity by

fluorescence.

One of the limitations of the previous systems has been the need

for a separate light source or filter for each element to be studied.

This need can often be bypassed with another very popular approach,

the pr ogrammable monochromator (26, 28, 29, 31, 34-38). The more

modern systems all utilize computer control (28,29,31) allowing great
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versatility and speed in wavelength selection and optimization.

Because large slits are used wavelength selection becomes

considerably easier because precise positioning is not necessary.

One of the systems (29, 31) was designed to do both AF and AE by

using a computer controlled slit, HC lamps, and a computer control-

led quartz plate in front of the exit slit to align quickly and make

background corrections. This system was used to analyze blood for

Mg, Na, K, Ca and Li. Ca and Mg were determined by AF and the

other elements by AE. The accuracy of the system seemed adequate

for clinical analysis, however the detection limits were not presented,

and all concentrations in the sample were 3 orders of magnitude above

common single element detection limits.

It is surprising that only one multielement AF system employed

the much more intense EDL's (electrodeless discharge lamps) (26).

Two dual element EDL's and a scanning monochromator were used

and very respectable detection limits for Co, Ni, Cd and Zn of 0.02,

0. 02, 0. 002 and 0.003 ppm, respectively, were obtained. These are

all of the order of single element flame AA detection limits. An

interference study of 37 elements at the 500 ppm level was made and

none produced more than a 5% error in the determination of an

analyte. The analyte concentrations were at about the ppm level.

Continuum source excitation is advantageous because only one

light source is needed for all elements. An apparently very
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successful system was that of Johnson, Plankey and Winefordner (28),

which used one continuum high intensity xenon lamp (EIMAC), a

computer controlled monochromator, and an air /C2H2 flame for 18

elements and a N 0/C 2H2 for another 5 elements. The detection

limits under compromise conditions for 23 elements were compared

to flame AA optimum single element limits and averaged only a factor

of 3 poorer overall with several elements being better by AF. The

system was quite fast and allowed the analysis of 5 elements in one

sample and one standard in less than 1 minute.

Multielement AF has not gained measureable recognition com-

mercially, despite the apparent advantages. The author is uncertain

as to the exact reasons, but considers the following considerations to

be important: 1, The detection limits realized are worse or no better

than those obtained with multielement plasma emission systems.

2, In general, only superior detection limits are obtained with expen-

sive laser excitation and no multielement laser excitation instruments

have been built.

Multielement Atomic Absorption

The primary encumbrance to multielement AA has been the

development of multielement sources or the alignment of several

sources such that the radiation from all of the sources is combined

into a single beam to pass through the same part of the flame. This
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will be denoted the source alignment problem in further discussion.

It was a natural step then for the initial AA workers to utilize direct

readers not only as their dispersive-detector system but also to

solve the source alignment problem. Normally a grating is used to

separate different wavelengths from the same optical beam; however,

it can also be used to combine radiation from different angles into one

beam if the wavelengths and grating characteristics are known.

Mavrodneau (39) placed different light sources so that their radiation

would be collimated by a diffraction grating; the combined radiation

was then passed through a flame. A direct reader assembly was

employed to do both AA and AE with a mechanical chopper to modulate

the radiation for AA. The system was, for its time, quite a sophisti-

cated instrument. K, Na and Ca were analyzed in the AE mode while

Mg, Cr and Ni were analyzed in the AA mode. It appears that the

system was operational in the low ppm range, but the data presented

do not allow the determination of detection limits or atomic absorp-

tion sensitivities, which are the common figures of merit used for

comparison of system performance. The work did indicate that the

relative standard deviation (RSD) in the data was of the order of 1 to

2%, which is about as well as is done today with a modern AA system.

Butler and Strasheim (40) attacked the problem in a somewhat

different manner. They used a multielement HC as a light source and

developed a moveable slit direct reader. The system was quite
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elaborate, but utilized mirrors cleverly so that two close spectro-

scopic lines could be monitored. Their system has 4 moveable slits

and was used primarily for ore analysis and a study of the efficiency

of internal standards and non-resonance lines as standards. Once

again, limits of detection or AA sensitivities were not presented.

They analyzed Au bullion for Au and Ag in the 100 ppm range with a

high degree of accuracy (0. 1%).

Fiber optics have also been used in multielement AA.

R. A. G. Rawson (41), who unfortunately died soon after giving his

paper, utilized rectangular fiber optics as exit slits to direct the

desired resonance lines into the PMT's of his direct reader, and also

employed them in a unique manner to solve the source alignment

problem. A fiber optic from each of 5 HC lamps was combined into a

single quartz tube called an integrator in which the radiation was sup-

posed to be thoroughly integrated by multiple internal reflections.

The output of the integrator was directed toward the flame and could

be treated as a single source. Apparently the concept was correct but

the tube (130 mm) was too short resulting in incomplete mixing. No

experimental results were presented as the instrument had apparently

just been completed.

Rapid scan systems have been developed for the study of fast

phenomena such as explosions or rocket ignitions (5); however, these

sequential devices found application in multielement AA. Dawson (42)
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developed a rapid scan monochromator to carry out simultaneous

analysis by AA and AE on blood and urine samples. The system was

accurate to about 3% for the simultaneous determination of Na and K

by AE and Ca and Mg by AA. Despite a rapidly oscillating grating,

the instrument was quite robust and suffered no appreciable degrada-

tion of performance in over 1 year of automated service. The detec -

tion limits were, in ppm, Na (0. 06), K (0.4), Ca (0. 08), and Mg

(0. 02). These detection limits seem relatively high, which illustrates

the theoretical limitation of rapid scan devices, a very low duty cycle

(5, 43). The system spends less than 0. 2% of its time on any analyti-

cal line. Most of the rest of the time is wasted in scanning between

analytical lines.

Semiconductor array devices have received attention as

detectors for multielement flame AA (44-48). The higher light

intensities measured in AA make the intrinsically lower UV light

responsivities and higher amplifier-detector noise of these devices

less of a handicap; however, it seems that when multielement HC

lamps or a series of single element lamps are used the spectral

overlaps (radiation from one lamp at or near the resonance line of

another lamp) become a problem for both diode arrays and Vidicons

(44, 45). With an intensified Vidicon detector detection limits should

be about a factor of 10 from those obtainable with a PMT (8), and this

has been demonstrated (46) for a seven element simultaneous analysis
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by a direct comparison with an AA run in the single element mode.

A continuing problem with Vidicons and diode arrays is the limited

dynamic range. A modern Vidicon can just distinguish two signals

which differ in size by about 104 while the dynamic range of a PMT is

at least 106. Because HC lamp intensities for different elements can

vary over two orders of magnitude, some experimenters have had to

selectively attenuate higher intensity lines (48). This attenuation will

seldom be convenient and was easily possible in this case only because

the highest intensity line was Cu (324. 7), which happens to fall in the

absorption cut off region of glass, so that glass could act as an

attenuator.

Horlick (48) has demonstrated the feasibility of multielement

flame AA analysis with a diode array. A small array (256 elements,

0.25 in) was used and only 2 (Ni and Cr or Cr and Fe) elements could

be studied because of the small spectral range viewed by the short

array. Arrays are available with up to 1024 elements and a length

of about 1 inch. Limits of detection and AA sensitivities were not

presented making evaluation difficult. Diode arrays offer the advan-

tage of easier control and lower price than Vidicons but are not useful

in situations where a two dimensional readout is necessary (e. g.

echelle monochromator).

Eche lle monochromators offer several advantages for multiele-

ment AA. It has been demonstrated that flame AA measurements
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can be carried out successfully with background absorption corrections

with an echelle monochromator and a continuum source (49-51). The

single element detection limits are usually an order of magnitude

poorer than those obtained for normal uncorrected (no background

correction) line source flame AA (50). Elliot (52) reported on such a

multielement system but suitable figures of merit were not reported.

A set of exit ports was cut in the focal plane of the echelle mono-

chromator and a complementary rotating disk with appropriate

apertures was placed between the exit ports and a PMT for each exit

port. Each wavelength is modulated by the rotating disk at its own

characteristic frequency. The signals can then be demultiplexed by

reference signals. The device is quite elegant, yet inflexible to a

change of elements and electronically and mechanically quite complex.

Walsh, the father of atomic absorption has proposed the use of

resonance detectors for multielement AA (30, 53). A resonance

detector consists of a cloud of atomic vapor, usually obtained by a

sputtering device, and a PMT close to this cloud but at approximately

right angles to the optical axis of the system. The atomic cloud of the

element of interest provides an extremely selective (approximately

0.001 nm bandwidth) detector. If the incoming radiation to the

detector is resonance radiation, it will be absorbed. The resulting

fluorescence can then be observed by the PMT. Once again, this is a

monochromatorless detector system. The major problem with the
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system is immediately apparent; it is terribly inefficient in that only a

certain portion of the incoming signal will be absorbed, and only a

certain portion of the resulting excited atoms will fluoresce, and

finally only a small portion of the fluorescence signal will enter the

PMT (54).

Walsh (30, 53) and Cochran (55) have both illustrated the

potential for selective modulation of the atomic line before the line

enters a monochromator. Walsh proposed the use of modulated

resonance detectors and Cochran utilized a flame in the optical path

into which a standard solution of the analyte is modulated. Both

techniques are very specific for the analytical line, and the signal is

extracted with a phase sensitive (lock-in) detector. By observing only

the resonance line very straight calibration curves can be obtained

(53). Cochran's system was not utilized in the multielement mode and

insufficient data was provided to evaluate Walsh's system.

Woodriff (56) has described the various furnace devices and

evolved a 2 channel spectrometer (57) for simultaneous analysis of 2

elements or for ratioing a resonance line with a non resonance line

signal as a method of background correction. Woodriff analyzed for

Ag and Pb in very dirty water samples and checked his determinations

by an alternate method and found that the accuracy was usually within

5% and never over 10% from the expected value. The Ag and Pb

levels ranged from 0.1 to 1 ng of Pb and 0.05 to 1 ng of Ag. Absolute
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or relative detection limits (57) were not presented though an improve-

ment at low levels of about a factor of 2 in precision was demonstrated

by using a non resonance Ag line during a determination of Ag in a

difficult matrix.

A standard direct reader has also been used as a detection

system for a simultaneous determination of 9 elements in human hair

by non flame AA (58). A stack of very small individually adjustable

mirrors was adjusted so that the radiation from different light sources

could be directed through the atomizer. No problems resulted from

the fact that all the light sources were not imaged to the same place

in the rod. The system was eventually simplified to use fewer single

element light sources and more multielement sources. The increased

light levels resulted in a decrease in the relative noise. The absolute

detection limits for the 9 elements range from 5 to 100 pg.

A non flame AA system which is similar to the TMMS system to

be discussed was evolved in Sweden (59). The system utilized a set of

fixed slits corresponding to the elements of interest, Mn, Co and Cu.

A wheel with suitable sections removed rotated behind the set of slits

and sequentially blocked and unblocked the different slits at a high

rate. This mode opened only one slit at a time and allowed the use of

a multielement HC lamps as a line source for the elements and a

hydrogen continuum lamp for background correction. Twenty back-

ground and analyte line measurements were made for each element per
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second. The detection limits were 2, 20 and 8 pg for Mn, Co and Cu,

respectively with a RSD of 3 to 8% of concentrations above the detec-

tion limit.

There exists commercially at least one (Instrument Labora-

tories) "dual wavelength" spectrometer. This is actually one unit

containing two monochromator -detector units. The incoming beam is

split by a beam splitter and one portion is directed to each

monochromator -detector unit. These devices are multielement but

are specifically limited to two elements. For this reason they were

not considered in this discussion, as they do not have the potential for

the determination of more than two elements.
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INSTRUMENTATION

Introduction

The new design of a multielement flame AA spectrometer is

based on the use of a multiple slit monochromator with a single detec-

tor and a time multiplex (TM) mode of operation for the HC lamps and

data acquisition. A "box car" type up-down integration technique pre-

viously described (29) is employed to process the signals. The gen-

eral operation of the instrument is illustrated by Figures 1, 2 and 3.

Much of the instrument is similar to a common single-element AA;

however, the radiation from two or more lamps (one single element

lamp for each element to be determined) is directed through the flame

with the use of beam splitters. The normal single slit in the focal

plane of the monochromator is replaced by a multiple slit array such

that the appropriate resonance radiation line from each element's HC

lamp passes through the appropriate exit slit. The radiation passing

through all the slits is direct to the PMT with a mirrored light funnel.

The monochromator, multiple slit assembly, light funnel and other

optical components are discussed in detail in the following sections.

The signals for each element are distinguished with a time

multiplex approach. With a clock and central control circuit, each

element's HC lamp is pulsed at the same frequency but only one is

turned on at a time in a sequential manner. The duty cycle (% time
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that a given lamp is on) is considerably less than the typical 50%.

The same clock and control circuit controls the data acquisition and

directs the photomultiplier signal to a separate data acquisition and

readout channel for each element.

The data acquisition channels consist essentially of up-down

counters. When a given lamp is pulsed on the photomultiplier signal

is integrated for a specified time. This integration is accomplished

digitally by counting the number of pulses from the V/F converter for

a given length of time. This integrated "lamp on" signal is propor-

tional to the lamp signal and any signals from the PMT dark current

or flame background emission. To correct for the non-lamp related

portion of the signal, the PMT signal is integrated for the same time

period after the lamp is turned off. This signal is subtracted from

the first integrated signal. This is accomplished by subtracting the

number of V/F pulses counted in the "lamp off" period from the

counts accumulated during the "lamp-on" period. This integration

addition-subtraction or up-down counting can be carried out separately

for each lamp for any number of lamp pulses. The electronics are

discussed in more detail in a later section.

For simplicity in the following discussion and Figures 1 and 2,

a two element (2 HC lamp) system will be considered although the

final system is designed to determine four elements simultaneously

with the same principle.
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At time 1, HC lamp 1 is pulsed on (solid line Figure 1) for one

clock period (typically 10 ms). The light from this HC hits the beam

splitter (a semi silvered mirror). Approximately half is reflected

and the other half is transmitted. The reflected portion goes down the

optical path and through the flame where absorption can take place.

This light is then focused on the entrance slit of the monochromator

and passes through the system where resonance radiation is directed

through its slit. The resonance radiation and any flame background

emission over the spectral bandpass is then reflected down a mirrored

funnel into a PMT. The current from the PMT is converted to a

voltage and finally a frequency proportional to the voltage. After a

brief delay (typically 0. 7 ms), the signal is integrated (counted) for

9.3 ms. Time 2 then begins. HC 1 is turned off and after the same

brief delay, the background signal is integrated for 9.3 ms and the

result is subtracted from the previously stored signal in counter 1.

At time 3 HC lamp 2 is pulsed on for 10 ms and the same procedure

is again initiated except that the resonance radiation (dotted line in

Figure 1) is passed through another slit and the signal is integrated

for 9.3 ms in counter 2. At time 4, after the delay, the background

signal is integrated for 9.3 ms and subtracted from the result in

counter 2. Another cycle will then begin after each 40 ms (in this

example). Each complete cycle is called a lap and normally 10 or

100 laps are run.
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Monochromator

The monochromator is designed in the standard Czerny-Turner

configuration and notable only for the lack of an exit slit. The

entrance slit is replaceable and the following slit sizes were avail-

able: 25, 50, 120 and 1200 p.m. An exit slot 2.0 by 8.4 cm was cut in

the focal plane wall to allow a large portion of the spectrum to pass

out of the monochromator. A slit array holder assembly is mounted

on the outside of the focal plane wall to hold the slit array in the

proper position to intercept the spectrum passing through the exit slit

slot. The focal length of the circular parabolic entrance and exit

mirrors is approximately 17. 8 in. and the limiting aperture, the

grating, is 2.25 x 2. 25 in. The system then has an "f" number of

approximately 8. The grating is blazed (maximum efficiency) at

300 nm and grooved at 590 lines /mm. The result is a linear recipro-

cal dispersion of approximately 3.5 nm /mm (this varies slightly with

the position on the focal plane). This allows a spectral range of

294 nm to pass through the exit slot. The angle of incidence (a) and

angle of diffraction (p) at 300 nm. are 10° and 20°, respectively.

The monochromator grating is moved by a sine bar assembly

which is driven mechanically by a 40 thread/in assembly coupled

directly to a reducing gear of 10:1. The result is that one turn of the

operating handle moves the end of the sine bar 1/400 in. For a
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readout of relative position, a counter is connected directly to the

sine bar shaft with a 2:1 reduction gear and yields 20 counter units

per revolution of the sine bar. The counter-wavelength relationship

is 1.00 counter units /0. 100 nm. The counter is normally set so that

a reading of 00.0 corresponds to correct alignment. Turning the

shaft so as to get increasing numbers causes shorter wavelengths to

fall on a given slit. The monochromator alignment procedure is pre-

sented in Appendix I.

Slit Array Holder

The slit array holder assembly is pictured in Figure 4. The

exact positioning of the slit array (the quartz slide on which the slits

are etched) along the exit slot is not critical since the grating can be

used to move the spectrum into position. The slits are normally

made higher (longer) than the entrance slit, so that exact positioning

is not important in the vertical plane. It is important that the slit

array rest in the focal plane, and this is ensured by machining the

thickness of the slide holder carefully (0. 001 in. tolerance) and laying

the etched side of the slit array on the slit array holder before gluing.

Duro brand household cement is used and can be easily removed by

acetone without causing damage to any components. Only the tilt of

the slit holder needs to be adjusted with the 40 turn per inch adjust-

ment screw so that the spectral images coincide exactly with the slits.
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Figure 4a. Slit array holder. A, masked Figure 4b. Slit array. Small units on ruler are mm.

slit array; B, tilt adjustment screw; C,

clamping screw.
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It is easiest to use a microscope or eyepiece that focuses on the focal

plane and to adjust the tilt of the slit array/slit array holder assembly

while observing a visible line, usually the one of two yellow Hg lines

(577 and 579 nm) through one of the slits. This adjustment is needed

only once for any given slit array/slit array holder combination.

The entire assembly can then be removed and replaced with only

minor adjustment of the grating.

The assembly that clamps the slit array holder assembly in

place is unique for only one feature. The surfaces on which the ball

bearings (contact surfaces) of the slit array holder rest are ground

hardened steel to ensure that wear is not a factor during prolonged

use. The clamping screws apply pressure through thin brass strips

so as to avoid the transmission of a torquing motion during clamping.

Slit Array Manufacture Procedure

Slit Spacing Determination

It is necessary to determine first the physical position of the

resonance line images on the focal plane of the monochromator. The

dispersion changes slightly across the focal plane (i. e. with wave-

length) so that the line position could not be conveniently predicted

theoretically. An exact theoretical prediction of the position of the

lines would have required the knowledge of the grating angles and exit
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mirror positions to a precision unobtainable with ordinary measuring

techniques. Since the grating angle was changed for various experi-

ments, it was decided that it would be much more sensible to simply

measure the location of the lines on a photographic plate. This

method has proven quite satisfactory and can also be utilized to pre-

dict possible spectra overlap problems.

Kodak Spectrum Analysis #1 plates were cut with a glass cutter

underneath a safelight to approximately a 2 x 3 in size. The exact

size is not important. It is only important that the spectrum of

interest fit on the plate. The emulsion side of the plates is then

placed on the focal plane by placing them face down on the surface of

an unoccupied slit array holder that has been installed on the focal

plane wall. The plate can then be exposed to the HC lamp radiation of

interest and a suitable spectral reference. The Hg 254 nm line from

a Hg pen lamp was used as a reference because a narrow band inter-

ference filter was available for that wavelength. It was decided to

reference all physical measurements from this line as it is approxi-

mately in the center of the UV region used for most AA work. Expo-

sure times were determined empirically. The Hg pen lamp on time

was normally about 1 s and the HC lamp on times ranged from 15 to

180 s depending on the HC and filter being used (if a filter was used).

It was found to be most convenient to cover 1/2 the entrance slit (e. g.

the upper half) while exposing the photographic plate to the reference
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line radiation and then covering the other half of the entrance slit

during the exposure from the HC of interest. This produces one

spectrum above the other, which is much more convenient than two

overlaid spectra. A separate calibration plate is made for each

elemental analytical line and is developed by standard procedures for

that emulsion.

Measurements of line distances were made on a Nikon

Shadowgraph, essentially a traversing microscope with a measure-

ment accuracy of 2µm (7.9 x 10-5 in), which belongs to the OSU

Biochemistry Department. It is important for the user to realize that

false readings may be obtained if the plate being analyzed is not

placed the correct distance above the traversing table. Data was

normally collected in three separate traverses of a given photographic

plate. The precision is extremely good, about 5 [im, so the three

traverses are primarily used as a check for operator error.

Slit Manufacture

The slit manufacturing technique is a hybrid of classical

photographic and modern integrated circuit technology and can be

broken down into the following steps: Aluminum (Al) deposition,

photoresist deposition, mask manufacture, mask photography, slide

exposure and development. Most of these procedures were carried

out with the facilities of the OSU Electrical Engineering Department
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under the supervision of Dr. J. Looney. The use of some of the

equipment is artful and is best learned through demonstration so

extensive descriptions are not presented.

Aluminum Deposition

The slits are manufactured from quartz microscope slides which

cost $3 each. Quartz is necessary as many of the spectroscopic lines

are in the UV and must pass through the slide. The slides are

cleaned with acetone and blown dry with nitrogen. The grease free

slides are then placed in a vacuum deposition machine. The system

is evacuated until the vacuum indicator needle is in the green region.

A current is then applied through a tungsten filament on which small

bent 1/4 in bars of Al have been placed. The current is increased

until the Al melts on the filament. At this point the current is greatly

increased and a blocking shield between the slides and the filament is

swung aside. Some of the Al will be vaporized and deposit on the

underside of the quartz plates. The system is then returned to

atmospheric pressure and the slides inspected. This procedure can

be repeated if the slide is not completely coated (i. e. completely

opaque), but usually one application is satisfactory.
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Photoresist Deposition

Photoresist is a generic term referring to a class of organic

compounds which are sensitive to UV light such that upon exposure

they change composition, and the exposed, or unexposed, portions can

be selectively removed by "developing". In this work AZ 1350 posi-

tive working photoresist is utilized after it was learned that the

developer for AZ 111 (another common photoresist) dissolved Al.

AZ 1350 is a dark red viscous liquid at room temperature.

The Al coated slide is placed on a spinner assembly designed to

hold a microscope slide, and the surface is completely coated with

AZ 1350 applied from a dropper. The spinner is then brought

smoothly up to about 1500 rpm for about 5 s. The excess photoresist

will spin off and, on drying, a color change to red-brown can be

observed. The spinner is then brought smoothly down to a stop, and

the slide must be placed in an evacuated, 60 degrees Centigrade oven

for 10 minutes. The slide can then be stored away from UV light and

dust for periods exceeding one month. The exact lifetime of the pre-

pared slides is not known.

Mask Manufacture

A mask is used in the exposure portion of the slit manufacturing

process. The mask must pass UV light only in the locations where
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the slits are desired. The accuracy of slit placement on the final

slit array can be no better than the accuracy of the mask used to

manufacture them.

After experimentation, it was concluded that the most convenient

method of mask production would be through the utilization of photo-

reduction techniques. A mask exactly 20 times larger than the final

mask is constructed on a milling machine using the data obtained in

the slit distance procedure (all measurements are scaled up by a

factor of 20). The 20X mask is normally machined from 1/8 in

plexiglass using a 3/32 in milling cutter to produce 2.4 mm wide

slits. Upon reduction this produces slits of almost exactly 120 p.m

wide. The milling machine is accurate to 0.001 in (25 p.m) and the

plexiglass fixed to the milling machine table can be translated over

24 in. After reduction these correspond to an accuracy of 1. 3 p.m

over a possible range of 1.2 in (30, 000 p.m). Higher tolerances would

be possible with better machining equipment but are not at all neces-

sary. After milling, the plexiglass is turned opaque by painting with

a flat black paint (KRYLON Hot Rod Black is recommended), and the

appearance is of a flat black plate with slits cut in it. The slits are

10 in high before 20X reduction and 0.50 in high after the reduction.
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Mask Photography

A photoreduction is made by placing the 20X mask on the

transparent screen of a GCA photo reduction assembly. The camera

carriage is adjusted to a readout of 30.945 in and controls the reduc-

tion achieved. The 60 mm lense must be placed in the camera. The

dovetail assembly is adjusted to a reading of 0.2695 in and is

adjusted to focus the image of the object in the focal plane of the

camera. The reduction can be calibrated by using a micrometer

traverse adjustment on the camera and looking through the eyepiece

on the back of the camera before the photoplate is inserted. This will

insure that the distance between the two slits on the image of the 20X

mask is exactly equal to the distance determined by the slit spacing

determination procedure. The traverse is accurate to 0.0001 in or

2.54 p.m. An aperture in the focal plane limits the maximum size of a

photoreduced mask to 1.25 in and hence the plexiglass mask to 24 in.

The fluorescent light behind the mask is warmed until stable,

about 5 minutes, and can then be extinguished. With only safe lights

on, a 2 x 2 in ultra flat (green sensitive) high resolution plate is

placed in the camera, and the fluorescent light can then be relit. The

photoplate should be exposed for about 45 s using the manual shutter.

This plate (denoted the N plate) is then developed with standard

procedures. After the N plate has dried, about 1 hr, a positive
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(denoted the P plate) is made simply by making a reversal of the N

plate. Under safelights a new photoplate (to become the P plate) is

placed face to face (emulsion to emulsion. This is important!) with

the N plate. The combination of the two is placed with the back of the

N plate facing toward the uncovered fluorescent screen and is situ-

ated at the base of the camera carriage (exact placement is not

important). The two plates are not attached to each other, they are

resting face to face. The screen is then turned on for about 15 sec-

onds and the new photoplate (P) is then developed. The P photoplate

is the final mask and, when dry, can be used immediately with the

dried photoresist covered slide to generate a set of slits.

Slide Exposure and Development

Exposure is carried out in the following manner. The photo-

resist covered slide is placed with the aluminized face upward. The

center of the P plate is placed emulsion face downward over the center

of the slide and visually aligned. Unwanted portions (borders, etc. )

are masked off on the P plate. It is important that nothing with a low

melting point, like film, be used for masking. Thin metal plates are

good masking material. The photoresist is then exposed through the

P plate by a high intensity quartz-halogen lamp at 2 in for about 5 s.

The slide can then be immediately placed in a fresh bath of AZ 1350

developer. The slide will develop in 30 to 60 s and then is removed
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and washed in deionized water.

The slide is then etched with a solution consisting of

H
3

PO4 g H2O o HNO
3

in a volume ratio of 80 16 0 5 which is heated

to about 40°C. The slide is placed face up in the solution, normally

in a shallow petri dish, and brushed over gently with a cotton swab.

After removal of Al in the developed portion is complete, the slide is

washed thoroughly with deionized water and checked by observing the

slits through a microscope. The etching process can be interrupted

at any time and recontinued, so it is much better to keep checking so

as to avoid overetching.

When the etching is completed the unexposed photoresist may be

removed with acetone and gentle swabbing with a cotton swab. This is

done gently so as to avoid unnecessary disruption of the Al surface.

Portions not near any slit should be masked by an opaque material

(like black electrical tape) to avoid the passage of light through "pin-

holes" or tears in the Al surface. The slit array construction is then

completed.

Unsuccessful Slit Manufacture Techniques

There were several methods of slit manufacture which were

unsuccessful. These will be briefly outlined.
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Method 1

Initially an attempt was made to use spectral lines of interest

directly to expose the photoresist covered slide which had been placed

on the focal plane of the monochromator. This would only be success-

ful for UV lines since the photoresist is only UV sensitive. The

method was only successful with a several hour exposure with a Hg

pen lamp. A Hg pen lamp 254 nm line is approximately 1000 times as

bright as a HC lamp line and so exposure times for HC lines was

prohibitively long. A second problem with this method is that an

entire spectrum from each HC lamp exposure would appear on the

photoresist unless some form of wavelength isolation was utilized.

Interference filters would work in some cases, but would cut the light

intensity by about a factor of 10. A tandem double monochromator

system would have required quite precise alignment of the two

monochromators and would involve considerable light loss.

Method 2

An attempt was made to employ directly as a mask (as plate P

is used) a photographic plate which had been made by reversal from a

photographic plate that had been exposed to radiation in the focal plane

of the monochromator. Exposure times were much shorter, but the

same problem of numerous spectral lines from each HC was
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encountered. It was also observed that the spectral line shapes (and

hence the quality of the slits) were often poor and dependent on the

illumination of the entrance slit and exposure time.

Method 3

It is possible to make a set of slits with a variation of method 2.

A photographic plate was placed in the focal plane, however the

254 nm line of Hg (using a filter to eliminate all other lines) was used

as the light source. Different slit images were obtained by rotating

the grating a precalculated amount between exposures. A reversal of

this plate (i. e. a positive) is made, and this is used as a mask for

exposing the photoresist covered slide. This method proved too

unreliable for the manufacture of more than two slits due to irregu-

larities in the sine bar drive.

Slit Placement Data

The actual slits used were manufactured as described in the

previous section. A determination of the slit widths and interslit dis-

tances was made on the Shadowgraph. The slits were then tested in

the TMMS monochromator to determine the placement error. For

unknown reasons the manufacturing process produced slits narrower

than the expected 120 p.m. This may be due to an incorrect exposure

time on one of the plates (P or N).
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The Mg 285.2 nm line is always used as a standard or reference

line because it is intense, centrally placed, and has a filter corres-

ponding to it. The positioning error is evaluated by measuring the

grating movement required to exactly align the resonance line of

another HC after the system has been aligned with the Mg HC line.

The grating movement is recorded in counter units. The counter units

are directly convertible to distance on the focal plane as described in

the monochromator section and using the knowledge that the reciprocal

linear dispersion is approximately 3.5 nm/mm.

As Table I indicates, the positioning was not perfect, but

certainly quite useable. The smaller slits will result in less light

passage, however not enough light was lost to warrent another con-

struction attempt. The placement data indicates that only the Mn slit

is grossly misplaced. It is extremely fortunate that the primary Mn

resonance line, 279.482 nm, is part of a triplet. The other two lines

are 279.827 and 280. 106 nm. The relative absorbances of these lines

are 10, 8 and 5 (67), respectively, and the 0.42 nm bandpass of the

TMMS system in the AA mode effectively mixes the radiation from the

first two lines so that experimentally no difference in absorbance for

the same solution could be detected when the grating was moved from

the "aligned" position on the Mg maximum to the position providing

the maximum Mn signal.
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Table I. Slit placement data.

Slit D.1. a % Max.
b Widthc D. 2. d D. 3. e

Zn 0 100 95 0 0

Cd + 45 71 92 4245 4210
Ni + 30 88 95 5138 5102
Co + 50 84 89 7646 7600
Fe 0 100 88 9848 9790
Hg NM NM 92 11334 11270
Au 0 100 92 15334 15255
Mn +120 55 85 18708 18618
Pb 0 100 77 19856 19760
Mg 0 100 82 20384 20287
Cu 45 75 75 31739 31606

a

b

The distance in p.m out of correct alignment. The + means that the
line is too far away from the Mg slit. All directions are referenced
to the Mg slit.
The % of the total possible signal that is obtained when aligned with
the Mg slit and Mg HC.

c The width of the slit in p.m, accurate to about 5 p.
dThe distance in p.m of the center of that slit as referenced from the

Zn slit
e The distances in p.m between the machined 20X slits divided by
exactly 20. 000. Note that D. 2. and D. 3. are not identical due to a
non 20X reduction.

Photon Funnel Design

The purpose of the photon funnel is to direct all light exiting

from any slit over a 2 in region into the 0.3 x 0. 4 in photocathode

surface with minimal light loss. The light exits from each slit in a

conical fashion as determined by the focusing mirror and slit position.

The plane angle of the cones range from 8. 0 to 9. 5 degrees so that the

light could be spread over a 1. 3 in region 8 in from the slit.
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Many light collection schemes were considered involving fiber

optics and mirrors, but the unique photon funnel was finally chosen

because it is inexpensive, compact, rugged and easily designed. The

concept for the photon funnel and the design procedure was evolved

from discussions with Dr. Jimmey Hosch of the Texas Instrument

Company.

The photon funnel, PMT and funnel/PMT housing compartment

are shown in Figure 5. The compartment is a 6. 0 x 5. 0 x 10. 0 in

box manufactured from 1/4 in aluminum and attached with a flange to

the monochromator focal plane wall. The four pieces used to con-

struct the photon funnel were cut from 1/8 in glass and aluminized on

one surface by the Panchro Glass Company of Los Angeles, Calif.

The identical top and bottom pieces are trapazoidal in shape with

2. 5 and 0. 8 in bases and an 8. 0 in height. The two rectangular side

pieces are 0. 6 x 8. 0 in. The four pieces are glued together with

Duro brand household cement such that the inside dimensions of the

large and small openings are 0.4 x 2.5 in and 0.4 x 0.8 in, respec-

tively. The side-on PMT is glued to the small end of the funnel with

Duro brand Black Plastic Rubber and black electrical tape is wrapped

around the PMT and small end of the funnel. The PMT anode and

cathode are connected through the compartment walls with BNC con-

nectors and 100 kQ resistors are used in the PMT dynode chain. The

bottom of the funnel is glued to a plexiglass plate and positioned in the
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Figure 5. Photon funnel. A, PMT; B, mirrored light

funnel.
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compartment along the optical axis. Provision is made for adjusting

the position of the funnel along the optical axis plane parallel to the

table so that the large end of the funnel can be butted against the slit

array or up to a distance of 0. 1 in away from the slits so that indi-

vidual slits can be blocked with small masks.

The dimensions of the funnel are critical and determined by ray

tracing techniques. The design involves some compromise since it is

necessary to minimize the number of reflections of a given ray from

an exit slit and the size of the dead zone for a given slit. Here the

dead zone is the fraction of rays leaving a particular slit (expressed

as a planar angle range) which will pass out of the end of the funnel

but miss the photocathode.

The ray tracing techniques employed are illustrated in Figure 6.

With this simple procedure it is possible to determine the path that

any ray from any slit will follow based on the principle that the angle

of reflection equals the angle of incidence for a front surface mirror.

Consider Figure 6a where A and B are the side mirrored walls,

X is an incident ray and T is a target (i. e. the photocathode). The

designer wishes to know, with minimum effort, whether ray X, with

its angle and point of origin (the slit) will hit T, and if so, after how

many reflections. From the number of reflections the attenuation due

to reflection losses may be calculated. It would be possible to use the

knowledge that the angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence and
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Figure 6a. Light ray reflection illustrated in a conventional
manner.

A

T"

Figure 6b. Light ray reflection illustrated in an
unconventional manner.
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to use an accurate protractor to draw the appropriate angles and

prove that ray X hits the target, T. It is easier however to use the

technique illustrated in Figure 6b. Here mirrored surface A' is

drawn so it has the same relationship (distances and angles) with B

as A does with B. Likewise the funnel formed by A' and B' is

identical to the original funnel formed by A and B. Ray X is

drawn to pass through B and A' unreflected. By folding along line

B so A' falls on A, it is easy to see that ray X' is identical to X

after one reflection in Figure 6a. The analogy continues for further

reflections. The utility of the system becomes evident when one

observes the ease with which one can see that ray Z, after one

reflection, misses the target. It should be apparent that one can use

this approach to determine rapidly which sectors of angles from any

slit between A and B will not hit the target and how many reflec-

tions will be suffered.

This technique was used to evaluate the efficiency for slits at

the extreme edges of the exit slot and in the middle. This showed

that light exiting from slits in the middle suffer at most one reflection

with no dead zone. Light from slits at the extreme edges (worst

cases), about 0.07 in beyond the farthest slits employed in this work,

suffer up to three reflections with two dead zones summing up to 2

degrees out of 8. 5 degrees.
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The efficiency was tested with a Hg pen lamp and a 254 nm

filter so as to have essentially monochromatic 254 nm. radiation.

The slit array was removed and the monochromator was scanned to

move the slit image across the exit slot and, in Figure 7, it is obvious

that over 75% of the exit slot range, the attenuation is less than 25%

of maximum and 55% loss was observed at the extremes. The total

light throughput efficiency depends not only on the funnel properties,

but on the grating blaze, and the grating angle which affects the

amount of light that reaches the exit mirror.

Electronic s

General Description

Before proceeding with a detailed description of the operation of

the various electronic sections it would be best to obtain an overview

of the complete electronics system. The following discussion will use

Figure 3 in which each component has been numbered and labeled for

ease of reference.

A PMT [1] is used to transduce light into an electrical signal,

in this case, a current. The current is converted to a voltage by an

operational amplifier [2] operated in the current-to-voltage (I-v)

converter mode. If necessary it can be further amplified by an addi-

tional amplifier at this point. The voltage is then converted to a
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frequency which is proportional to that voltage by the voltage to

frequency (V/F) converter [3]. The digital pulse train is then input

into the control section [4] where it is directed at the correct time to

the appropriate set of cascaded up-down counters [8], [9], [10] and

[11]. Each set of counters has its own digital readout [12], [13], [14]

and [15] which constantly displays the aggregate sum stored in the

counter s.

The control card is timed by an input from a crystal controlled,

very accurate, clock [5]. This clock signal is used at all times to

control the pulsing of the HC (Hollow Cathode) lamps through the HC

lamp power assembly [6]; however, the control section will only allow

data from the V/F to pass through into the counters after the start

switch has been actuated. At this time it will reset itself and begin

pulsing the first HC and putting data into the corresponding counter.

It will then proceed to pulse the other HC's and place the data accord-

ingly for a set number of laps (cycles). At the end of data collection

the control section will continue to pulse the HC's until requested to

begin again.

Control Electronics

The operation of the control electronics revolves around the use

of a demultiplexer IC (integrated circuit). A demultiplier (60, 61) is a

digital device that directs digital information from a single data input
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to one of several outputs. The output channel which will transmit the

input data is selected by binary signals presented to control inputs.

Two demultiplexers are used in the control circuit. Figure 8

contains a useful simplified schematic. One demultiplexer [15] con-

trols the pulsing of the HC's while the other [12] controls the sequen-

tial channeling of the V/F pulse train to the appropriate up-down

counter. Since both demultiplexers are controlled by the A, B, and

C BCD coded outputs of the same decade counting unit, the pulsing

of the lamps and data acquisition are perfectly synchronized. The

demultipliers are the heart of the system and all other components are

used to control the rate of pulsing and data acquisition, to stop and

start data acquisition, and to provide delays.

Inverters [5, 10, 14 and 16-19] are simply used to invert a

signal from its 1 or 0 digital state to the alternate state. They are

needed in this system because various devices trigger on a 1 to 0 or

0 to 1 transitions, and it was often necessary to use an inverter to get

everything properly coordinated.

The data acquisition is initiated with the start switch which

triggers monostable 2 to produce a 0.7 s logic 1 pulse. This mono-

stable acts as a momentary bounceless switch. When the output of

monostable 2 returns to logic 0, monostable 3 is triggered to produce

a .1 µs pulse. This pulse clears the lap counter, the demultiplexer

counter, sets the output up-down counters to zero and resets the clock.
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The demultiplexer counter will trigger on the first logic 0 to 1

transition from the clock after the starting pulse, and the A output of

that counter will go to logic 1. This will cause the input signal from

gate 14 (D, always a logic 0) of the lamp demultiplexer to be input via

the demultiplexer to inverter 19. This in turn will turn on HC 1 for

the period of the input clock frequency. The second 0 to 1 transition

of the clock after the starting pulse will cause the demultiplexer

counter A output to go to 0 and the B output to 1. This will turn HC 1

off for one clock period. The 3rd and 4th transitions from the clock

turn HC 2 on and off for one clock period. Similarly HC lamps 3 and

4 are turned on and off. The sequence is repeated continually until the

start switch is activated. This interrupts the cycle and restarts it

again with HC 1.

The pulse train from the V /F converter is directed to the

appropriate up and down inputs of the up-down counter through

inverter 5, input b of gates 6 and 7, and input D of the signal demulti-

plexer. NAND gates 6 and 7 will only pass the pulse train if the a

input is logic 1.

Input a of gate 6 is controlled by monostable 4 which is

triggered by the starting pulse from monostable 3 or the 0 to 1 transi-

tion of the clock pulse. Thus when monostable 4 is triggered the

output goes to logic 0 which blocks gate 6 until a returns to logic 1.

This delay period was chosen to be about 0. 7 ms to prevent data from
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being acquired during the rise and fall times of the signal from the

HC lamp.

Input a of gate 7 is controlled in a somewhat different manner.

The lap counter (9) receives one pulse from the C output of the

demultiplexer counter through inverter 10 and NAND gate 10 after

every eight clock pulses (one lap). After a pres elected number of

laps, the output of gate 8 is driven to logic zero which blocks any

more data acquisition via gate 7. Simultaneously one of the inputs to

NAND 11 is driven to logic 0 thereby stopping the lap counter from

further counting. For ten laps, the B and D outputs of the lap counter

are connected to NAND gate 8. The other 2 inputs to NAND gate 8 are

connected to logic 1. When 10 counts have been received the B and D

outputs will both go to logic 1. Then all the inputs into NAND 8 will

be logic 1 causing a logic 0 to be input into NAND gate 7. The actual

circuit uses 2 counters providing various combinations of laps from 1

to 256. For 100 laps one would connect the B output to the lower

counter (K Appendix IV) and the B and C inputs of the second counter

(J) to the NAND gate (I).

During the first clock period, when HC 1 is on, the logic output

of the counter demultiplexer causes the pulse train to be directed

through the signal demultiplexer to the up input of counter 1 (after the

delay period). During the 2nd clock period, when lamp one is off, the

pulse train will be directed to the down input of counter 1 after the
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delay period. This will be repeated sequentially for counters 2, 3

and 4. One complete sequence of collection from each of the HC

lamps is called a "lap". The circuitry will continue to do laps until

the lap counter blocks gate 7. At this time the lamps will continue to

be pulsed but data collection will be terminated. It would have been

possible to stop demultiplex counter 13 but this was unadvisable since

the HC lamps must be kept running to ensure stability. It was

decided to simply cut off the flow of digital information to the data

counters with the lap gate.

Counters

Five 74192 up-down counters are cascaded together in the

traditional manner (62) and mounted on a PC (Printed Circuit) board.

There is one PC board for each of the four channels. The schematic

for the PC board is given in Figure 9. The up-down inputs of the first

counter on each card are connected to the signal demultiplexer output

on the control card. When a pulse train is transmitted to the up

channel it will cause the counter to count up (add). When a pulse train

is directed to the down channel it will result in down (subtraction)

counting.

It should be noted that if straight binary rather than BCD

outputs are desired, any of the 74190 series ICs can be placed on the

PC card as all the pin configurations are identical.
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Two of the displays consist of 5 ordinary DIALIGHT 7 segment

displays. Each digit is purchased separately, and then placed

together with a bezel assembly. The digits require only 5 volt power

and include decoder drivers to that the BCD outputs of each up-down

counter are connected directly to a separate digit.

The other two displays were 4 digit HEATH EU 801-15 displays.

These were powered by the normal HEATH system and required only

a BCD input to operate them. The top 4 digits of counters 3 and 4 were

connected to read out on these displays.

The control circuitry, counter PC cards, and the PC with

transistors T5 through T8 and resistors R1 through R8 are all

mounted in a rack mounted Vector strut cage. The control circuitry

is mounted on a breadboard assembly affixed to a 22 finger edge con-

nector PC board. This entire assembly and the DIALCO digits are

powered by one 5 V power supply.

The V/F, I-V converter and the differential amplifier are all

mounted in separate BUD boxes in standard configurations as speci-

fied by the manufacturer.

Readout and Noise Expressions

The photocurrent voltage (E) at the output of the I-V converter

during a lamp pulse is given by



E = imRf

67

(1)

where i is the photocathodic current in A, m is the PMT gain and

Rf is the feedback resistance in C2 or V/A. The photocathodic

current, a measure of the absolute light level, can be obtained by

measurement of E and knowledge of Rf and m. The PMT gain is

determined from the bias voltage applied to the PMT and the calibra-

tion graph in Appendix IV. E and i are the peak voltage and current,

respectively, and the rms voltage or current due to the lamp signal is

1/8 of the peak signal if the background emission signal is negligible.

The frequency output from the V /F converter is given by

f = KE = 105E (2)

where K is the V /F conversion factor (100 KHz/V). The number of

counts (N) accumulated in n laps is given by

N = ftn (3)

where t in s is the accumulation time per lap and is the clock

period minus the delay time. Hence for 10 and 100 laps, a 100 Hz

clock rate, and a delay time of 0.7 ms,

N
10

= 0.093f = 9.3 x 103E (4)

N
100

= 0.93f = 9.3 x 104E (5)



The rms shot noise in the lamp photocurrent voltage signal (o- )E q+s

is given by (67)

where

(o- ) = (mR fKE)
1 /2

mRf(Ki)
1/2

E q+s

K = 2eif(l +a)

of = (2tn) -1

a = (5-1) -1

5 10
1og m/9

e = 1.6 x 10 -19c

K = noise bandpass constant, A

of = noise equivalent bandpass, s -1

a = secondary emission factor

= gain per stage of PMT

For 10 and 100 laps, of equals 5.37 and 0.537 Hz, respectively.

The rms noise in terms of counts is

(0-N )q+
s

Ktn(0-E)q+s = ( KtnmRfKN )1
/2
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(6)

The number of counts to be accumulated is limited by several

factors. First the maximum value of E into the V/F converter

must be less than 10 V. Second to prevent overflow on the readout,

N < 105 counts. Hence for 10 and 100 laps the maximum value of E
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from Equations 4 and 5 is 10.7 and 1.07 V, respectively.

There will be an uncertainty of ± 1 count for each lap since the

pulse train and integration time are not synchronized. Thus the rela-

tive readout digitization readout error (RDE) is given by

RDE = nl /2 /N (12)

and will be equal to 3.2 x 10-5 and 10-4 for 10 and 100 laps, respec-

tively, if N = 105. To prevent readout limitations it is critical that

the relative noise always be greater than RDE.

Hollow Cathode Lamp Pulsing System

The HC lamps are pulsed with the circuit illustrated in Figure

10. The timing is controlled by the outputs from the inverters (16-19

Figure 8) on the control circuit board. The inverters could be used to

directly control the power transistors, but the current capability is

not as high as that of the control transistors so the inverter signals

are fed sequentially to the base of the control transistors T5-T8.

These transistors are in the common collector (emitter follower) con-

figuration and are used simply as an on/off switch capable of high

current throughput. When one of the control transistors receives a

positive logic signal, it is turned on and provides a current to the base

of the power transistor (T1-T4) through the base resistors (RB1-RB4)



M HC1 HC2 HC3 HC4
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Figure 10. Complete hollow cathode lamp pulsing circuitry schematic.

T
1
-T

4
are SK3111 NPN power transistors,T

5
-T

8
are 2N3416 NPN trans-

istors, M is listed in Appendix III, R1-R4 are 1.5 Kn, R5-R8 are

18 KO.
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normally 100 Q. This current turns on the power transistor and

allows current to flow through the HC. At this point the current

through the HC lamps is limited by the variable load resistors

(RL1-R L4). These must be of the high wattage type. The resistances

vary from 1 to 20 KQ and the wattage rating should be 5 W. Greater

wattage values may be required for high current operation during

fluorescence operation.

It is possible to control the current through the HC by minimiz-

ing the RL and establishing control via the base current into the power

resistor (63). This method has the disadvantage that the current

flow may fluctuate with temperature because the power transistor is

being used as a regulator rather than as a switch, and transistor char-

acteristics vary with temperature. For this reason, it was decided

that resistor control was superior.

The system is quite convenient in that only one power supply is

used, and it is possible to vary the currents through individual HC

lamps by changing the load resistors (RL). The current through a

given HC may be observed by replacing the shorting bar (S1 -S4) with

a wire running to M, a current meter. M will read out the rms cur-

rent plus a residual signal of about 2.2 mA. The residual signal can

be determined by turning the HC lamp off and is caused by the current

passing from the base to the emitter of the power transistor.
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Other pulsing configurations are possible, however none are

simpler or more convenient than this one. Experiments (64) have

reported increased stability for high pulsing situations with prolonged

waiting periods between pulses. Our experiments did not indicate

any superiority to this method.

The HC pulsing system exists in two distinct parts. The control

transistors are all mounted on one PC board immediately adjacent to

the control board. The signals from the emitters of the control

transistors are carried to banana plug (BP) jacks. Banana plug end

wires are then used to carry these signals to the power transistor

(PT) cage. The PT cage is rack mounted and is accessible from the

front and back. The front portion presents the shorting bars and the

rms current meter M. The back portion is accessed less often and

consists of BP jacks for ease of access. Figure 11 illustrates the

back panel. This is a partial "X-ray" view and all components and

connections on the inside of the panel are illustrated with dashed

lines. High Voltage power is transferred from the HV power supply

to the PT cage by BP wires. The + voltage is connected to the POS

BP jack and the negative wire is connected to GND. The NEG termi-

nal was intended for special work and is not presently connected.

Power supply negative is the system ground so no conflict exists.

The HC lamp is connected to the HI and LOW terminals. The

load resistor should be placed in a double BP device and placed
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HI ox 1 o- 9; 3 To POS

/

/ :§.
LOW 0- -0 BASE / \

4 0 I \
HC LOAD / \

/ \"o Front Panel
/

To All HI's

O
NEG

To Front Panel,
C24)

Figure 11. Power transistor cage back panel.

Q banana plug connector; 1, 2, 3, 4 referred to in text;

B, C, E are base, collecter and emitter of power transistor;

All underlined writing is for illustrative purposes and does
not exist on back panel.
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between terminals 1 and 2 (all underlined numbers and letters are

used only on the illustration and do not exist on the back panel) above

the LOAD sign. The base resistor is placed in a double BP device

and connected between 3 and 4. By stacking appropriate resistor

combinations in series and parallel it is possible to obtain different

values for base and load resistors. In all this work the base resistor

was maintained at 100 SZ and the load resistors were varied as needed

from 1 to 20 KO.

Multi element Atomic Absorption Optics
Alignment Procedure

A 0.5 mW He-Ne laser with a red 628 nm beam is used in the

following back lighting procedure. The laser should be adjustable in

all directions (x, y and z axes) for easiest use. Figures 12 and 13

will be used in the following discussion.

Step 1. Arrange conditions so that the laser beam hits the

center of the entrance mirror and exits via the center of the entrance

slit. This can be done by either of the following two methods.

Method 1: Run the laser beam backwards through the mono-

chromator system by directing the beam through the exit slit to

the exit mirror and hence automatically to the grating. Rotate

the grating so that the beam hits the center of the entrance

mirror and goes out through the entrance slit. This method
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works well, but it is easier to use Method 2.

Method 2: Remove the back of the monochromator and run the

laser beam off the grating and into the center of the entrance

mirror. Adjust the angle so that the beam hits both the center

of the entrance mirror and the center of the entrance slit.

Step 2. Remove all lenses.

Step 3. Ensure that the beam follows the optical rail. Adjust

either the rail or the monochromator if alignment is not correct.

Step 4. Align the burner so that the center of the burner slot is

directly below the beam.

Step 5. Align HC holder 2 by adjusting the adjustment screws so

that the center of the holder is below the beam.

Step 6. Secure the double beam splitter holder assembly (BS-L

Assembly 1 into place) with the lenses and beam splitters (BS)

removed. Set to the correct height.

A. Place the two beam splitters on the assembly in the approxi-

mate positions and face to the approximate angles required.

B. Set the beam splitters so that the center of the beam hits

the center of the beam splitters.

C. Follow the beam from each BS out about 0. 5 meters from

the point of relfection to ensure that the beam remains in

the same horizontal plane. If the beam does deviate by

more than 3 mm, then adjust the beam splitters
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appropriately by the use of shim stock.

D. Tighten down the beam splitters. Check again for mis-

alignment out of the horizontal plane.

Step 7. Place HC holders 1 and 4 in place at the correct dis-

tance. Align them exactly by placing the center of the holders

beneath the beam. The beam for HC holder 1 will be that reflected

off BS 2 after passing through BS 1. The beam for HC holder 4 will

be the beam that is reflected from BS 1 and passes through BS 3.

Step 8. Place the center of BS-L Assembly 2 on the beam and at

the correct distance.

Step 9. Install BS-L Assembly 2 at the correct height.

Step 10. Set BS 3 at approximately the correct angle.

A. Center the BS so that the beam passes through the center.

B. Check as before for horizontal alignment.

C. Tighten down and check alignment.

Step 11. Install HC holder 3 at the correct distance on the

reflected beam from BS 3.

Step 12. Install lenses from HCs numbers 1 and 3 by placing

them at the correct distance with the beam going through the center of

the lense. The beam should continue to go above the HC holder center.

Step 13. Install lenses for HC numbers 2 and 4 as above.

Special Notes: (1) The alignment procedure does not place the

HC lamps in exactly the optimal position. This must be
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slits

n
L 6 L S BS-L Assembly 1

L 1

OHC 1

HC 2

Figure 12. Optical components nomenclature diagram.



Figure 13. Optical components placement diagram. A,B, and C are angles in degrees. All other

numbers are distances in inches. Note: not to scale.
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done for each HC lamp by adjusting the adjustment screws

for maximum intensity as seen by the PMT while ensuring

that the beam from the HC passes through the flame. This

can be tested by using a white card above the unlit burner

and observing the filler gas image.

(2) The exact replication of any angle is unnecessary. All

angle adjustments can be roughly made by eye, because the

procedure ensures that the final alignment is correct.

Many angular arrangements can be satisfactory.

(3) The "correct height" in all cases refers to a height which

will place the center of all lenses and beam splitters at the

height of the optical axis.

(4) The distances between lense pairs are approximately four

focal lengths. The distance between the HC lamps and the

lenses and between lense 1 and the monochromator are

approximately 2 focal lenths. This should provide for 1:1

imaging of the HC image onto the entrance slit of the mono-

chromator.

Flame Atomic Absorption Operation

Original Alignment

Place in and secure with the screw clamps a slit array holder
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assembly with the slit array mounted that has had the tilt adjusted as

previously described. Using electrical tape or other suitable masking

material, cover all the slits but the Mg slit (Figure 14). Place the

PMT housing assembly on over the slit array holder and secure it

with the four allen head screws. Tighten uniformly but do not clamp

the assembly down any harder than necessary to acquire a good light

seal with the gasket.

Turn on all electronics. Set the number of laps to ten as

described in the electronics section. Set the PMT voltage at 600 V,

the feedback resistor (Rf) of the I-V at 106 St and the feedback

capacitor (Cf) at 10-4 Note that the time constant (T) is 0.1 ms.

With a 100 Hz clock pulse a T larger than 0.2 ms will cause signal

degradation. Therefore, whenever Rf is changed, Cf must be changed

accordingly so that T = 0. 1 ms or less on this amplifier, which only

changes by orders of magnitude.

Place the Mg HC in position #2 HC holder. Warm the HC power

supply for 5 min. Place a 10 KSt resistor in the RL position for HC 2

on the back panel assembly (see electronics section for more detail).

Connect the front panel S2 output to the meter so that the current

through the Mg HC can be read. Adjust the HC power supply voltage

to obtain a current of 3 ma above the residual current (about 2.2 mA).

Adjust the Mg HC so that the neon beam falls on the entrance slit of

the monochromator. Place the Mg filter in the light path. Rotate the
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Figure 14. Relative slit placement diagram.
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grating until a maximum signal is observed on either an oscilliscope

connected to the I-V readout or the readout for channel 2. The sys-

tem is now aligned with the Mg 285.2 nm line going through the Mg

285.2 nm slit. If the counter reading is different from 000, reset it.

The entrance slit should be masked to be slightly larger than

the size of the largest HC lamp image (about 6 mm). This is accom-

plished by masking off the top and bottom portions of the slit with

black electrical tape. This procedure minimizes the input of unwanted

flame background noise. Normally the masking tape is left on at all

times that AA work is being done.

Flame AA Measurements

Ensure that the monochromator has been aligned as above. This

should be done once per day.

By study of the excess light table, Table II, ensure that the

desired elements can be analyzed together. If they can, determine

whether filters will be necessary. Place the weakest or the most

severely filtered HC in position #2. Place the other lamps in the

other positions.

The correct slits must be opened up so that the resonance

radiation from the HC lamps can pass through. Turn off the PMT

output voltage (not the PMT power supply, only the output). Remove

the PMT housing. Arrange the masking so that the correct slits are
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open (see Figure 15). Resecure the PMT housing. Turn on the PMT

power supply output voltage.

Place the sheet metal aluminum chimney (6 x 7 x 23 in high, not

pictured) over the burner assembly. Align the chimney so that the

quartz windows are perpendicular to and centered on the optical axis.

The HC lamp positions should now be adjusted with the adjustment

screws for maximum intensity as indicated by the highest total count

on the readout. By using a white card placed over the burner, the

operator should assure that all beams pass over the burner. When the

calibration curve is made the operator should check to see that the

proper AA sensitivity (concentration yielding 0. 0043 absorbance

units) is obtained.

Adjust each lamp to a reasonable operating intensity by adjusting

RL, m and Rf and taking into consideration the following:

1. The effect of high lamp current on AA sensitivity and the

resulting effect on detection limits.

2. The need to collect enough counts per lap to not be limited by

digitization error (RDE equation 12), but not so many points

that overflow of the digital readout results (N > 105).

3. E must not exceed 10 V or the V/F converter will be over-

loaded and will not count properly.

The general procedure is, whenever possible, to adjust the lamp

intensities to be within an order of magnitude of each other by
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adjusting RL for each one, and then adjusting Rf and the PMT voltage

(both are sources of electronic gain) to get the largest signal, E, to

be slightly less than 10 V for 10 laps or 1.0 V for 100 laps. If the

smallest lamp signal is within an order of magnitude of the largest

signal, RDE for a 10% T solution will be no worse than 0.32% and 1%

for 10 and 100 laps, respectively.

The oxidant (air) regulator should be adjusted to 40 lb and the

fuel (acetylene) regulator should be adjusted to 11 lb. The air flow

through the flow meters should be adjusted to 40 units (4. 6 1 /min)

(see calibration in Appendix V) and the C2H2 flow adjusted to 10 units

Both should then be turned off. The air should then be(0. 5 limin)

turned on, a match lit, then the C H
Z

turned on and the burner lit.

Adjust for an oxidizing flame. Allow 2 minutes for the burner to

warm up. Never allow the tank pressure of the acetylene to drop

below 80 lbs or the interior may be damaged.

Set the electronics to 100 laps. Run alternately sample and

blanks, the desired readout will appear at the readout corresponding

to the position of the analyte HC. The blank and sample readouts are

ratioed directly to generate transmittance data. A complete TMMS

flame AA instrument is pictured in Figure 15.



Figure 15. TMMS flame AA configuration. A, PMT housing; B, entrance slit; C, burner; D, beam

splitters; E, flow meters; F, hollow cathode lamp..
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Non Flame Atomizer TMMS System Instrumentation
and Operation

Instrumentation

The instrumentation and optical arrangement for non-flame

multielement AA are identical to that for the TMMS flame AA except

that the burner assembly is replaced with the Varian AA-6 carbon rod

atomizer, the HC radiation is directed through the carbon rod tube,

and the data acquisition and readout circuitry is replaced by a DEC

(Digital Equipment Corporation) PDP 11/20 minicomputor system. A

different data acquisition system is required for non-flame work

because of the transient nature of the signal; however, the pulsing of

the HC lamps is still totally controlled by the control circuitry used

for flame work.

Channels 0 and 1 of the four channel 10 bit AD 01-D A/D (analog

to digital converter) on the computer are connected to the remote

readout jack of the carbon rod power supply and the output of the cur-

rent to voltage (I-V) converter, respectively. Channel 0 receives a

1 V signal from the carbon rod supply when the atomize cycle begins

and channel 1 monitors the photocurrent voltage. The 1.25 V A/D

range was employed which yields a resolution of about 1 my and has a

total acquisition time of 20 [is per reading.
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The status of the HC lamps is conveyed to the computer by 4

digital lines. These lines are connected to the lines that control the

operation of the power transistors that operate the HC lamps. These

are the lines that travel to the control transistors (T5-T8 Figure 10)

from the control circuit board. Connection would be made at the

positions marked 1, 2, 3, and 4 on Figure 10. At the computer these

lines are connected to the DR 11A digital interface. The HC #1 con-

trol line is connected to bit 0 (zero), HC #2 control line to bit 1 etc.

When the base of transistor T5 receives a 5 V logic 1 signal, the

power transistor T1 immediately turns on HC #1, and the computer

is alerted that HC #1 is going on.

The two computer programs employed are listed and discussed

in detail in Appendix II so only the salient features will be presented

in this section. A fast running program is written in machine language

(PAL 11) for data collection. Data manipulation is carried out in

DEC BASIC. Graphing is carried on by operating directly from

BASIC with an External Function. An External Function is a machine

language subroutine which is designed to operate in conjunction with

BASIC.

Operation

All HC currents, the PMT voltage and the I-V converter gain

must be adjusted so that the output signal from the I-V converter at no
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time exceeds 1.25 V. The HC currents for each HC lamp should be

adjusted so that all the lamp signals are near to 1.25 V to maintain

good relative readout resolution. The operator should test fire the

rod with no sample and observe the output of the I-V converter on an

oscilliscope so that the effect of an emission signal from the rod can

be observed. During the atomize step, all lamp signals ride on top

of the background emission signal from the rod, so if the emission

signal plus dark current signal is 0. 1 V, the maximum lamp voltage

signal must not be greater than 1.15 V. Fine gain adjustment is

most easily carried out by changing the PMT voltage. This work was

carried out at a PMT voltage of about 700 V.

The computer and all the electronics must be connected to the

same ground or damage may result to the A/D. This is most easily

accomplished by plugging all instruments directly or indirectly to the

same wall socket.

Five µl samples were uniformly injected into the carbon rod with

a 5µl Eppendorf pipet with disposable tips. Considerable practice

may be required before the desired reproducibility is obtained.

The Varian carbon rod power supply should be adjusted to dry

the sample before the atomize cycle begins. During these experi-

ments the dry cycle was not operating correctly. It was necessary to

use the ash cycle to dry the sample (normally 30 s at 6. 5 setting).

This must be done carefully or the sample will be splattered by an
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inordinately hot ash cycle. The atomize cycle was carried out for 4 s

at a setting of 7.2, which produced a white hot rod for about 1 s. The

atomize cycle appeared to be reproducible, and no problems were

encountered with it. Nitrogen flow was maintained at a constant 7

(arbitrary units) on the Varian gas flow monitor.

Computer Operation

After the computer is interfaced to the TMMS instrument and

the data collection program and 12 K BASIC (with external functions)

are loaded in that order, the BASIC program (BASIC CARBON ROD II)

is loaded by typing OLD after placing the paper tape in the paper tape

reader. After the program has been loaded, it can be run by typing

RUN (CR) (CR means carriage return). All YES or NO questions can

be answered with either a 1 (CR), which means YES, or a 0 (CR) or

(CR), both of which mean NO. All other replies must be numbers.

The program will ask the operator if he wishes to examine and/or

change any operating parameters (these are explained in Appendix II),

which he may do at this time. He will be then asked if this is a blank

run. If the operator replies YES, then the computer will make a blank

run. The carbon rod does not need to be activated as the HC signals

are being collected to obtain a 100% T value. A "true" blank run

requires the running of a blank sample and is treated itself as a

sample run. After the blank run has been made the operater can
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begin running samples. It is only necessary to repeat the blank run

if it becomes apparent that the HC lamps are drifting, however it is

quite easy to do and is recommended between each sample run. If the

answer to the blank run question is NO, the program will assume that

the operator is ready to run a sample and will print out the statement

"ENTERING SAMPLE NUMBER AND A CARRIAGE RETURN WILL

ACTIVATE INPUT CHANNEL SENSITIVITY". The operator should

then place a sample in the carbon rod, having already set all instru-

mental parameters. When this is done he should type in his sample

number, upon receiving a (CR) the program will begin to wait for the

atomize step signal at which point it will begin to take data. After the

data has been collected the program will ask the operator to

"CHOOSE A HOLLOW CATHODE OF 1-4," at this point the operator

should input the number of one of the HC lamps and press (CR). The

program will then generate an output as illustrated in the photograph

in Figure 16. All necessary data are on this output, however if a list

of the actual data points is required, the program will offer the

operator an opportunity to have this listed on a teletype or saved on

paper tape. The program will then give the operator the same options

of output for other HC lamp data sets. If an answer of NO is received

to all the options the routine will start again with the "LIKE TO TAKE

A BLANK FOR 100% T" question. The operator has once again begun

the data acquisition cycle of the program and all unsaved data is lost
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108

TRANSMITTANCE

DATE 8 23
SAMPLE NO. 23
NE. NO. 1

1003 T DT. 33.05401
PK TIME. 2.48
PK AREA. 3.439640
PK NT.. .4371826
PK ABSORB= .2495076
MAX VOLTS. 33.61+37
MIN VOLTS. 16.66337

TIME IN SECONDS 11.16

Figure 16. CARBON ROD II Data output.
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unless an escape is made from the program (this should be done only

by experienced BASIC operators, see Appendix II).

The listed data is explained below. For further explanation see

Appendix II.

HC. NO. : Uses the same numbering system as that used in

Figure 12.

100 %T VT: This is the voltage value used to determine 100%

T. It is determined during a 100% T (blank) run

and is displayed on the terminal as a horizontal

line at 100. The value displayed will be a voltage

equal to the average voltage X the number of

POINTS (Appendix II).

100% T VT = (Average Voltage) X POINTS

PK TIME: The time after the start of data collection at

which the peak (lowest transmittance) appears.

PK AREA: Arbitrary units. The integral of all values which

have transmittances less than 95% T.

PK HT: Peak height from 100% T. T = 1 - (PK HT)

PK ABSORB: The absorbance calculated using the data from

PK HT.

MAX VOLTS: The maximum voltage recorded X POINTS.

MIN VOLTS: The minimum voltage recorded X POINTS.
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and Operation

Instrumentation
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The instrumentation used for Atomic Fluorescence (AF) is

essentially the same as that used for flame AA, so only those aspects

which are different will be discussed.

The system is illustrated in Figure 17. The HC lamps were

arranged around the flame in a semicircle and the same f/3 focal

length lenses used for AA were used to focus the HC radiation from

each lamp into a beam with a cross section of approximately 0. 5 in.

The lamps were approximately 1 in from the focusing lenses and the

focusing lenses were approximately 3 in from the flame. A Mekker

type burner head was constructed from aluminum and was installed

on the Jarrel Ash nebulizer assembly. The Mekker head has a 16

hole pattern of 0. 040 in holes spaced uniformly in a circular area

0. 5 in in diameter.

To minimize HC lamp radiation scatter all exposed surfaces

which could reflect down the tube were painted flat black or tempo-

rarily blackened by masking with black electrical tape. Two tubes of

1 in diameter were constructed from black construction paper. The

first tube, of approximately 5.5 in length, was placed around the

optical axis between the entrance lense and the entrance slit. The



Figure 17. TMMS flame AF configuration. A, Mekker burner; B, light tube.
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second tube, of about 3 in length, was afixed to the other side of the

entrance lense and pointed down the optical axis toward the flame.

The tubes greatly reduced scatter though great care must be taken in

determining the length of the second tube as it may funnel in unwanted

radiation from HC lamps.

The entrance slit was 1.2 mm wide and the slits on the exit slit

array were manufactured to the same size to yield a 42 nm spectral

bandpass. The construction of the slit array is simple compared to

the AA array because the slits are wide and so that the elaborate

photor eduction and etching techniques are not needed. A piece of

black electrical tape is placed on a quartz slide which is placed on top

of the AA slit mask slide and carefully cut with a razor blade using

the same center to center distances used for AA. A height of 13 mm

is used and the width is 1.2 mm. The quartz slide will then have

1.2 x 13 mm slits on it. It can then be placed on the slit array holder

and aligned as previously described. Separate slits were made for

Cu, Mn, Au, Fe, Co and Zn. The Mg and Pb and Ni and Cd line

pairs were so close that a single 1.2 mm slit was used for each pair.

Operation

Because of the lower intensity signals of AF vs AA, the PMT

was operated at a voltage of 1000 V for most experiments. The gain

of the I-V converter was varied from 105 to 107 V/A as necessary to
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prevent readout resolution limitations. All data was collected with

100 laps to minimize noise.

The system was normally operated with a burner head approxi-

mately 2 cm below the optical axis. Hydrogen was used as the fuel

and the flow rate was varied from 0.6 to 5.0 Air flow was

maintained at a constant 4.8 1 /min with a resultant sample flow rate

of 4 mi./min.

The HC lamps were normally operated at 50 to 75% of their

maximum rated rms current to achieve high intensity. HC lamp

positions were optimized by aspirating a high concentration solution of

the appropriate standard and adjusting the HC lamp position for maxi-

mum peak signal while monitoring the signal output of the I-V con-

verter with an oscilliscope.
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In order to appreciate the capabilities and limitations of this

multielement AA system it is best to compare its performance with a

single element AA system. For this purpose we have utilized the

Varian model AA-6. It represents a typical modern high quality AA.

Bower (67) has extensively studied the S/N characteristics of this

AA-6 instrument and has determined the typical photocathodic cur-

rents for many elements. The photocathodic current is proportional

to the absolute light intensity striking the photomultiplier detector and

optical throughput of the instrument and is independent of the elec-

tronic and photomultiplier gain. The performance (e. g. AA sensi-

tivity, light throughput, etc. ) of the Varian AA-6 should be very

similar to that of the TMMS used as a single element instrument (one

slit, no beam splitters, 50% HC lamp duty cycle) because for both

instruments the same HC lamps were used, the burner aspirators

have similar design and solution and gas flow rates, the flame path

lengths are the same (10 cm), and similar PMT's are employed. The

external light collection optics are similar, f /3 lenses are used in

both. The f number and linear reciprocal dispersion are 10 and
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3. 3 nm /mm and 8 and 3.5 nm/mm for the AA-6 and TMMS mono-

chromators, respectively. Hence the light collection efficiency of the

AA-6 is slightly less but the resolution for a given slit width is better.

In this section the two instruments are compared in terms of AA

sensitivity, detection limits, calibration curves, S/N characteristics

and optical efficiency. Data are presented to indicate the typical per-

formance of the TMMS instrument as a multielement AA and to what

degree performance is degraded in the multielement mode. More

specifically, the goal is to determine the effect of having more than

one exit slit, pulsing lamps with less than a 50% duty cycle, using

beam splitters to combine the beams from a number of HC lamps,

using the mirrored photon funnel to direct the light from all slits into

one PMT, and the use of compromise flame conditions and spectral

bandpass for all elements.

Because some of the design features are quite different from

those of a single element AA, different problems will arise than

those normally encountered in single element AA. The use of multi-

ple exit slits allows more flame and contaminant background emission

radiation to strike the PMT with a resultant increase in average back-

ground emission signal and noise. Also light from a given HC can

pass through other than the desired slit and give rise to "stray light"

problems. A smaller duty cycle means that all signals are averaged

for only a small fraction of the total observation time. To keep the
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lamp signal per unit time the same, the lamp must be pulsed at higher

currents which can cause loss of AA sensitivity. The use of beam

splitters, filters, and the photon funnel will reduce the lamp signal

reaching the PMT and make noises independent of the lamp signal

(0% T) noise more important. Finally, lamp intensity must be

adjusted to be somewhat the same for all elements and hence not

optimal for all elements.

Excess Light

The term "excess light" refers to light from a given HC which

travels through exit slits other than the desired exit slit through which

the element's resonance radiation passes (resonance slit). It differs

from the term "stray light" in that stray light is radiation that passes

through the resonance slit which is not resonance radiation. It can be

light outside the spectral bandpass due to monochromator imperfec-

tions or light within the spectral bandpass from other lines produced

by the HC. Excess light is unique to the TMMS instrument while

stray light is equally a problem in single element work.

The problem of excess light is reduced by the use of a TM

design since the electronic channel of a given element responds only to

the radiation present when that element's HC is pulsed on and not to

radiation from other HC lamps. HC lamp cathodes may be made of a

variety of elements, and these elements along with a filler gas will
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emit a variety of lines. These additional lines can cause either

excess or stray light problems; however, the effect is the same.

Since it is unabsorbed radiation it will result in reduced AA sensitivi-

ties and result in a negative deviation of the calibration curve. The

most obnoxious case arises when one of the other elements in the

analyte cathode is one of the elements of interest in the analysis. In

this case a slit will be open which will pass the resonance radiation of

the other element, and when the analyte HC is turned on, light from

the HC may be absorbed by both elements since both resonance wave-

lengths are present in the spectrum of this HC. In most cases, the

problem of excess light can be minimized by the appropriate choice of

filters to place in front of each HC. The best filter was not always

available; however, the expected performance can be estimated in

most cases with the data obtained.

Table II is organized so that the potential user can quickly

estimate what excess light problems might arise for an analysis of a

given set of elements. For the present system only four or less slits

will be open simultaneously. The values in the table were determined

by directing the radiation from one HC into the monochromator and

sequentially measuring under identical conditions the lamp signal due

to the light passing through each slit with the remaining slits covered.

The signals are normalized with respect to the signal from the slit

corresponding to the analyte element of the HC tested given the value



Table II. Excess light ratios for the TMMS system.

SlitHC Total
Lamp Cu Mg Pb Mn Au Fe Co Ni Cd Zn Excess

Cu 1. 0 0 0 0. 006 0 0 0 0. 001 0 0. 001 0. 008
w 1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mg 0. 005 1. 0 0. 02 0. 06 0 0 0 0. 001 0 0. 001 0. 09
w 0 1.0 0 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.02

Pb 0.025 0.001 1. 0 0. 02 0. 001 0 0. 02 0. 001 0 0. 001 0. 07
w 0. 001 0. 006 1. 0 0. 03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 04

Mn 1. 3 0. 009 0. 009 1. 0 0. 02 0. 003 0. 001 0. 001 0. 001 0. 001 1.3
w 0. 006 0.02 0. 02 1. 0 0. 008 0 0 0 0 0

R

Au 0. 03 0. 002 0. 007 0. 03 1. 0 0 0 0. 25 0 0 0.3

Fe 0. 6 0. 5 0. 7 0. 7 0. 05 1. 0 0. 2 0. 03 0. 03 0. 003 2. 8
w 0 0. 006 0. 02 0. 06 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0. 09

PR1

Co 0.8 0.6 0.07 0.6 0.3 O. 2 1.0 0.2 0.2 0 3.0
w 0. 004 0. 003 0 0. 004 0. 005 0. 05 1. 0 0. 9 1. 6 0. 003 2. 6

PR2



Table II. Continued.

HC
Lamp

Slit Total
ExcessCu Mg Pb Mn Au Fe Co Ni Cd Zn

Ni 0. 2 0. 6 0. 03 0. 2 0. 01 0. 02 0. 02 1. 0 0. 09 0. 006 1. 2

w 0. 002 0. 004 0 0.001 0 0. 002 0. 01 1. 0 0. 08 0. 003 0. 1

R PR3

Cd 0. 1 0. 001 0. 002 0. 07 0. 01 0. 001 0 0. 04 1. 0 0. 004 0. 2

w 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.003 1.0 0 0.003

Zn 5.4 0. 05 0. 8 0. 1 0. 03 0. 7 0. 06 0. 01 0. 02 1. 0 7. 2

w 0. 006 0 0. 004 0 0 0. 006 0. 007 0 0. 006 1. 0 0. 3

R R

Codes: R: Resonance Line.
PRX: Partial Resonance Line number X, see partial resonance section.
w: Done with the best filter available, discussed in individual section for that element.
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of 1. 0. The same study was then made with a filter, when one was

available. These values are normalized in the same manner, but the

absolute signal for the resonance line is attenuated by the filter by the

amount specified in Table IV. The other feature of Table II is a cod-

ing indicating whether the excess radiation going through that slit is

absorbed by the corresponding element. As an example, in the

horizontal row corresponding to the Zn HC, one observes that under-

neath the Zn slit that the value is normalized to 1.0 and underneath

the Cu slit the value is 5.4 with an R code. The 5.4 means that the

intensity of the light from the Zn HC through the Cu slit is 5.4 times

greater than that through the Zn slit, and the R coding states that this

is totally Cu resonance radiation at 324.8 nm.

The coding PR (partial resonance) is used if only part of the

excess radiation going through that slit is resonance radiation. In this

case the incoming radiation may contain a resonance line and other

non-absorbed lines within the spectral bandpass or a non-resonance

line which partially overlaps the absorption profile of the element with

or without additional non-absorbed lines within the spectral bandpass.

The presence of resonance or partial resonance radiation is

determined by operating the system in the flame AA mode with only

the slit in question open. For the example above that would be with

the Zn HC operating and only the Cu slit open. The absorbance

observed with a known standard solution (Cu in this example) is
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compared to the absorbance obtained with the same solution and the

correct HC lamp (Cu in this example) on this instrument. If the

absorbances are the same then the light must be totally resonance

radiation.

If the absorbance is less than that obtained with the proper HC

lamp for a given slit, then partial resonance overlap occurs. The

specific cases of PR are shown in Table III and obviously differ in

degree considerably.

Table III. Partial resonance data.

PR HC Slit A resonance HC A
HC

Ratio

PR1 Fe Cu 0.43 0.06 7.2
PR2 Co Mg 1.35 0.58 2.3
PR3 Ni Mn 0.46 0.008 58

The values in Table II should only serve as guidelines to the

magnitude of the excess light problem. The actual values would vary

with the monochromator, slit width, HC lamps, slit position and

lamp currents employed. There is some uncertainty in the measure-

ment scheme due to small changes in alignment caused by covering

and uncovering individual slits. A more serious problem in the

determination is caused by the uncertainty in positioning the grating

because the entrance slit and hence the images in the focal plane are
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wider than the exit slits. The values reported are an average of

three determinations.

The excess light values for a given element and HC can be

determined with a conventional AA by measuring the light from a

given HC that passes through the slit at wavelength settings for other

elements. In this manner the effect of lamp current and spectral

bandpass as well as excess light problems for other elements than

tested here can be determined independently for any particular sys-

tem. When using this method it is recommended that the user verify

the wavelength by using the HC whose resonance radiation corres-

ponds to that wavelength. This can be carried out most easily by

combining with a beam splitter the radiation from the HC being tested

with the radiation from the HC providing the resonance line. The

AA-6 was used to check the excess light values obtained on the TMMS

and good agreement was found except with respect to the Cd HC lamp

and the Cu slit. The Cu slit is not aligned exactly correctly and the

line from the Cd HC passes more light through this slit than it does

through the correctly aligned slit on the AA-6.

Non-resonance excess light causes no interference in multi-

element work with the TMMS, however it degrades performance by

reducing sensitivity and causing more severe negative deviations

because it is light that will not be absorbed by the analyte. The

severity of the effect depends on the calibration curve of the element
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in the single element mode. If the total light passing through the other

3 slits in a particular application is less than 10% of the resonance

line intensity, the effect is usually not too severe.

The effect of stray light is illustrated in Figure 18 for Cd under

various conditions. Computation of absorbances taken under condi-

tions A and C indicates the significant effect of stray light. The

theoretical curve D was calculated from the simple stray light

formula, T' = f + (1-f)T, where T is the transmittance measured

without excess light. T` is the transmittance with excess light, and

f is the fraction of stray light. The agreement between curve D and

the experimental points taken under condition C is seen to be good.

In multielement TMMS work interferences will result when

excess light is resonance or partial resonance radiation because the

signal observed in one element's electronic channel will be affected

by two elements. In the case of partial resonance the effect will be

less severe and for case PR3 in Table III, Mn will have little affect on

the Ni signal if the Mn concentration is smaller than the Ni concen-

tration. By calibrating the effect of one element on another element's

signal, it is possible to operate in cases of resonance or partial

resonance stray or excess light. For example, if Zn and Cu are

determined simultaneously, the concentration of Cu determined in the

Cu channel can be used to correct the signal observed in the Zn chan-

nel (i. e. the fraction of light from the Zn HC that is absorbed by the
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CONITNTRATTON (ppm) _

Figure 18. Calibration curves for Cd with excess light and high

lamp current. A, Cd slit only, 2 mA; B, Cd slit only, 5 mA; C,

Cd slit and Cu slit, 20% excess light, 2 mA; D, theoretical curve

with 20% excess light.

250
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Cu can be determined). The analytical result will be subject to more

error than normal since the result is obtained from two numbers in

which each has experimental uncertainty.

It may be possible to reduce the magnitude of some non-

resonance excess light or the fraction of the unabsorbed excess partial

resonance excess light with a smaller slit width or spectral bandpass.

The success of this approach would depend on the wavelength of the

unabsorbed light and the resolution capabilities of the monochromator.

Smaller slit widths would attenuate all lamp signals and give rise to

possible S/N problems. Possibly better alignment of the slit positions

on the multiple slit array could reduce some problems. Different HC

lamps or specially designed HC lamps (e. g. less Cu in the Zn HC)

might help particularly for resonance cases.

The above possibilities were not pursued because in most cases

the excess light could be minimized by placing an interference filter

in front of the appropriate HC which would pass the desired resonance

line but (ideally) no light in regions where overlap existed with other

slits. Table II shows that excess light problems are minimal for Cu,

Mg and Pb, significant for one element for Mn (Cu slit), Au (Ni slit),

and Cd (Cu slit). Significant excess light for many elements exist

for Fe (Cu, Mg, Pb, Mn and Co slits), Co (Cu, Mg, Mn, Au, Fe, Ni

and Cd slits), Ni (Cu, Mg, and Mn slits), and Zn (Cu, Pb, and Fe

slits). Many elements suffer excess light problems with the Cu slit.
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The table also indicates that the use of interference filters reduces

the excess light level in most cases to at least a tolerable level.

Table IV lists the filters used and the throughput of the resonance

wavelength used.

Table IV. Light losses caused by using filters with hollow
cathode lamps.

Element %T
Filter a

Number
Filter Centralb

Wavelength
Element

Wavelength

Cd 17 3 225.0 228.8
Co 4 3 225.0 240.7
Cu 20 5 322.5 324.7
Fe 4 2 248.6 248.6
Mg 15 1 285.2 285.2
Mn 21 4 277.5 279.5
Ni 15 3 225.0 232.0
Pb 20 4 277.5 283.3
Zn 10(13)c 3 225.0 213.9

aUsed in Appendix III.
b The wavelength of maximum transmittance.

The wavelength of maximum transmittance of an inter-
ference filter may be changed to shorter wavelengths by
rotating the filter. This was done in this case raising the
throughput from 10 to 13%.

Absolute Light Levels and Attenuation by Beamsplitters

Absolute light levels are very critical and to a large extent

determine the SiN and detection limits realized. The light levels in

the TMMS system are compared to those of the AA-6 in terms of

photocathodic currents in Table V. The photocathodic current is the



Table V. Relative hollow cathode lamp intensities. a

HC Low Medium High AA-6c Case (1)d % Difference

Au 13 (1.5) 31 (2) 53 (8) f 17 (3.2)
Cd 4.6 (1.5) 38 (5) 58 (7) 400 (3) 9.6 (5) 5
Co 1 (1) 7.8 (5) 15 (8) 63 (5) g 12
Cu 11 (1) 128 (4) 684 (13) 360 (3) 32 (1. 5) 25
Fe 1.9 (2) 11 (5) 35 (15) 43 (5) 4.0 (2.7) 26
Mg 26 (1) 119 (2) 220 (5. 5) 890 (3) 120 (1.5) 18
Mn 11 (1) 34 (3. 5) 131 (13) 730 (5) 100 (4) 8
Ni 5.8 (2.5) 11 (5) 23 (10) 109 (5) 4.9 (4) 10
Pb 19 (1) 56 (2) 129 (3.5) f 14 (2)
Zn 3.8 (2.5) 8.3 (3. 5) 18 (7. 5) 100 (5) 11 (4) 11

aThe actual rms cathodic currents may be obtained by multiplying normalized values by the con-
version factor 1.1 x 10-14 A/normalized unit. Peak currents are 8 x rms current.

bThe relative intensity is reported, then in ( ) the HC current used.

d

e

From reference (67), spectral bandpass 0.2 nm for all elements except 0.5 nm for Mg and
0.1 for Co.
The rms cathodic current without a filter used during the case (1) analysis in multielement section.
The % ratio of the TMMS/AA-6 intensities at the same current (estimated for TMMS in some
cases).

f Not reported in reference (67) at this wavelength.
gThere was no case (1) for this element.
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product of the radiant power incident on the photocathode and the

cathodic responsitivity in A/W. Since the cathodic surfaces of the

PMT's on both instruments are similar, the photocathodic current

gives a good indication of absolute light level. In Table V all the rms

photocathodic currents (1/8 of the peak currents) for the TMMS at

three different lamp currents were determined with the HC lamp in

the number 2 HC position (see Figure 12) where the beam must pass

through two beam splitters and therefore under conditions that would

be used in multielement analysis. Values are also reported for the

AA-6 with the same HC lamps. In both cases rms HC operating cur-

rents are in parenthesis. Values are normalized to 1.0 for Co at

1 ma. Co is the weakest HC lamp.

The light throughput in the number 2 position (Figure 12) was

compared to that of a HC placed in the correct position for single

element analysis (i. e. , with that lamp about where BS-L Assembly 1

is in Figure 12). The throughput in the multielement configuration was

found to be about 20% of the single element throughput. On another

day BS 2 and BS 1 were individually removed from BS-L Assembly 1

and their % transmittances were determined by recording the through-

put before and after their removal. Their throughputs were 58 and

51%, respectively. A throughput of over 50% is possible because the

Varian BS used (Appendix III) consists of Al polka dots approximately

1 mm in diameter. These polka dots are arranged on the quartz
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surface so as to cover 1/2 of that surface, however the HC beam is

only about 3 to 5 mm in diameter when it hits the beam splitters, so

it is possible that the transmittance exposed mirrored area can

deviate substantially from 50%. An additional loss of about 8% is

expected due to the additional lense in BS-L Assembly 1. The

expected loss would then be 0. 58 x 0.51 x 0. 92 = 0.28. The deviation

from 20% can be easily accounted for when one consider that the HC

lamps may have been in slightly different positions during the two

experiments. As will be demonstrated later, HC lamp position has a

substantial effect on intensity.

The light intensity of a given HC lamp was determined by

comparison to HC position 2 to be 0.7, 0.6 and 0.6 at positions 1, 3,

and 4, respectively. Position 2 is the easiest to align and optimize.

Thus one can see that while position 2 is the best, it makes very little

difference in what HC position one operates.

The actual light throughputs compared to the AA-6 are shown

to vary from 0. 05 to 0.26. Some of the differences are due to the

following:

1. Different alignment of lamps each time the HC is put in the

HC holder on both instruments can cause a change in photo-

cathodic current of a factor of 2.

2. On the TMMS only part of the slit image passes through the

exit slit because the image of the entrance slit is larger than
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the exit slit and not all of the slits are perfectly positioned.

The sum of these two factors can cause a factor of 2 loss of

light.

3. The light intensity is not necessarily the same at the same

rms current because the duty cycles are not the same. This

means that a peak current 4 times larger may not produce

an intensity 4 times larger.

Note that in many cases the light level lost can be regained by running

at a higher rms current as indicated in the high current column.

Light Loss Due to Filters

While filters do, in many cases, minimize excess light problems

and make possible combinations of elements that would otherwise be

impossible, it is important to realize that they always attenuate the

signal. In some cases the attenuation is rather drastic and results in

a substantial raising of detection limits and reduction in the S/N in

situations where the dominant noise is independent of the signal or

signal shot noise. The measured %T in Table IV is often less than the

maximum transmission value obtained with a Cary 14 Spectrophoto-

meter in the double beam mode (Appendix II). These values should

represent maximum values since the beam of light from the Cary is

more collimated than that from the HC (i. e. , the transmission

decreases as the angle of incidence varies from the normal to an
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interference filter). Also, unfortunately, for the weak intensity HC

lamps Fe, Zn and Co, the transmission losses are more severe

because the filter is not well matched to the resonance wavelength.

Comparison of the relative intensities with filters and the % difference

column in Table V reveals that the light transmitted with filters com-

pared to the AA-6 vary from 5 to 0.5%.

Dynamic Range Problems

As discussed in the operation section, it is necessary that the

absolute intensities of the HC lamps used in a given multielement

combination not vary from each other by more than a factor of 10 if

0. 1% resolution per lap in the reference signal is to be maintained.

For the elements tested, Table V indicates that on the AA-6

intensities vary over a factor of 20 and on the TMMS, under medium

rms current conditions, intensities vary over a factor of 15. This in

itself creates a problem. With filters the relative intensities vary

0.005 (Go) to 0.05 (Cu) or a factor of 10. Comparing relative signals

for bright element HC's without filters to weak elements with filters

gives a range of 50. Thus depending on the choice of elements and the

need for filters, serious dynamic range problems can exist.

The HC lamps seem to classify themselves into two rough

groups based on their intensities and available filters. These are the

bright HC lamps that often do not need filters, Cu, Mg, Pb, Au and
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Mn, and second, all the other HC lamps which often require a filter.

When elements from both groups must be analyzed together the

dynamic range problems can arise.

The dynamic range problem can be somewhat reduced by

operating intense lamps at low currents and weak lamps at high cur-

rents. Also the intensity of intense lamps can be reduced with filters

even if excess light problems are negligible. Reduction of light levels

causes S/N problems in some cases, and high operating HC currents

reduce sensitivities and increase detection limits as discussed in the

next sections.

Effect of Lamp Current on Sensitivity

The sensitivity or the slope of the calibration curve in AA

depends on the line profile of the source radiation as well as other

factors. The source line profile for the HC lamps increases with HC

current and, in general, reduces sensitivity (66,69) and increases

negative deviations. Usually HC lamps are operated in the 50% duty

cycle mode in which the HC is on 50% of the time and off 50% of the

time. In the time multiplex mode the HC lamps must be operated at

a smaller duty cycle. For a four element system, a 12. 5% duty cycle

is necessary. If measurements are limited by signal shot noise or

0% T noise, it is necessary to increase the light level by a factor of

four to maintain the same S/N as in the 50% duty cycle mode; thus,
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one must operate at higher peak currents. It is especially important

that higher HC currents be used in situations where the intensities

have been attenuated severely by the use of filters. Figure 18 and

Figures 19 through 28 illustrate the effect of increasing the rms lamp

current upon absorbance and thus sensitivity. In Figure 18, the effect

of increasing lamp current (compare the data taken under conditions

A and B) is similar to that produced by excess light (points for condi-

tion C) although, for this particular case, the effect is not as drastic

but is quite significant.

The relative absorbances in Figures 19-28 were determined by

using the same solution on both the Varian AA 6 and the TMMS instru-

ment at different rms currents. The concentrations were chosen so

that the absorbance at low lamp currents was in or close to the linear

region of the calibration curve. For plotting purposes the absorbances

were normalized, with the highest absorbance of either system being

given the value 1. 0. For the same rms HC current the peak current

of the TMMS is 4 times higher than the AA 6 current, so different

sensitivities might be expected.

The graphs show that the effects vary from HC to HC but, in

general, it can be said that for most HC lamps a better sensitivity will

be obtained with a 50% duty cycle at a given rms current. It is

important to note that a normal single element AA does not have the

intensity problems that the TMMS system has since filters and beam
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splitters are not used. This means that the HC lamps can be

operated at lower rms currents and so generate lower AA sensitivi-

ties, detection limits and longer lifetimes.

For most of the elements tested, there is no more than a 50%

loss in sensitivity in operating between a normal and high rms cur-

rent, and the relative absorbance is no more than 50% different

between the TMMS and AA 6 run at the same rms current. For Cd,

Zn, Ni and Mg there is more than a 50% loss in sensitivity in running

at higher rms currents and for Zn and Mg the relative absorbance is

considerably less at a given rms current for the TMMS system. This

is not a problem for Mg since it is intense and can be run at low cur-

rents, but for Zn higher rms currents are necessary to prevent S/N

problems.

Calibration Curves, Sensitivity, and Detection Limits

To test the performance of the instrument in the multielement

mode each element was run simultaneously with three other elements.

These combinations are tabulated in Table VI. For most elements,

two possible cases were studied. In case (1 ), three other elements

were chosen such that excess light problems were minimal and no

filter was required. These represent a favorable case. For case (2)

the elements chosen often had a series excess light problem such that

a filter is required. The use of a filter often necessitates using a



Table VI. Instrumental performance.

Element
(Wavelength

nm)
Inst

(Case) Slits
RMS HC
Current

AA Sens
in ppb

TMMS
DL

10 laps

TMMS
DL

100 laps

E xpt
(manu)

DL AA -6
1 sec int.

°70

Excess
Light

Au V 4. 0 36 70(N)
(267.6) TMMS(1) .Au, Cu, Mn, Ni 3. 2 31 100 50 6

Cd V 3. 0 31 9(0.6)
(228.8) TMMS(1) Au, Cd, Pb, Zn 3. 5 38 20 8 1

TMMS(2) Cd, Cu, Mn, Ni 3. 5 33 60 20 0. 4

Co V 5.0 110 60(7)
(240.7) TMMS(2) Au, Co, Fe, Zn 10. 0 190 800 300 6

Cu V 3. 0 55 5(3)
(324. 8) TMMS(1) Cd, Cu, Ni, Zn 1. 5 38 10 5 0. 05

TMMS(2) ALL 2.5 62 60 30 0. 04

Fe V 5.0 120 50(5)
(248.3) TMMS(1) Cd, Fe, Ni, Zn 2. 7 100 100 60 3

TMMS(2) Fe, Mg, Mn, Pb 6. 0 140 400 100 2

Mg V 3. 0 7 0. 8(0.3)
(285.2) TMMS(1) Co, Fe, Mg, Ni 1. 5 11 4 2 0. 02

TMMS(2) Cu, Mg, Mn, Pb 1. 8 8. 2 4 2 3



Table VI. Continued.

Element
(Wavelength Inst

nm) (Case) Slits
RMS HC
Current

AA Sens
in ppb

TMMS
DL

10 laps

TMMS
DL

100 laps

Expt
(manu)

DL AA-6
1 sec int.

Excess
Light

Mn V 5. 0 50 8(3)
(279. 5) TMMS(1) Co, Fe, Mn, Ni 4. 0 34 10 5 3

TMMS(2) Cu, Mg, Mn, Pb 8. 0 50 40 20 5

Ni V 5. 0 110 40(8)
(232. 0) TMMS(1) Co, Fe, Ni, Zn 4. 0 100 100 50 3

TMMS(2) Cu, Mg, Mn, Ni 9. 0 180 200 100 0. 3

Pb V 6. 0 360 90(N)
(283.3) TMMS(1) Cd, Pb, Ni, Zn 2. 0 390 100 50 0. 04

TMMS(2) Cu, Mg, Mn, Pb 4. 0 410 300 100 2

Zn V 5. 0 16 20(2)
(213.9) TMMS(1) Au, Cd, Ni, Zn 4. 0 35 60 20 6

TMMS(2) Au, Cd, Pb, Zn 9. 0 79 300 100 3

Symbols: V: Varian AA-6.
TMMS: Time Multiplex Multi Slit Instrument.
D. L.: Detection Limit in ppb.
AA Sens: Atomic Absorption Sensitivity.
Inst (case): The instrument used (the case, discussed further in specific discussion

for each element).
Expt (manu): Experimental DL determined with AA-6 and 1 sec integration time

(manufacturer's listed DL).
(N): Manufacturer's D. L. not available for this wavelength.
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higher lamp current to maintain a good S/I\T which often results in a

loss of sensitivity and increased negative deviation in the calibration

curve. In case (2) the other analyte elements often had resonance

lines (slits) at longer wavelengths where background emission noise

is much worse (see noise section). Because case (2) is always with a

filter and often with a larger background emission noise it can usually

be considered an unfavorable case. Case (1) was not attempted for

Co because serious excess light problems exist with almost all slits

requiring the use of a filter for almost any combination. A case (2)

for Au is not presented because an Au filter was not available.

The atomic absorption sensitivity is defined as the concentration

which will yield a transmittance of 99. 00%. It is a measure of the

steepness of the slope of the calibration curve at low concentrations.

The AA sensitivity, often called the sensitivity, is for most elements

a concentration ranging from about 1 ppm to about 0.003 ppm for the

elements useable in an air /C2H2 flame. Usually AA calibration curves

are linear at low concentrations in which case the slope and sensitivity

are related by the relationship

slope AA sens AA sens
log(0. 99) 0. 00436

Since the detection limit (DL) definition commonly used is

(13)



DL
(2)(rms noise in blank signal)

slope
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(14)

where slope is in absorbance units/concentration units and the noise

is the standard deviation of the blank in absorbance units, then

DL (2)
(rms noise in blank)(AA sens)

0.00436
(15)

and the DL is directly related to the sensitivity.

The DL's reported in Table VI were obtained when experimental

runs were made at 10 and 100 laps, which correspond to about 0. 2

and 2 s observation time per element. In comparing calibration

curves and sensitivities on the TMMS to the Varian AA-6 one must

remember that both the lamp current and the % excess light have an

effect and either one may dominate depending on the element and

situation as illustrated in Figure 18 (Cd).

The elements will each be discussed in detail in a later section;

however, several general conclusions can be drawn from Table VI and

Figures 19-28.

1. The sensitivities obtained with the TMMS for cases (1) and

(2) are usually within a factor of 2 and sometimes better than

those obtained on the AA-6 under similar conditions except

in the case (2) of Zn.
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2. The sensitivity is slightly better for case (1) than (2) where a

higher lamp current has been necessary in case (2).

3. The calibration curves for case (1) and (2) on the TMMS and

the AA-6 are quite similar. Except for Cu and Pb, the

absorbances are lower at higher absorbances (concentrations)

with more severe negative deviation on the TMMS than the

AA-6. The Zn calibration curve is significantly lower on the

TMMS instrument.

4. The DL's are generally lower on the TMMS by a factor of 2-3

with 100 rather than 10 laps.

5. The DL's for 100 laps and case (1) on the TMMS are within a

factor of 2 and often better than those obtained on the AA-6.

DL's are usually worse for case (2) and more than a factor of

2.5 worse than on the Varian for Co, Cu, and Zn.

Noise Considerations

With sufficient readout resolution, noise is always obvious and

limits the detection limit and precision at all concentrations, so the

S/N characteristics of the system are important to consider. Because

of the design of the TMMS instrument, the relative importance of dif-

ferent noise sources is expected to differ from a conventional single

element AA. Table VII lists the relative magnitude of noise in vari-

ous signals and compares these to values previously obtained on the



Table VII. Relative noises on the TMMS and Varian AA-6. a

Element Laps

(ffr)q+s o- rt
Er

of
art

E'

cr
ot

Er

cr'
ot

Er

TMMS

o-A

A
A

s

(volts)

TMMS

i x 1013 A
Er

Es

TMMSTMMS V TMMS V TMMS V TMMS V TMMS V TMMS V

Au(1) 10 1. 2 1.8 1. 1 0.41 0.03 6.0 5.3 0.38 3 1.6
100 0.39 0.67 0.53 0.24 0.09 4. 6 2. 9 0.38 0.3 1. 6

Cd(1) 10 1.7 2.7 0.93 0.83 O. 1 7.2 5.5 0.33 2 0.9
100 0.52 0.29 1. 1 0.38 0.5 0.28 0.3 O. 15 3.3 12 2.5 0.33 0. 2 0.9 36

Cd(2) 10 3. 9 9.4 6. 7 5.6 0.05 22b 15 0. 3b 3 0. 2
100 1. 2 3. 3 1.7 1. 2 O. 13 6. 6b 12 4.6 0. 3b 0.3 0.2

Co(2) 10 8. 1 21 8.8 15 1.3 53 31 0.25 0.7 0.3
100 2. 5 0.61 7.5 1.3 3.2 1. 1 7.3 0.09 O. 56 14 14 7.9 0.25 O. 07 0.3 6.9

Cu(1) 10 0.90 1.4 1.5 0.38 0.030 4.6 4.8 0.45 6 3.2
100 0.28 0.27 0.63 0.45 0.75 0.48 O. 12 0. 07 0.045 2.8 8 2.9 0.45 0.6 3.2 40

Cu(2) 10 1.4 2.3 1. 1 0.60 O. 15 6. 8 5.7 0.36 0.7 1.4
100 0.43 2. 3 1. 1 O. 16 0. 035 5. 0 4.2 0.36 0.7 1. 4

Fe(1) 10 2.6 5. 9 1.9 1. 1 0.24 18 7.7 0.27 0.7 0.40
100 0. 81 0.74 3.0 1.7 0.90 1. 5 0.22 3.0 0.056 8.4 7 3.4 0.27 0.7 0.40 4.7

Fe(2) 10 5.2 15 4.4 10 0.56 43 26 0.30 0.2 O. 10

100 1.6 4. 7 1.4 2. 9 0.23 8. 6 6.8 0.30 O. 2 O. 10

Mg(1) 10 0.45 1.7 O. 88 0.31 O. 19 6.0 4.3 O. 31 0.6 12

100 O. 14 O. 18 0.69 0. 5 0.45 0.35 0.086 0.3 0.056 3.2 8 2.3 0.31 O. 6 12 98

Mg(2) 10 1.3 2.6 1.3 0.65 0.065 6.4 4.0 0.27 3 1.4
100 0.42 1. 1 0.46 0.35 O. 10 6. 4 4. 0 0.27 0.3 1. 4

Mn(1) 10 O. 50 1. 7 O. 88 O. 31 O. 063 9. 3 4. 3 O. 20 2 10

100 O. 16 2.0 0.75 0.60 0.45 0.37 0.20 O. 07 0.32 2.8 8 1.3 0.20 0.2 10 80



Table VII. Continued.

Element Laps

r ) q+s art
Er

rt ot
Er

o
ot

Er
TMMS

ff-A

A
Est

TMMS A
s

(volts)
TMMS

ir x 1013 A
Er

TMMS V TMMS V TMMS V TMMS V TMMS V TMMS V

Mn(2) 10 1.8 4.3 1.7 1.1 0.12 12 5.5 0.19 1 0.8
100 0.57 2.2 0.91 0.45 0.28 5.9 2.6 0.19 0.1 0.8

Ni(1) 10 2.3 5.0 1.9 0.98 0.20 8.4 5.3 0.27 0.9 0.49
100 0.72 0.54 2.3 1.8 0.49 1.5 0.55 0.11 0.30 4.9 9 3.1 0.27 0.09 0.49 9.1

Ni(2) 10 3.4 6.9 3.3 6.0 0.49 43 18 0.18 0.4 0.20
100 1.4 3.7 1.2 2.3 0.11 8.6 3.6 0.18 0.4 0.20

Pb(1) 10 1.4 1.4 1.5 0.30 0.071 11 6.8 0.27 2 1.3
100 0.43 0.69 0.47 0.38 0.11 7.5 4.7 0.27 0.2 1.3

Pb(2) 10 2.1 3.3 2.5 0.29 0.11 13 6.5 0.21 0.9 5. 1
100 0.65 1.7 0.94 0.12 0.028 3.9 1.7 0.21 0.9 5.1

Zn(1) 10 1.5 8.0 3.4 3.5 0.09 18 10 0.24 2 1.1
100 0.49 0.61 3.0 2.5 1.2 0.85 1.6 0.10 0.14 8.4 13 4.7 0.24 0.2 1.1 6. 9

Zn(2) 10 8.3 17 12 18 0.89 23 27 0.50 0.2 0.038
100 2.6 6.2 4.6 4.3 0.34 9.4 8 11 0.50 0.2 0.038

aAll relative noises x 103.
bValue estimated.
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AA-6 (67). All noises were determined by collecting sequentially 30

values of the measured voltage. These values are then broken into

six blocks of five values each. Each set of five is then evaluated to

determine the relative standard deviation or rms noise. All six rela-

tive standard deviations are averaged together to produce an average

standard deviation. This procedure is employed to avoid the calcula-

tion of erroneously large standard deviations in situations where the

HC lamp intensity is drifting. Since an estimate is being made of the

standard deviation of a single measurement (the population standard

deviation) it would be inappropriate to include low frequency noise or

drift that would not affect that measurement. For example, the col-

lection of 30 data points, with each point consisting of 100 laps, takes

approximately 9 minutes. It is unreasonable to expect that an analyst

would collect sample or background data over that time interval. The

collection of 5 points, however, takes about 2 minutes. This is

approximately the time that would normally be spent collecting sev-

eral points by a conscientious analyst.

The different noises measured are identified below in accordance

with the terminology developed by Ingle and Bower (67). o-o't is the

standard deviation in the signal recorded with the HC lamp and flame

off and is due to amplifier-readout noise and dark current noise from

the PMT.
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mot
or the 0% T noise is the standard deviation in the signal

recorded with the blank aspirating into the flame but with the HC

lamps off. It is due to Cr
oIt noise plus noise due to the flame back-

ground emission. In the table both of the above noises are presented

as relative standard deviations (RSD's) by dividing by Er (the refer-

ence signal).

0rt is the standard deviation in the signal measured with the

HC lamp on (Er) but the flame off. The noise is due to urot noise

plus shot noise and source flicker noise in the lamp signal. It is

recorded relative to E' in Table VII.r

art or the 100% T noise is the standard deviation in the total

reference signal (Ert) and is measured with the HC lamp on and the

blank aspirating into the flame. It consists of crtrt , flame background

emission noise and flame transmission noise (noise due to the fluctu-

ating transmission properties of the flame). It is recorded relative to

Er in Table VII. It is sometimes called the blank noise and is used

to calculate the detection limit. In equation (14) for the detection

limit, the rms noise in absorbance units is equal to 0.43 art /Er.

°st is the standard deviation in the signal recorded with analyte

solution aspirating and the HC lamp on and is referenced to Es in

Table VII. It is measured with an analyte solution yielding an

absorbance of 0.2-0.4 and is due to all the types of noise present in

art measurement plus analyte emission noise and analyte absorption
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noise (noise due to fluctuations in the viewed neutral ground state

population of the analyte).

The shot noise in the reference lamp signal (o-r)q+s is the

fundamental noise due to the quantum nature of light and is calculated

from equation 6. The RSD in the analyte signal (TstiEs) is

expressed as a RSD in absorbance (cIA /A) in the table and is calcu-

lated from TA /A = (a- /E
s

)0. 43 /A. It is compared to thest gA IA

measured on the AA-6 at an absorbance of 0.2 (67). Er is the peak

voltage when the lamp is on and ir is the rms reference photo-

cathodic current.

The number of laps is a direct measure of the integration time

used. For 10 laps both the lamp signal and background have been

integrated for a total of . 093 s and the background has been integrated

for the same length of time. For 100 lamps both the lamp signal and

the background have been integrated for 0.93 s. The AA-6 measure-

ments are for 1. 0 s integration time in which the lamp signal and

background are viewed for 0.5 s each. Thus the 100 lap TMMS data

should be compared to the AA-6 data sine they represent similar

observation times. The 10 and 100 lap data should be compared to

evaluate the effect of integration time of the TMMS instrument.

The noise characteristics of each element will be discussed in

more detail in the section on the specific elements that follows, how-

ever some general comments can be made.
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Comparison of Cr' /E r and o-ot /Er indicate that 0-1 /E r isot ot

smaller or about the same size. Usually cr ot /Er is greater than for

the AA-6 indicating that background emission noise, and in some

cases, amplifier-readout and dark current noise are a larger relative

component of the total noise. In the case of Co (2), Cd (2), Zn (2),

Fe (2) and Ni (2) o-
ot

accounts for most of the 100% T noise (i. e.

o-rt o-ot) which is not usually true for normal single element AA.

There are two basic reasons for this. First, the lamp intensities are

usually less than in single element work because of the use of beam

splitters and the need for filters. This is particularly apparent when

comparing cases (1) and (2) for Fe, Ni and Cd where the lamp signal

is much smaller for case (2). Second, three more slits are open than

in normal single element work. If the background radiation passing

through all slits was equal this would cause an increase in the total

background light level of a factor of four. If background emission

noise is dominant and the total observation time per element is the

same as in single element work, the absolute noise would increase by
1/2a factor of (4) = 2. In fact the relative effect will be much greater

in many cases with the TMMS system because of the signal attenua-

tion.

A brief study of the background emission noise for two wave-

length regions was carried out. It was expected that a bandhead

around 300 nm (68) would cause a higher noise level through the slits
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in that region. To carry out the study two sets of four slits each were

selected. Region I consisted of the Cu, Mg, Pb and Mn slits and

ranged from 324.8 to 279.5 nm. Region II consisted of the Co, Cd,

Ni and Zn slits and ranged from 240.7 to 213.9 nm. The noise in both

was measured under identical gain conditions with the following

results

NoiseRegion I - 8.4 for 100 lapsNoiseRegion II

NoiseRegion I 5.6 for 10 lapsNoiseRegion II

This data indicates that considerably more noise emanates

from the Region I slits as expected. The differences between the 100

and 10 lap data may indicate that the noise coming through Region I

has a large low frequency component.

An excellent example of the effect of flame background emission

noise is the comparison of
mot

/Er in cases (1) and (2) of Fe. In

case (2) a filter attenuates the signal by 96% and two of the case (2)

slits are in region I. The 100 lap data indicates that the relative
2

.

9

2
background emission noise increases by about a factor of - 13.O 2

The result is that the flame background emission noise rises from
0.22being a small fraction 3 0 = 0.07, to a large fraction, 0. 61 of the

.

total blank noise, o-rt.
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The signal shot noise calculations show that in many cases the

relative shot noise is similar to that obtained on the AA-6 and also

that the signal shot noise, (0- r ) q+s , is usually a significant part of the

total lamp noise (o-Irt ). For Co and Fe (case (2)) the relative shot

noise is considerably greater due to the light attenuation caused by

the filters. Usually Trt /Er is greater by a factor of 2-3 than

o' /E because of flame transmission and flame background emissionrt r
noise. For most elements art /Er is similar on the AA-6 and the

TMMS, but is more than a factor of 2 worse for case (2) for Cu, Co,

and Mn. The behavior of Co is to be expected considering the severe

attenuation. The Cu blank noise is inexplicably high; the data has

been rerun with similar results. The data in question were examined

and the noise did not appear to be low frequency noise or drift. No

explanation is offered at this time for this behavior.

The magnitude of 0-A /A with A = 0.2-0.4 are es sentially

identical on the TMMS and the AA-6. It has been shown (67) that at

moderate absorbances in single element work that noise from the HC

lamp and background emission are usually negligible because analyte

absorption noise is limiting. This also appears to be true here, so

measurements are limited by the fluctuating nature of analyte atomi-

zation.

It might appear that indefinite improvements are possible in the

S/N by increasing the number of laps (i.e. integration time); however,
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soon low frequency noises or drifts will tend to dominate. A rough

estimate would be that not much more than a factor of three could be

gained by increasing the total data collection time to 80 seconds

(1000 laps). For many lamps, drift is significant over this period so

little improvement will result.

Discussion of Specific Elements

In the discussion of specific elements references will be made

to previously presented tables (II, VI, VII) and figures (20, 22, 23,

28) and the calibration curves on the AA-6 and TMMS instrument for

cases (1) and (2) in Figures 29-38). If the conditions are appropriate,

an estimate will be made of the effect of changing operating param-

eters or equipment so as to improve the performance of the system.

Gold. Au was included among the elements on the slit assembly

for use as an internal standard in situations where the use of such a

standard might enhance the precision or accuracy of analysis. Au is

an excellent internal standard because it appears very seldom in real

samples, and when it does occur, there is certainly cause for note.

It has a very simple spectrum and generates a minimum of excess

light. This is fortunate since a filter was not available for this line.

The Au 267.6 nm line was used rather than the more common

242.8 nm line so as to avoid any possible overlap from the Co 242.5

line and the Sn 242.1 line, were Sn to be included on any future mask.
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Legend for Figures 29 through 38

AVarian AA-6 data taken with a 0.42 nm bandpass.

Case (1) data taken by the TMMS instrument,
no filter used.

0 Case (2) data taken by the TMMS instrument,
a filter was used.

Co slit only open on the TMMS instrument, no
filter used.
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The Au 267.6 line is reported (65) to have a sensitivity approximately

40% poorer but an intensity 60% higher than the 242.8 nm line, so

there would be little difference in detection limits, even though detec-

tion limits were of little concern.

So as to insure a high light level the HC was operated at a

substantial current without regard to a loss of sensitivity that this

might produce, although the sensitivities, DL's, and calibration

curves obtained are similar to those obtained on the Varian AA-6. If

Au is to be used as an internal standard it must be determinable to a

high degree of precision. The concentration level would be prese-

lected by the user to be in a region of high precision. The relative

precision of measurement, o-st /Es, was 0. 3%, at an absorbance of

0.4 which corresponds to about 30 ppm. This should be quite ade-

quate. The calibration curve, Figure 29, is interesting, because it

reveals that the curve may be useful up to, and possibly beyond for

some uses, 100 ppm. This useable concentration range is a great

asset for an internal standard.

Cadmium. Case (1) compares favorably to the AA-6 data in

most respects. For case (2) the noise is greater resulting in a factor

of 3 decrease in the detection limit due to the filter attenuation of the

HC lamp intensity.

The calibration curves, Figure 30, for cases (1) and (2) are

almost identical and are lower than on the AA-6 with more negative
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deviation because of the higher peak current used with the TMMS.

As Figure 20 indicates, Cd is extremely current sensitive. The case

(1) curve is slightly lower at higher concentrations because of a

higher excess light level and somewhat poorer sensitivity. The change

in sensitivity from cases (1) and (2) is probably due to a slightly

higher current in case (1). This is quite possible as the readout reso-

lution of the HC current meter is about 0.2 A and is also subject to a

parallax readout error.

Cobalt. Co is significant in this study because it is one of the

three elements which could have benefited significantly from a better

filter. Co is also the worst case studied relative to the AA-6. Table

H indicates that Co in combination with any three other elements with-

out the use of a filter would have severe excess light problems and so

a filter had to be employed. The 225 nm filter utilized has a trans-

mission of only 4% for the 240.7 line thus requiring that the HC lamp

be operated at a high current to increase the intensity. Since the

240.7 nm line is at the edge of the filter's bandpass, this line is more

severely attenuated than the Ni and Cd lines, which are close to the

center of the bandpass, and one can see (Table II) that the relative

levels of excess light have changed correspondingly.

The calibration curves, Figure 31, reveal that the Co slit, when

used alone at 2.5 mA lamp current, produces a curve very similar to

that of the AA-6. The multielement calibration curve was taken with a
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lamp current of 10 mA and an excess light level of approximately 1%.

The combination of these two factors (but primarily the high current)

leads to considerably lower absorbances.

Table VII shows that background emission noise is the dominant

noise at all absorbances. A 20% throughput filter would raise the sig-

nal level by a factor of 5. This would probably make lamp noise the

primary noise and improve the detection limit by a factor of about 3

since the lamp noise which is primarily shot noise is about 1/2 the

size of the present blank noise. If a higher throughput was possible

the lamp current could be reduced with an attendant improvement in

sensitivity and detection limit. At this point one would be approaching

the detection limit of the AA-6 and flame transmission and lamp

noises would dominate.

Copper. Cu is an ideal element for the TMMS system because

it has an intense HC lamp, and there are minimal excess light prob-

lems allowing the system to actually be operated without a filter for

any analysis including the elements of this study. The Cu current

study, Figure 22, reveals that this is one of the HC lamps whose

sensitivity is not adversely affected by the 12. 5% duty cycle. The

detection limits and sensitivities for case (1) are essentially identical

to those obtained on the AA-6, and case (1) is the best example pre-

sented of the capabilities of the TMMS in four element operation.

Case (2) was presented as a worst case of some hypothetical 10
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element analysis which required the use of a filter. Case (2) is

interesting in that the blank noise (crrt) is higher than one would

expect as was discussed in the last section on Noise Considerations.

Still, the system detection limit in a 10 element mode is only an

order of magnitude poorer than single element operation under the

same conditions.

The calibration curves, Figure 32, are particularly interesting

because the case (2) curve is measurably better than that of case (1)

or the AA-6 above an absorbance of about 1.75. The difference is

probably due to a reduction of stray light by the filter. The difference

appears pronounced but does not appreciably extend the useable con-

centration analysis range of the instrument.

Iron. The case (1) data compare well in all respects with the

AA-6 data. Case (2) is not as favorable because the HC lamp intensity

is relatively low and the filter, which is absolutely necessary, has a

transmission of only 4%. Because the other elements chosen for the

analysis were in Region I (see Noise Considerations section), the

background emission noise is relatively high; nevertheless, the

detection limit for case (2) is only a factor of 2 poorer than case (1).

The difference between the Varian AA-6 calibration curve,

Figure 33, and case (1) can be attributed principally to the 3% excess

light. The Fe HC lamp is very current sensitive and does not respond

well to the TMMS duty cycle as indicated by the Fe sensitivity graph,
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Figure 23. The additional curvature of the case (2) calibration curve,

Figure 33, can be attributed to the loss of sensitivity caused by the

higher operating current.

In case (2) the flame background noise is a significant portion of

the blank noise due the severe attenuation caused by the filter

employed and the other open slits. In case (1) it is evident that the

primary sources of noise are lamp and flame transmission noise. To

improve the performance of the system a higher throughput filter

would be needed. A 20% throughput filter would raise the signal by a

factor of 4 to 5, allow the HC current to be decreased and improve the

limit of detection to about that obtained for case (1) or the AA-6.

Magnesium. Magnesium is perhaps the best example of the high

performance that one can expect from an intense HC lamp. Case (1)

performance parameters compare well with those of the AA-6. Since

all analyses (cases (1) and (2)) were carried out at approximately the

same HC current, the calibration curves, Figure 34, are almost

identical up to an absorbance of about 1.0 (10 ppm) where the excess

light in case (2) results in a more pronounced negative deviation;

however, the detection limits are almost identical. The relative

flame background noise does increase in case (2) because of the

attenuation of the filter; however, it remains small compared to the

total blank noise. In case (1) the primary source of noise is the HC

lamp. In case (2) flame transmission is the primary noise source
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with the other three sources contributing to a lesser extent.

Manganese. The calibration curves, Figure 35, indicates the

influence of both a slightly larger excess light level for case (2) and

a higher HC lamp current. The major contributor to this deviation

is probably excess light. Detection limits and noise compare favor-

ably with the AA-6 values.

The Mn HC lamp is quite bright and the noise data indicates

that the HC lamp flicker noise is somewhat affected by the higher

operating current of case (2) which reduces the sensitivity by a factor

of 2, but the major source of noise would seem to be flame transmis-

sion noise in both cases.

Nickel. Case (1) compares well in all respects with the single

element data obtained on the AA-6. Case (2) is less favorable because

of the attenuation of the light intensity by the filter and the flame back-

ground allowed through the Region I slits (see Noise Considerations

section). Case (2) required higher current levels and the calibration

curve, Figure 36, demonstrates the effect of loss of sensitivity with

higher current even though the excess light has been reduced to 0. 3%.

The major noise source in case (1) is flame transmission noise.

For case (2) the flame background emission noise is a major part of

the blank noise and the lamp noise has increased, possibly due to the

higher current needed to operate effectively with the filter. Since a

relatively good filter was used for this work improvements would have
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to be obtained with higher lamp intensity or better lamp stability.

Lead. Pb does not have extremely good detection limits by AA.

Price (69) reports a detection limit of 0.03 ppm and a sensitivity of

0.2 for this line (283.3 nm). This line was selected, because it is 5

times brighter than the commonly used 217.0 nm line (65). The

change in sensitivity is less than a factor of 2 and preliminary work

with Pb and Zn had led to the conclusion that the increase in intensity

would more than compensate for the loss in sensitivity. The detection

limit obtained for 100 laps was 0.05 ppm (case (1)), which is some-

what better than that obtained on the Varian AA-6 for the same line;

however, for single element analysis, the 217.0 nm line would be

used for which Varian claims a 0.02 ppm detection limit.

The sensitivities, detection limits, calibration curves, Figure

37, and noises for case (1) and (2) compare favorably with the AA-6

data. The calibration curve for case (2) bends slightly more sharply

than case (1) or the AA-6 due to the effect of the excess light and a

higher lamp current. The higher lamp current is the major contribu-

tor to the increased negative deviation. The limiting noises at the

detection limit in both cases appear to be the lamp and flame trans-

mission noise because the lamp line is relatively intense and the filter

is efficient thereby relegating the flame background noise to a rela-

tively low level in both cases.
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Zinc. Case (1) compares favorably with the AA-6 data. Case

(2) was run at higher current, 9 mA, and both the sensitivity study,

Figure 28, and the calibration curves, Figure 38, indicate the

detrimental effect of higher operating current on the Zn HC. It is

apparent from the sensitivity graph that the Zn HC is one of the HC

lamps that does not respond well to the higher pulsing levels gener-

ated by the 12% duty cycle for the same rms current. The slope for

case (2) is approximately half of that of case (1), at 4 ma.

The Zn HC is relatively weak and, as such, the performance of

Zn in the TMMS system show the effect of requiring high current

operation. The relative flame background emission noise is signifi-

cant in both cases, however the shot noise becomes quite significant

in case (2), due to the intensity attenuation by the filter, and both of

these noises result in a reduction of the detection limit by a factor of

4 in case (2). To improve the operation of the TMMS system with this

element it would be necessary to obtain a higher intensity source and

a higher throughput filter.

Non-Flame Atomizer Atomic Absorption

Introduction

Most of the problems (e. g. excess light) observed for flame AA

analysis with the TMMS instrument will also be important for
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non-flame analysis with this instrument, therefore only the unique

problems or differences will be discussed below.

First, there will be no flame background emission noise,

although noise due to the emission signal from the carbon rod will be

present. Second, because of the transient nature of the absorbance

signal, the actual time that the absorbance is measured is less with a

resulting larger noise equivalent bandpass and lower S/N (i. e. For

100 laps in TMMS flame AA, each HC lamp signal is measured for a

total of 1 s, and the total experiment takes 8 s. For carbon rod AA,

the entire absorption peak width is about 1 to 2 s wide (each lamp

signal is viewed for 1/8 of this time) and a peak determination must

be made over no more than 0.1 s). Third, precision at higher con-

centrations will also be limited by the precision of injection and

placement in the carbon rod.

The relative resolution of the 10 bit A/D of 1/1024 or about

0. 1% caused some dynamic range problems. The signals from all the

HC lamps could not be adjusted to full scale because of the significant

differences in lamp intensities among the lamps used and because only

certain power resistors were available. While the readout resolution

for 1.25 V p-p (peak to peak) reference signal is 0. 1%, it is only 1%

for a 0.125 V signal and proportionally smaller for sample signals

when substantial analyte absorption occurs. Since the lamp signals

ride on top of the carbon rod emission signal, the actual dynamic
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range is further reduced. Under the experimental conditions used,

the emission signal was small, but would be a significant problem for

higher atomization voltages.

Multielement Analysis

Originally it was decided to determine Zn, Cd, Pb and Au with

the carbon rod to evaluate the feasibility of multielement carbon rod

analysis with the TMMS instrument. Later it was decided not to use

Zn because the already relatively weak Zn HC had to be used with a

filter to minimize excess light problems. Measurement of the rela-

tively small Zn lamp signal would have been beset with dynamic range

and S/N problems.

Mn was selected as a replacement for Zn because its level in

tap water is typically in the sub ppm range and the lamp intensity is

relatively high. The use of Au as an internal standard was dropped in

favor of operating a hydrogen continuum lamp to provide an indicator

of nonatomic or background absorption in any of the spectral regions

used. The system was operated with only the Mn, Cd and Pb slits

open. The continuum radiation will pass through each of these slits.

Because atomic absorption profiles are very narrow compared to the

spectral bandpass, only a very small amount of the total continuum

radiation through any slit will be absorbed by an atomic species.

While operating with a multielement solution which produced
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approximately 50% transmittance for all analyte elements, the

hydrogen lamp channel signal did not deviate from the baseline. This

indicates that the background absorption at the wavelenths for the

three elements was negligible in this sample. Care must be taken

when attempting to extract quantitative information from the back-

ground channel because different total amounts of light, depending on

the spectral output of the continuum source, will pass through the

three slits. It is possible to use a narrow band filter to select a

range of light from the continuum source that will pass through only

one slit, and thus provide quantitative information for background

correction for that spectral region. This was not attempted during

this study.

The detection limits, sensitivity and analysis data for Mn, Cd

and Pb in tap water are given in Table VIII. The detection limit

formula used was that normally used for AA as discussed in the flame

section. The rms noise of the blank signal was estimated by using a

5 s time zone of data after the peak had appeared on a sample run of

low concentration. It had been previously determined that the base-

line noise in this region could not be differentiated from the noise of

a true blank run made with doubly distilled water. The data was col-

lected as a hard copy from the Tektronics printer and as such was

not digitized but was in a graphical form (see example photo of print-

out in Figure 16). The rms noise of the blank signal was



Table VIII. Non flame multielement TMMS AA data.

e P -PTap H2Ob DL (ppb)c AA Sens d it x 10 14
, A HC Current, A f Voltages

El. a ppb (Abs) TMMS V TMMS V Rod Flame Rod Flame Rod

Cd 0.7 (0.032) 0.2 0.02 0.09 0.03 5.1 9.6
Mnh 10 (0.072) 2 0.1 0.6 0.12 4.0 7.81

Pbh below DL 8 1 2.2 0.8 2.0 5.31

3.5 3.5 0.9
2.8 8.0 0.7

2.0 4.0 0.35
aThe element.
bThe concentration of that element in the tap water sample investigated. The absorbance is included

in ( ).

cThe DL for that element. The TMMS value was determined experimentally. The V (Varian AA-6)
value is from the manfacturer's literature.
The AA sensitivity. Defined in discussion in Results and Discussion for flame AA.

e The rms cathodic current x 1014 A.
fThe hollow cathode current.
gThe peak to peak voltage from the I-V converter for flameless operation. Rf = 107, PMT = 700 V.
hFilter used to attenuate the HC lamp intensity.
'Case (2) values (with filters) from TMMS flame data.
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estimated as 1/5 of the peak to peak value of this 5 s region. This

technique was checked for Pb blank noise data which had been digi-

tized (see noise section). The relative blank noise determined by the

graphical method was 0. 015 and that determined by the digital means

was 0. 016 indicating that this is a good approximation method.

As expected the DL's are all superior to those obtained in the

best (case (1)) TMMS multielement flame AA case. The improvement

factors are 4, 6 and 11 for Mn, Pb and Cd, respectively. It is quite

significant that both the Mn and Pb signals were attenuated by the use

of a filter for dynamic range considerations and not for spectral

reasons. The Mn, Pb and Cd detection limits are factors of 100, 40

and 25 respectively from the best single element values reported by

Winefordner (6) for a furnace technique.

Blank Noise

The blank noise characteristics of carbon rod operation were

studied by saving a number of Pb blank runs on paper tape with the

SAVE program option. Each experiment was one tape of one blank run

of 128 points. The option punches out data on paper tape in ASCII

(standard teletype) format. The data can then be read in later with a

suitable BASIC external function. The noise data tapes were analyzed

by a very simple routine which determined the standard deviation,

average signal and RSD. The data are presented in Table IX.



Table IX. Blank noise data for Pb.

Experimenta POINTSb
dRelative Exptd Theo Shote A /D Readout

Intensity RSD (%) RSD (%) RSD (%)

1 1 1 7.6 7.9 0.35
2 6 1 3.3 3.3 0.14
3 32 1 1.6 1.4 0.062
4 32 12 0.76 0.40 0.052
5 32 22 0.62 0.30 0.024

aThe number of the experiment. Used for reference purposes in the text. Peak voltage
for experiments 1-3 was 0.35 V, for experiment 4 was 0.42 V and for experiment 5
was 0.70 V.

b The number of POINTS. This is the number of A /D readings that are summed together
when a single HC on or HC off determination is made. The plotted data point then
becomes a normalized value of (HC on summed signal HC off summed signal).

cThe relative intensity. To convert to rms cathodic current
1 normalized unit = 2.0 x 10-14 A.

The % RSD determined by dividing the rms noise by the average signal size and
multiplying by 100.

d

eThe theoretical shot noise relative standard deviation in
11 where of = 2500 Hz and K = 1.04 x 10-15A.

%, calculated from equation

The relative A/D converter readout resolution noise in %. Calculated by

k(100)(smallest resolvable voltage)/(signal voltage)] /(number of POINTS)1/2.
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Table IX indicates that increasing both the HC lamp intensity and

the number of points recorded result in significant improvement. A

change of (N2/N1) /1 2 in the relative noise is expected when changing

from recording NI to N2 data points if the points are independent

and the limiting noise is white (not frequency dependent). One can see

that the experimental RSD is essentially identical to the predicted shot

noise level and that readout noise is not significant in experiments 1

through 3. This indicates that at this intensity level the experiment

is dominated by shot noise. Experiments 4 and 5 were at higher HC

lamp intensity levels (filter removed in 4 and 5, higher lamp current

in 5). The data indicate substantial improvement when comparing

experiments 3 and 4, and 3 and 5, however not quite as much as would

be expected. This implies that other noise sources such as HC lamp

flicker noise are becoming important.

The actual recording time of the A/D is 20 las, so it is possible

to collect about 500 A/D readings for each HC on or HC off period as

compared to the 32 actually collected. This was impossible with the

data collection used, because a number larger than 16 bits would

overflow the available space. For a full scale 10 bit number this

allowed the acquisition of no more than 32 points. This turned out to

not be a problem; however, as the electronic time constant was

0. 1 ms. This produces a noise bandwidth (of) of 78 Hz with 32 points.

The minimum theoretical noise bandwidth obtainable by either
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integration or the conventional time constant manipulation is 50 Hz

using of = 1/2 T = 1/(2(0.01 s)), where T is the integration time.

The data indicate that the primary method for improvement of

the blank noise is to increase the HC lamp intensity. Table IX indi-

cates that the effect will be pronounced for both Pb and Mn, which

were attenuated by filters. A factor of 2 improvement in noise can be

expected for these two elements without increasing the HC lamp cur-

rent. The effect of a further increase in intensity would have to be

determined experimentally because it appears that other noise

sources are becoming prominent.

Precision of Analyte Determinations and Internal
Standard Evaluation

A multielement standard of intermediate concentration was

analyzed seven times by the TMMS carbon rod system to evaluate the

precision at moderate absorbances. The data was digitized with the

SAVE routine and three different absorbance values were calculated

from each data set for each element. These absorbances were cal-

culated by using the highest one, three and five data points for each

element on a given experiment (atomization).

Precision of Analyte Determination. As Table X indicates,

there is little difference in precision with respect to element or cal-

culation method. The relative shot noise is small with respect to the
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total noise (i. e. 0.026 for Pb, which is the worst case) so an increase

in intensity will not help the precision. The present data collection

scheme provides for a 0. 01 s collection time every 0. 08 s, and it

might be suspected that this deviation is caused by a measurable

absorbance change during the 0. 07 s interval, which implies that a

precise determination of the peak height may not have been made (i. e.

the actual maximum absorbance may have been missed). Table XI

indicates a correlation between shorter halfwidths and larger

absorbance differences between adjacent points around the peak. This

implies that points are not being taken rapidly enough to pinpoint the

peak; however, the relative deviations in Table X do not seem to

reflect this trend. The conclusion would be that taking more points

would help determine the peak height more accurately, but that the

error in finding the exact peak height was not a major source of

imprecision. This indicates that the precision is probably limited by

the reproducibility of atomization and injection. The data in the

internal standard section implies that injection quantity reproducibility

is not the problem, leaving only atomization reproducibility as the

major cause of imprecision.

Internal Standard. The A2 values collected for each element in

each experiment (atomization) were ratioed to each other (Table XII).

If an internal standard effect was evident, then the RSD of the ratios

would be lower than that of the individual RSD's. The data do not
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Table X. Relative precision of carbon rod measurements.

Element A-

1

a
s

1
/A

1
b A2 s

2
/A A3 s3 /A3

Cd 0. 33 0.069 0.31 0.058 0. 29 0.057
Mn 0. 53 0.081 0. 52 0. 084 0. 51 0. 073
Pb 0. 42 0. 069 0.41 0. 065 0. 40 0. 056

aSubscripts 1, 2 and 3 refer to values obtained using the one, three
and five highest values on a given atomization. A is an average
absorbance for 7 different sample runs.

b s /A is the average RSD for 7 sample runs.

Table XI. Carbon rod halfwidth data.

Element dA (%)a H1/2 (s)

Cd 3. 2 1. 1
Mn 2. 4 1. 2
Pb 8. 3 0. 65

a The average difference between the highest
absorbance point and the two immediately
adjacent points expressed as a relative % in
absorbance units for seven runs with average
absorbances as listed in Table X.

b The average peak halfwidth for seven runs
in seconds.

Table XII. Internal standard RSD.

RSD of Ratios
Pb /Cd Mn/Cd Pb /Mn

Experimental 0.078 0.067 0.087
Theoreticala 0. 087 0. 102 0. 106

a The theoretical ratios were calculated by
summing the RSD2 of the absorbances and
taking the square root of the sum.
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indicate this, so the internal standard method does not provide an

improvement in precision as one would expect if the problem was

sample quantity injection reproducibility. Since the experimental RSD

of the ratio is slightly less than the theoretical, a slight amount of

dependence is indicated.

Flame Atomic Fluorescence

Introduction

The instrument was briefly tested in the AF mode to evaluate

the potential of the instrument for multielement AF determinations.

The use of normal hollow cathodes in the high intensity pulse mode

(duty cycle less than 50%) with data acquisition by up-down integration

techniques has been shown to be a viable approach to AF measure-

ments (64). Since the lamp pulsing and data acquisition electronics

are already set up for this mode of operation, conversion from AA to

AF is simple. Compared to TMMS AA, lamp alignment is simpler

for TMMS AF and no beam splitters are required. Manufacture of

the exit slit array is simpler and excess light problems exist only for

wavelengths which are resonance wavelengths for another element.

Usually the best detection limits have been achieved with high

intensity sources such as lasers or electrodeless discharge tubes so

that it was expected that the detection limits achieved would be much

poorer than the best reported.
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Single Element Determinations

The TMMS AF single element detection limits and other data

with only one slit open are presented in Table XIII. Since the DL's

were observed in some cases to vary by over an order of magnitude

with H2 flow rate, the DL's reported are for the optimum conditions.

The TMMS AF DL's are presented with the TMMS AA DL's for the

same integration time (100 laps). The best single element AF detec-

tion limits (70) for HC sources are also reported. These DL's are not

necessarily obtained with the same flame used in this work, nor are

they necessarily obtained with an instrument suitable for multiele-

ment analysis. Palermo's (27) DL's under compromise multielement

conditions for the TM system are also reported. These data are of

interest because the system operates in the TM mode (although it is

non-dispersive) and uses a sheathed air /H
2

flame. Palermo's work

indicates a substantial advantage to sheathing with this flame, primarily

a reduction of flame background. The TMMS AF burner was not

sheathed. The DL's are the same or better than obtained on Palermo's

system; however, these TMMS DL's are for single element analysis.

As will become evident in the following sections, AF DL's and noise

levels in the air /H
2

flame are quite variable. In all cases except for

Au, the single element DL's are considerably worse than obtained

with AF by other researchers with HC's and within a factor of 3 of



Table XIII. Single element determinations data for TMMS AF.

Element a
TMMS AF

DLb

TMMS AA

DLc

AF HC

DLd TM DLe H2 Flowf .

HC
g

Noise
.

cath
i

Au 242 300 - 9 2.6 12 4(0.5) 2.4

Au 267 200 50 100 2.6 12 2(0.5) 2.0

Cd 283 20 8 1 20 0.4 6 0.8(0.8) 7.9

Co 241 60 300 2 4.4 15 0.4(0.5) 1.3

Cr 358 200 40 5.2 15 1(0.5) 1.3

Cu 325 7 5 0.3 0.4 13 2(0.8) 48

Fe 248 300 60 0.6 4.4 15 8(0.5) 5.4

Mg 285 40 2 0.1 2.4 8 60(0.25) 300

Mn 280 50 5 0.5 5.2 16 10(0. 5) 41

Ni 232 100 50 1 5.2 15 4(0.5) 8.5

Pb 283 7,000 50 1000 20,000 0.7 6 16(2) 0.45

Pb 217 35,000 2.8 6 8.4(0.5) 0.048

Zn 214 30 20 1 500 3.2 13 0.3(0.5) 2.0

Footnotes are given on following page.



a Wavelength in nm.
bTMMS AF DL in ppb determined under optimal single element conditions.
cTMMS AA DL in ppb determined under multielement conditions.
dThe best reported HC lamp DL from reference 70.
eMultielement DL reported by Palermo (27) for TM non-dispersive system.
fH2 flow in 1 /min. Air constant 4.6 1 /min.

gHC rms current in A.
hSingle element photocathodic rms noise X 1018 A in blank signal. In ( ) is the dark current
and readout noise in the same units.

1The photocathodic current per ppb X 102° A.
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those obtained from TMMS AA except for Au, Co, Fe, Mg, Mn and

Pb.

Problems

Unlike the flame AA work previously presented with the air/C2H2

flame, for AF with the air /H
2

flame, the slope of calibration plots,

the DL's and S /N's can vary considerably with flame stoichiometry.

The atomization efficiency and/or fluorescence quantum efficiency

appear to vary more with stoichiometry in the cooler air /H2 flame and

so affect calibration curve slopes. Also unlike for AA near or at the

DL, flame background emission noise is limiting, and the flame back-

ground signal and noise increase with the fuel to oxidant ratio. As an

example, when the fuel flow for a 20 ppm Cu solution is changed

from 3.0 to 5.2 1/min. (air constant 4. 6 1/min. ) the S/N drops by a

factor of 8. The most severe case was that of Mg. The signal from

a 10 ppm Mg solution can be reduced to an undetectable level under

the conditions that are optimal for Cu, and under optimal conditions,

it generates the largest signal/ppm.

During experimentation a 250 Hz oscillation in the output signal

from the I-V converter was observed on the oscilliscope. This regu-

lar signal was due to a harmonic oscillation in the burner and

occurred with H2 flow rates between 3.5 and 5.0 1/min (air 4. 6 1/min).

The noise measured on the digital readout was not substantially
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larger than that at a flow rate just below that required for the oscilla-

tion to appear and was probably averaged out by the data acquisition

system. No attempt was made to change the burner design to elimi-

nate the oscillation, but for further multielement work, H2 fow rates

of 3.5 to 5.0 1/min were avoided.

The air /H
2

flame, like other flames, displays a bandhead

around 300 nm so it is reasonable to expect the noise to vary with the

wavelength region viewed. Table XIV shows three sets of noise col-

lected under identical gain conditions (PMT gain = 3 x 106, Rf = 107).

The top 4 slits consist of the Zn, Cd, Ni and Co slits and range from

214 to 241 nm. The bottom 4 slits include the Cu, Mg, Pb and Mn

slits and range from 280 to 325 nm.

Table XIV. Background emission noise dependence on slits. a

Slits
H2 Flow (1 /min)

0 (no flame) 0.7 (lean) 2.8 (rich) 4. 9 (very rich)

All 10
Top 4
Bottom 4

2
2

2

4
2
3

14
3

13

50
12
50

aAll noise expressed in terms of cathodic current x 1018A. Air flow
maintained at 4.6 1/min.

Noise Considerations

The S/N considerations are different in AF than AA. First, in

AF work the absolute light levels measured are much smaller and
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therefore the relative signal shot noise will be greater. From Table

XIII the analyte fluorescence photocathodic rms currents at the ppm

level vary from about 10-18 to 10-14 A, while the reference signals

for AA from Table V are 10-15 to 10-12 A. Second, flame background

emission noise is usually (and certainly for these measurements) the

limiting noise at or near the detection limit. In general, the cooler

air /H2 flame has lower background emission than the hotter air/C2 H2

flame. However, the background emission radiant power impingent

on the PMT and the absolute background noise may be greater than in

AA because a spectral bandpass ten times larger was employed for

AF. If the background emission can be approximated as a continuum

over the spectral bandpass, the background emission signal for a given

flame would increase a factor of 100 with a 10 fold increase in slit

width.

Several important observations can be made from the data in

Table XIV. First, as expected, the noise increases with the fuel

richness and hence luminosity of the flame. Second, also expected,

the absolute noise is greater for the bottom (higher wavelengths) slits

that coincide with the OH bandhead emission, and the absolute noise

with all slits open does not differ appreciably from that with just the

bottom 4 slits open. This implies that the background noise for a

determination of all 10 elements is no greater than that observed

for Cu, Mg, Pb and Mn. This does not mean that the
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DL's will be the same as those of single element analysis, but that the

addition of another element to the analysis scheme does not neces-

sarily mean a substantial increase in background noise. This last

feature is particularly significant for multielement work.

At concentrations well above the detection limit, the Sil\T is

limited by signal shot noise, analyte fluorescence flicker noise, and

lamp flicker noise (67). Table XV shows the RSD in the fluorescence

signal for Cd, Cu, Zn, and Mg determined simultaneously. (All 4

slits open. ) The precision at high concentrations is better than 1%,

which is better than that previously reported for a single element AF

measurement made on the AA-6 (67). At high concentrations the

precision decreases for some elements. This has been observed

previously and has been ascribed to fluctuations in the inner filter

effect (67).

Table XV. Relative % precision of TMMS AF. a

Conc. Zn Gd Cu Mg

0.1 20 12 12
0.25 10 4 3 12

1 3 2 2 3

2.5 1.7 1.1 1.2 1.2
10 0.7 0. 6 0.4
25 1.6 1.2 0.7 1.5
100 2 0.9 0.7
250 -- -- 2 0.8
aAll data were recorded under multielement conditions for
the analysis of tap water. All values are RSD x 100. The
RSD was obtained from 10, 100 lap determinations.

bConcentration in ppm.
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Multielement Analysis

Compared to single-element AF analysis, the detection limits

for multielement analysis are expected to be worse because more

slits are open and so the background emission signal and noise will be

higher. As discussed in the noise section, this will be more of a

problem for elements with short wavelength resonance lines like Zn,

Cd, Ni, Co and Fe, whose flame emission background is low, if

determined with elements like Cu, Mg, Mn and Pb, which have high

flame emission background levels. Unlike AA, the choice of compro-

mise fuel /oxidant ratios can result in serious increases in flame

background emission noise and reduction of calibration curve slope,

both resulting in lowering of DL's.

The above problems are illustrated in Table XVI, in which data

for the simultaneous determination of Cd, Cu, Mg and Zn are pre-

sented. Cd was selected because it is an important poison, has good

DL's by AF, and had been previously determined by TMMS non-flame

AA. The other three were selected because they are all known to

exist in tap water in trace quantities. Figures 39 and 40 illustrate the

effect of changing the fuel/oxidant ratio. Figure 40 includes Zn which

was not studied under the Figure 39 conditions.

The final conditions and elements selected for analysis and for

Table XVI are specified in the caption of Figure 39. Clearly the
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calibration curves vary considerably with flame conditions. The

slopes of these curves are different than those reported in Table XIII

for the best single element conditions. The Mg slope is down by a

factor of 8! The data of Table XVI indicate the results of the analy-

sis of tap water for Cd, Mg, Zn and Cu. The compromise conditions

of the analysis were selected with two considerations in mind: first,

keeping the Mg signal, which was known to be at about the ppm level,

from disappearing and, two, obtaining a good detection limit for Cu,

which was known to be at about the 50 ppb level. These two goals are

opposed, but the compromise conditions selected managed to meet the

requirements. The values in tap water were also determined by

flame AA on the Varian AA-6 for Zn, Cu and Mg. Cd was determined

by TMMS carbon rod (non flame) AA (see non-flame section).

Table XVI. Tap water analysis by TMMS AF.
Conditions: PMT gain = 2 x 106, Rf = 107,

H2 = 3.0 limin. , air = 4.6 limin.

Element DL la DL 2b Conc. lc Conc. 2d Slopee

Zn 0.2 0.03 0.48 0.45 0.78
Cu 0.05 0.007 0.083 0.065 2.3
Mg 0.1 0.04 5.6 3.4 0.13
Cd 0.09 0.02 0.007f below DL 0.70

aDL under compromised conditions of multielement AF analysis in
PPm

bSingle element DL's from Table XIII in ppm.
c AA determination of concentration (Varian AA-6).
dTMMS multielement AF determination of concentration.
eRelative change in TMMS calibration curve slope for best single
element conditions.

(Determined by TMMS furnace (carbon rod) AA (Table VIII).
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The change in DL's for compromise multielement conditions is

worthy of comment. The slopes for Cd and Zn change only slightly;

however, the background flame emission from the Cu and Mg slits has

substantially degraded the DLIs. The Cu slope has been enhanced;

however, the DL is raised from the single element DL (Table XIII)

that was obtained under very lean conditions. The best Mg SiN is

obtained for richer mixtures where the calibration curve slope to

background emission noise ratio is higher.

The Zn AA and AF determinations agree well while Cd was

below the AF DL. The Cu error is probably within experimental

error since the value is near the detection limit of the TMMS AF

system under these conditions. The Mg value is low by AF, probably

due to incomplete atomization in the cooler H 2/air flame. The value

determined by AF varied with flame stoichiometry. Evidently other

species in tap water complex Mg and reduce atomization in water.

EDTA was added to the sample to reduce the anion interference, but

this did not help alleviate the problem.

The excess light problem in AF is less serious than in AA.

Non-resonance lines from a given element's HC will only be passed

by other slits through scattering, and this will then only affect the

magnitude and noise of the blank signal. The blank signals were

roughly the size of the background emission rms noise so that it is

unlikely that deviations in the size of the scatter signal were a major
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source of noise. HC lamps with several resonance lines could cause

error in analysis. For instance, for the simultaneous AF determina-

tion of Cu and Zn, the Cu line from the Zn HC would cause AF of Cu

in the sample, and this would result in an enhanced signal in the Zn

channel. From Table H this would result in problems with the analy-

sis of Zn with Cu, Mn with Cu, Fe with Cu, Co with Mg, Ni with Mn

and Zn with Pb. In some cases the secondary resonance lines are

relatively weak and some of the cases are partial resonance situations,

so each situation must be individually evaluated. Certainly Zn with

Cu is one of the most difficult problems because the Cu line is so

much more intense than the Zn line. Filters can be used to eliminate

or minimize this problem; however, in this case an "interference"

calibration curve was made for the signal that a given concentration

of Cu would produce in the Zn channel. The concentration of Cu was

determined and the appropriate correction from the "interference"

calibration curve was made for the data in Table XV. The use of

filters should be avoided while doing AF near the detection limit,

because in AF the signal attenuation directly affects the S/N and

therefore the DL. The DL is raised by exactly the amount that the

signal is attenuated. The best filters available in our laboratory

possess a 20% throughput, and this will raise the DL by a factor of 5.

In the case of Zn, the filter has a throughput of about 10%, and this

would have raised the DL to about 2 ppm, which is uncomfortably
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close to the Zn concentration in tap water. Another inconvenience of

filter use is that a filter about the size of the lens is required

because the beam never reaches the small size that it does in AA.

Special Uses for Multielement AF

Figure 41 presents three calibration curves, each taken under

optimal conditions. They illustrate two interesting cases. Zn has

low detection limits and high slope. Its curve eventually curves down-

ward again due to the inner filter effect. Au and Pb have relatively

poor DL's by AA and even poorer Dr.'s with the TMMS AF instrument.

Both of these elements; however, have useable calibration curves out

to extremely high concentrations. The Pb curve is actually linear out

to 1000 ppm. Thus multielement AF may be especially applicable to

alloy analysis where the major components are elements which are not

normally considered good by AF. An example might be Fe in steel

samples or Pb in bullets. This would then allow one to use the major

component directly for ratioing and would eliminate the need for

weighing of the samples.
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Figure 41. TNMS AF calibration curves for An, Au and Pb.
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CONCLUSIONS

Flame Atomic Absorption

The overall performance characteristics (Table VI) demonstrate

unequivocally that the TMMS system is a viable flame AA multielement

analysis system. Under favorable multielement conditions the DL's

were roughly equivalent to those obtained on the Varian AA-6 with a

comparable integration time and spectral bandpass for the following

elements: Au, Cd, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, Pb and Zn. With unfavorable

multielement conditions, all the DL's were within 2.5 of the AA-6

DL's except for those of Co, Cu and Zn which were about a factor of

5 higher. The DL's on the Varian could probably be improved a factor

of 2-3 with longer integration times (e. g. 10 s) or a smaller spectral

bandpass in some cases (Co, Fe and Ni). At moderate current levels

the AA sensitivity is roughly equivalent for the TMMS and Varian

systems except for Zn whose sensitivity is a factor of two poorer with

the TMMS system. At higher current levels, the AA sensitivity of Co

and Ni are degraded by a factor of two and the Zn AA sensitivity is

four times poorer than on the AA-6.

The TMMS system costs little more than a single element flame

AA because, like a single element AA, it requires only one PMT and

power supply, a medium resolution monochromator and one HC power

supply. The simple electronics, beam splitters and filters, photon
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funnel and slit array required add relatively little to the cost. It is

considerably less expensive than other multielement systems which

employ expensive direct readers or multichannel detectors. A com-

puter is not necessary for operation, and the electronics and optics

are simple and rugged with no moving parts during operation. All

signal processing is carried out in the digital domain. The system is

almost as easy to operate as a single element AA unit. The change-

over time to another set of four elements of the 10 elements for which

the multislit array is constructed is about 20 minutes.

The dynamic range, detector noise characteristics and detector

responsivity below 300 nm of the PMT system are superior to both the

Vidicon and diode array based multielement systems. The use of the

TM mode of operation allows the individual HC lamp intensities to be

adjusted so as to reduce differences in signal sizes, and it also mini-

mizes spectral overlap problems because only one HC lamp is on at a

given time. For the TMMS system, a separate single element HC

and often a filter is required for every element, whereas in other

multielement AA systems, multielement HC lamps or continuum

sources may be employed.

Table VII indicates that the precision of determinations will be

roughly those obtainable under single element conditions when a factor

of ten above the DL. Internal standards may be used when appropri-

ate.
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The photon funnel is constructed to collect light over the 200 to

400 nm range, which is a wider spectral range than covered by most

multichannel AA detector based systems. As for direct reader based

systems, it would be time consuming to convert to other elements or

lines for which slit positions have not been established or multislit

arrays prepared. Here multichannel (Vidicon or diode array) detector

based systems have an advantage because any wavelength in the spec-

tral range covered by the detector can be changed under software con-

trol. However, in a few weeks, other multiple slit arrays with more

slits could be constructed to make it possible to determine simultane-

ously any four of 27 elements with an air /C2H2 flame or of 24 ele-

ments with a N
2
0/C

2
H2 flame.

As with any multielement AA system, the inherently small

dynamic range of AA makes it difficult to analyze samples with a wide

range of elemental concentrations. So at the expense of time, dilu-

tions might be necessary to bring absorbances of elements at high

concentrations down to reasonable levels. Also in some cases, other

resonance lines could be employed.

The use of beam splitters and a 12. 5% duty cycle reduces the

absolute light levels available compared to single element work with a

50% duty cycle. This increases the relative amount of signal shot

noise and 0% T noise (flame background emission noise). The average

background emission noise is also higher than for single element work
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because the PMT views the flame background emission from more

than one slit. A higher HC peak current can be used to maintain the

absolute intensity per unit time; however, this reduces AA sensitivity

in many cases.

Excess light or radiation from one HC passing through another

slit is a unique problem of the TMMS system which causes severe

negative deviations, loss of AA sensitivity and spectral interferences

in some cases and eventually affects the DL's of several elements.

The use of filters to minimize excess light and hence negative devia-

tions results in a severe attenuation of the light intensity from the HC.

In turn, this requires that the HC lamp current be raised to increase

the light level to maintain the S/N which decreases the AA sensitivity.

There are certain improvements which could be made to the

system to enhance its capabilities. Light intensities could be

increased by the use of high transmission filters and higher output HC

lamps. The need for filters could be reduced with the use of HC

lamps with purer cathodes (e. g. no Cu in Zn cathode). The DL's for

Co, Fe, Ni and Zn under case (2) conditions could be significantly

improved by either higher intensity HC lamps or better filters. In all

these cases flame background noise, 0- ot, is a major contributor to

the noise in all absorbance regions. If the flame background noise is

the limiting noise an improvement in S/N directly proportional to the

increase in intensity can be expected until other noise sources become
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dominant. Improvement should be most dramatic for Co(2) and Fe(Z)

which were both run with extremely low throughput filters.

During the course of these experiments, the HC position had

been established by adjusting its position along the optical axis so as

to gain the smallest possible beam focused at the center of the burner.

This corresponds to 1:1 imaging. After the majority of the data was

taken, the effect of HC position along the axis or throughput was

investigated. By changing position on the axis it was possible to

increase the light throughput by a factor of 3. 6 with the Co HC very

close to its focusing lens. This was accomplished without a loss in

AA sensitivity. Under these new conditions, the DL was improved a

factor of 3, to 90 ppb, which is close to the Varian AA-6 DL of 60 ppb.

The use of this unorthodox lamp position should certainly be investi-

gated from the previously mentioned cases which could directly benefit

from higher light levels (i. e. Co(2), Fe(2), Ni(2) and Zn(2)). It

should also be tested with Cd(2) which could benefit from a higher

throughput so that a lower HC current could be utilized.

The overflow problem that occurs for 100 laps, if the input to

the V/F converter exceeds one volt, could easily be solved by adding

an additional digit or two to the DIALCO digital readout and several

more up-down counter chips to the counter PC boards.

The circuitry could be simply modified in one of several ways

to reduce the dynamic problems (differences in HC intensities of
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different elements). Two V/F converters could be used which have

conversion rates (Hz /V) differing by a factor of 10. The outputs of

these V/F's would both go to the present demultiplexing circuitry;

however, the output of each would be gated and coordinated so that the

less intense signals would be gated from the higher conversion rate

V/F, and the more intense signals would be gated out of the lower con-

version rate V/F. Another solution to the same problems is to use a

switched gain amplifier and one V/F. The operator would set which

gain would be applied to which HC signal.

A third solution to the dynamic range problem would be the

addition of a log ratio circuit between the I-V and the V/F converters.

This would provide a readout proportional to the logarithm and hence

the absorbance of the signals and thus would eliminate a calculation

step and reduce readout resolution limitations for weak lamps and

high absorbances.

While a computer is not necessary with this system, it would be

an asset in that it would minimize the operator time involved with data

handling. An inexpensive computer could be directly interfaced to one

of the counter PC boards. The BCD output up-down counter chips can

be directly replaced with binary output up-down counters so that BCD

binary software conversion scheme would not be necessary. The

computer could automatically control digitally either a switched gain

amplifier or multiplex two V/F converters and would eliminate the
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need for the three other counter cards and all readouts. The computer

could rapidly calculate absorbances, compare data with standards and

print out results. This would minimize the time spent by the operator

doing tedious and time consuming data handling. It must be empha-

sized that only a simple microprocessor computer is needed with a

serial interface to a teletype and enough digital I/O input to handle its

limited functions.

It would probably be better to manufacture the slits from metal,

rather than by etching Al from a quartz slide. This would eliminate

the need for masking off large portions of unused space on the slide

so as to eliminate the passage of unwanted light through the "pinholes"

which seem to be a byproduct of this method. This would also elimi-

nate the deposition on the slit of adhesive from the tape used for mask-

ing. This adhesive is a UV absorbing compound but transparent to the

eye. Another advantage, though small would be the elimination of

reflection loss on the air/quartz interfaces (about 8%) of the slide.

It is time consuming to adjust HC lamp currents by changing

the power resistors on the power transistor cage back panel (Figure

11). The HC current could be adjusted much more easily by con-

trolling the current to the base of the power transistor with a potentio-

meter as described by Piepmeier (63). The configuration would have

to be tested for adequate stability. Initial experiments have indicated

that the stability should be adequate.
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With more beam splitters, simultaneous analysis of more than

four elements would be possible. However, with more beam splitters

and the need for a smaller lamp duty cycle, lamp signals would be

reduced and increase S/N problems. Also, resolution, or the maxi-

mum counts accumulated per lamp pulse would be decreased. Lamp

intensities could be increased with ensuing problems with loss in

sensitivity and more negative deviations and lamp stability problems.

With more slits open, the average background emission noise and

excess light problems would be increased. At some point, possibly

6-8 elements, the above limitations and the inherent limited dynamic

range of AA would make the choice of a more expensive multielement

system such as an ICP emission direct reader justifiable. Hence, as

originally intended, the TMMS system is best suited for routine

analysis of a few elements in similar and well characterized samples

where the elemental concentrations are above normal single element

AA DL's.

Non-Flame Atomic Absorption

The brief examination of the incorporation of the carbon rod

atomizer into the TMMS system reveals that multielement non-flame

analysis is feasible. This is especially interesting because only two

other multielement non-flame (over 2 elements) systems have been

reported (3) (4). The multielement DL's were better than with the
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flame system by factors of 16, 3 and 6 for Cd, Mn and Pb, respec-

tively. The DL's were a factor of 20 to 8 less than the manufacturer's

(Varian Model 63) best single-element values. Most of the advantages,

limitations and suggested improvements discussed for flame AA apply

equally to the carbon rod, although flame background emission noise

is not a problem. Clearly computer data acquisition is required

because of the transient nature of the signals. The S/N problem is

accentuated because the total integration time and hence number of

photons observed during the peak of the signal is 1/100 of that for

flame AA with 100 laps. Reproducibility above the DL could be

improved with automatic sample injection which is now commercially

available. Resolution and dynamic range problems experienced with

the 10 bit A/D employed could be reduced with a higher resolution

A/D or software changes which would automatically change the range

of the 10 bit A/D for each element. The inability to carry out back-

ground absorption corrections for each element is limiting and means

that the system can only be used for relatively simple samples.

DL's and precision would definitely be improved with higher

intensity light sources, better filters, and possibly a different HC

position. Further improvements may be possible with optimization

of dry, ash and atomization conditions and optimization of the lamp

pulse rate.
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Flame Atomic Fluorescence

Multielement AF has numerous advantages. Some of the

advantages which are particularly attractive with the TMMS system

are minimal spectral overlap and excess light problems and ease of

lamp alignment and slit array manufacture. Multielement AF with the

TMMS system was only briefly examined to assess the feasibility of

further work. The data indicate that continued studies are warranted.

DLTs were considerably worse than the best values reported because

of the lower intensity of the HC lamps compared to common AF

sources but were adequate for many samples. Much more could be

done to optimize the system. The effect of slit width and lamp duty

cycle and pulsing frequency should be investigated. The air /H2 flame

was limiting because of its poor atomization characteristics and the

dependence of fluorescence signal and DL's on flame stoichiometry.

Hotter flames, sheathing, and better burner design would minimize

many of these problems. It would also be possible to carry out

simultaneous AA /AF measurements, which have previously not been

demons tr ate d.
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APPENDIX I

MONOCHROMATOR ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

To initially focus the system the following autocollimation

procedure was followed.

Figure 42 shows the optical paths utilized. The method hinges

on the requirement that the entrance slit (S) be one focal length from

the entrance mirror (M). If this condition is met the radiation leaving

the entrance mirror will be collimated. If it is parallel, then it can

be directed back to M after reflection off of G. G can be either a

plane ,mirror or the grating operated in the zero order. The light

path should then go directly back to S; however, by slightly tilting M,

the image will focus at another close by aperture (F). In Figure 43,

F is a large aperture marked Y.

When a white light source (L) is used to illuminate the slit (S)

the image can be observed at F by a microscope (E) focused on the

focal plane.

The procedure was carried out by using the device illustrated

in Figure 43. The device is drawn roughly to scale. The direction

of view is into the monochromator through the device where the device

has been bolted in place on the monochromator wall in place of the

standard slit assembly. The only critical dimension is X. X must be

such that the surface Z is where the slit (S) would be (on the focal

plane).
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Figure 42. Optical paths for autocollimation.
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A vertical slit should then be made of razor blades and affixed

at one of the holes on Z. Using a fiber optic or light pipe, light should

be directed at this slit, which simulates the original slit (S). It is

best if the light is diffused by the use of a diffuser such as opal glass.

The microscope should then be focused on the surface Z, the focal plane

surface. The microscope should then be traversed upwards so as to

look over the Z surface into the Y zone (into the monochromator). The

mirror should then be adjusted so that the image falls onto the region

that the microscope is observing. The M to S distance should then be

adjusted by moving M until the slit image is clear.

The reader should be aware that this is a tangential focus and so

only the slit edges of a vertical slit (and not the top and bottom) will

focus correctly.

Once this procedure has been carried out the grating should be

aligned as described by Aspnes (71). The exit mirror can be focused

in an analogous but simpler manner. The microscope is adjusted to

focus where the exit slit will be, and a line source such as a Hg pen

lamp should be used to illuminate the entrance slit. It is then not

necessary to operate the grating in the zero order. Once the exit mir-

ror has been focused it can be aligned by the procedure of Aspnes (71).

Another description of autocollimation can be found in reference

(72).
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APPENDIX II

CARBON ROD COMPUTER PROGRAM OPERATION

Initiation of the machine language data acquisition program

begins when the question "LIKE TO TAKE A BLANK FOR 100 % T" is

answered YES (CR) or after the statement "ENTERING SAMPLE

NUMBER AND A CARRIAGE RETURN WILL ACTIVATE INPUT

CHANNEL SENSITIVITY" has been answered with a number and (CR).

In the former case data acquisition will begin immediately by jumping

to START2 in the PAL program ROD II. In the latter case the pro-

gram will jump to START and will wait for the carbon rod atomize

step. Upon completion of the data acquisition step control will be

transferred back to BASIC.

The operation of BASIC has been discussed in the operation

section, however the operator should be aware of the meaning of the

various input parameters.

After jumping to START: (a sample run) a delay called DELAYI

is instituted after the atomization step signal is received by the com-

puter. When a logic 1 signal appears at bit 0 of the DR11 A indicating

that HC lamp #1 is on after DELAY1, the rest of the data acquisition

cycle begins. A delay called DELAY2 is then instituted. After

DELAY2, a number of data points determined by POINTS is collected

from the A/D and summed at a rate determined by TIME. The
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computer then waits for the digital line to signify that HC #1 is now

off. At this point DELAY2 is again instituted. After this delay the

background signal is recorded and summed as above. This cycle is

continued for the other three HC lamps sequentially and when one set

of data has been collected for each HC a "LOOP" has been completed.

Each LOOP provides one complete data point for each element con-

sisting of a summed HC on signal and a summed HC off signal. A

LOOP is similar to a Lap in the flame circuitry except that the result

of all Laps is stored (summed) in one storage place (a counter) while

the result of each LOOP is saved separately. The number of LOOPS

to be taken is set by POINTS 2. Figure 44 illustrates the above

sequence with DELAY2 = 1 ms, TIME = 2 ms, POINTS = 3 and

CLOCK RATE = 100 Hz.

A more complete explanation of the function and need for these

parameters follows:

DELAY1: The delay before data input begins after the signal

from the atomizer has been received. This is used

to eliminate unnecessary data collection. The value

is determined experimentally and 1 ms was used,

though as the output indicates, a value up to 1 s

could have been used.

DELAY2: The delay after a HC has been turned on or off

before data collection begins. This is to allow for



2 ms C 2 ms C 2 ms C

T I
T

I

10 ms

K

IIC 1 on IIC 2 on I

ONE LOOP (80 ms)

liC 4 on IIC 1 on

Figure 44. CARBON ROD II timing schematic. D= DELAY2 = 1 ms; T = TIME = 2 ms;

C, data collected at that time; POINTS = 3.
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the rise and fall time of the HC pulse. The value

normally used is 1 ms with a 0.1 ms time constant

on the I-V converter.

POINTS: The number of points taken after data collection has

begun. This should not be greater than 32 to avoid

overflow and this value was normally used. It is

important that

TIME X POINTS < (CLOCK RATE)
1

DELAY2 = 9 ms

so that data is not collected after the lamp state has

changed.

POINTS2: The number of LOOPS to be taken. For historical

programming reasons this value is the actual num-

ber of data points collected (normally 256) and not

the number graphed (128).

CLOCK RATE: The rate of the clock controlling the pulsing

circuitry. This is not a control parameter but is

used in calculations made by the computer and is

normally 100 Hz.

TIME: The time between successive acquisitions of the

A/D converter. The value normally used was

0. 2 ms, though a time as long as 0.27 ms could

have been used. The value is chosen to uniformly

sample the pulse of the HC.
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The normal values for these parameters are part of the program

and can be changed by the operator. If the clock rate for the lamp

pulsing circuitry is changed POINTS, TIME, DELAYs and CLOCK

RATE should be appropriately modified. The program is forgiving,

and the operator can escape if necessary when in BASIC by hitting the

CONTROL and P keys simultaneously. It will then be necessary to

type RUN and redefine any parameters that need to be changed. Data

are not lost but is not conveniently retrievable. The easiest way to

retrieve data would be to escape as instructed above and then type

GOTO 369 (CR) and proceed as if one had just completed a sample run.

The OSU computor, rather than the PDP 11/20, was used to

list the programs because the line printer puts out much more distinct

copy. The device reads some of the codes differently and so has

changed some of the symbols in the printout. The symbol changes are

minor and are listed below. The first two are found in the PAL pro-

gram and the other three are in the BASIC program.

OSU Computer Output Correct PDP 11/20 Format
Description Symbol Symbol Description

Greater than or equal to > # pound sign

Downward pointing arrow 4 @ at sign

Bar with notch on right end --1 double quotation marks

Downward caret V
! exclamation point

Not equal sign I I single quotation mark



BASIC Rod II

orm P(511 II" 1(2551) IIm Ff.1.51)
2 014 W(2)-40/4- 7(51
11 LET 7(11=1323LET 7(2)=1023: LET Z(3)=1023ILET 2(4)=1023
15 LET T=1
21 LET 011125 LE' 0(1)=1
31 LET P(2)=1
41 LET 0(1)=5
51 LET 0(4)=24576
71 LET A=255
81 LET P(5)=101
25 PRINT":,=v5.S, 1=NC-
Cl 0i-f r.
95 GOT I 122 E IT4PUT ,O

111 04INT L/KS TO CMANGE A PROG;AM PARAMETER "II INPUT Clin rF nr.E-
.12cP0.:NT: PRINTIPpIkT-RAR4mET545 ARE 0RESENTL" i'104INT
171 -PRI Nt7t1-:'-z-7--::;:L AY-1.27.4-2 LZLS
141 041:%T"21")- 1ELAY 2-,R(1):TMILLISECONOS-
153 PRIN1-3)":" TI'E-.P(2) r"4ILLISECONIE'
170 p-trIT-5 - APRAT-,P
141 PRINT"517.7CLK RATF".0(5):TWERTZ""
191 0R/NT-71-47-121 TITS-2;A
211 PlINT'I).0.1T I NCEX OF PARAMETER TO SE CMANGEI. (1=STCP1^:: INPUT C
711 IF 0=1THP!l..284_
21c ogiNT -Faaa,,ETE{? VALUE".1
221 I =7 T"E.N 250245. /*PitT .
2' INRut AT GOT") 211
241 Lit 1=5).P(9,75156.041)41.0)
21 LET 7.1=E)F1-0.751-51,Plirsili
310 LET 0=F)P(9,75170,P(2),210)
310 LET_ LILL
129 LET 1=EstP(9),76156,0(4))

LET 1=c)1019,76154.INT(A/2)1
315 -PR/NT I-- F-4i
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375 PRINT -LIXE TO TAKE A BLANK FOR 130Z T"ttINPUT I377 IF C()1 TwE4 342
772 Ge.SUI-r371-
34c Pq/NT'rSTEPING SA412LE NUMBER AND A CARPIAGE RETURk WILL ACTIVATE'
350 PR /NTTI.1kPUT_
355 LET I=E)P(P91,75511)
1=7 LET I=F)F(91,75202,2,W(1))
3:9 IF- 4( 03.5 1444 351
351 PRINT: PRINT:PR/NT`THERE WEPE T;W(1) r UNCE0FLOWS"
3.93 IF w(2)=1 THPN 754
35.7 0i INTI ?TNT,: 12-2>
7.51 0RINT(PPINTrOOTO 435
159 0R INT7C1. agss_ LOW__CATNOIE OF 1-4. (TC13P) NFt) TR
370 IP --?4 T47.41 430
341 IP 4=3 THEN 420
3,40 IF Q.4-----T-4444-..-1
395 IF Psi THEN 400
315 OCT' 1111
Loct LET o=Exrtira,7-61-0-Ttror.--sto7
415 R ETUP
411 LE 1.=EXPL52.4,ELIELO.A.R(021_____
41.5 RPTu0M
420 LET 1=E)Ft80.5Z00144,33113/
4
431 LET 1=FYr(81.63000,A0(0)
434 *FTU9N
43.5 l'ISUB .TP1T-
441 IS' LET L.14
..41 LET C=1
44, LET 0=Z(R1
451, POR I.21 TO 4-2 STF,14 2
450 LET F(C)..A3S(1Cl2)-1(Ti))
471 IF F(C),H THEN LE' H=FIC)
475 IF Pt-CIL-110:.m
476 I." L=F(C): LET T=C
4'7 LET (C)=P (11)
421 NPX7 I
442 LET m=1

45f, IF T-0,0 THEN 426
4.)5 GOTO
425 I GC5t 49117-
437 PRINT'PEAK AREA IS NOT APPLICABLEvvv
484 GOTO 554



493 FOR I =T -; TO T +G
5213 L VI r2
53C IF 1043 THEN 550
541 LET- M:ztt.ta___
551 NEXT I
554 LET E1=E21 Zi 91 P-4EEE tF -ety-erfe-fi-E-4--4::-,-J---0--
7i=6 LET -c_3=
557 L1' c2=E5-E3560 PTINt" -.TrKE-I--Efurrr-1--r4Purl
5E5 IF O.1 THEN., 590
E57 Ei/NTipc,r.4-
571, P;INT- -0- / -0- 044PLE NUN 9E9 `N573 PRINT
57, 99.1. !'ot.Lc* c-kr+teer:-. 404441-re-R-=44---
5Ar DRIN4T T:p;iTNT-osax HEIGHT= "1L/2(4) ,7*PEAK 49S0R9ANCE= '-LOG11./ Z I 1/2.313552 ER /14T -PE at< TI4E=-TEfo (5) -'1EFAK Ann. -u594 P;T111T-I. x-.-" V7 LT S."-t --.74*-.1;2571C23-'141-1- vOtTs-1,L*172S711-23--5F 0,:kiNT-1C17. T VOLTAGE=' 218)1,25/1323
555 R2../NT:pc.:1 C_1/L_G70. 475
5,03 REST E
59E LET O=EXEfOl
ela =3513 LIT 3=EXF 55,V.C1
52^ LET 0.-xEXE113, 75.V,1)e!t 41:xT
640 FTP V9173 TO 1315 STEP 93
EP9 LET O9)PC19.--V.E.-54.0.1
-5.5G LET 09--E;t9t1301,75.1)
57C NEXT
6me LE-T-0,rfxg-f151-4oys-rfe,e-ra-vglANvrITTANectawl LOT o=EAFt13,25,71*Elta,lo0)70C LET 1=EYP(19 55.55.0.3)
79 -LET- (3=P_:iPtI5f9/4-ti.t.C.-"T737PTST
711 LET O=EXP(15.4465135.1.7/N IN SECONDS/121. LiT O--tF)F
725 READ Ut ;EAO
7713 OATA 7C .71./1213.70.13?C.IC5.750.305, 753.72
7=tC LET 01.,E-x-1-13-tts
711 IF 'J = 7 1 THEN 795

1OTn 725
7 ?5 LET 0.9EXPT/-5-1 et,-.27.3";UXTET!II LET 1=EXF (16. 530.2713.00)
"113-- LET -11= E x.E11.5.-75.11,203-.3-4AMPI c NILO
+!2C LET IzT)F(15.760.254.3. 4C. 40.1LET 0=E)(15. 7E11 210.39101% T VT2)
5 L 37 ---1--st-X f+1"51-Pti;rttfte,1)4e"4-1"teirt
At.' 1..7T 1,4EX9(15.76c. 1TO.Q,PK APE6It)P9'.1 LET 09E-Art15.76u.151!.G.90K NT.21

L ET" 79E--)ri"57712:-I3O,cionc-isbuaSzt7
577 LET 3r.eY9 t15.760.11C.O.MAK VOLTS =)

a LET.._I=ExEtts,_ze_uaII÷I.Atts__v_oLTS=I
9,7'; LE' 1,ExF116.903.e5 uol

LET 1=5)P (16. 920.23G.9)
915- tee-- ?= EX -(14, .-
933 LET 13=EXEI15, 550,19 y" gfc (5971 LET oTFYFC16,60C,177.41
9441 LET7.1t:5)Ft16.3 3.7;150,11./rtN99r. LET 1=ENPt1S.5,50.130...LOG.. ft./WM/2. 313)
955 L=T- 0-9P )111-6.-4-4114.1.1.3.4.6!-S 29-/1G231995 LT:" 1=99.(16,585.90.1*1.25/1323)9;7 LS? o=c_gcle.ic,Fti)*Eira.a)
ga,o-
a" LET t3=EX:(15. I*E3C/C*70,F(D4.E1.701)
dRA NEXT I

LET- 7997TPT.V.T..Te..tit..
994 LET 0zElgtt.2, 70 ,C1.470.11
191 LET O=P'sFt1
595 r;OTO 4J5
171r POI4
10CR- 99tIN-T7.1--EKS---P0 LIST OAT&-141ictr IF 1(11 *HEN 1131
1126 OOSU9 ?Se)
1331: FOR -1-?-*T-Trr
11.4c -RIOT ...CI):
VF" 'EX! L
1161 GOT) 1003
!ICC PRINT
lir' 5 P.I*T-P-t-E4tE '0 ':AVT 7/A TA'
11C E IF 14)1 T4EN 101
111_ SU9 I59
1120 FOR I =C' +I-1r -r
Ur.' LET 1=EX9t54.1

KEPT I

209



114C GOT1 110
1!C" ;7:1T-PUSH ,n1R7,71GE"-RETUQN To SSIN TACNG 0-,!-INTS-F0g-SC1NIZT'?

1315 INPUT C
111: LET P=IXFt.c114,7Sqint
1315 ItM 3ACK"+"+'
1121 FOR R.r1 Tn 4
1725 GOSU-1-17I"----
1111 LET 1=1.
114: I=11 '0 2g S150/
1151 LE 3=C4.4(IF-.3(I-1)-
135,7 NEYT I
137: -LET 21;4=12,44
1147 NFYT
1145 :RINTIPRINT
110^-fTt?-
14C,7 SNn

210



211

PAL 11 Rod II

7f1.9 IT 3 JULY 1977
9C0-__Z/IX:LL,I_-MTERgArr THE 019104 90C UN=

! TO
'ERIC SALIH S '4ULTI ELEMENT AA ,2N/T. IT IS CONTRCLLE1 IV

---i--7-3...3-1446-43-kit-sei-Fet9.4,--4:4-2' co: 5 + e H/ ir44-4417141-
OFLAY lEFORE COLLECTING DATA THAT TS CI1MGEABLE 5004

THE PRESET 3 SECONDS. :T IS SET PRES5%TLY TO COLLECT 4 SETS
-r 09 256 TY7YINTS; -CNI` SET- 7r.A. ,EAC1.4--aLE-YEX73 714E- T-iCti."ST4

1 IS CCLLECTEO 01 CH 1 OF THE A/1. OUTPUT IS COLLECTED 04 C4 1
2CC33C_90-=71
1CC171 71=71
7C.:314

,;Lc3,7 n=77
167772 39007=157772
16777W 7711v=i67774-
17254C CLKCSF=172540

_172542_CLKSZT=122547
17E772 40010.176772
17F77C ACCSR=176770

161010 ARRAv2=R1000
:e:10: IPPAY3=62000
1F77.711-AR4-17-4.6300u
7E51C .=75500

J 7553,1 1.12767_5JAPI! ve12_2.3a,Aortit, SET AO CH 4L-1LT
:CCO3C
1C1292

75506-1P-9-n-7
1C'1256

175912 122737 CMP7510..+2AC1094 :TEST TC SE I5 START PULSE 5R CM 000
U1C75-4
17E772

:75E21 1CC372 301. X
C75672 012737 40V 2140.42106

1,2t34-0
303116

:75433 112737 MOV21ELAY1.4,2CLKSE7 !START CLOCK AT 10 KHZ
-TTE1.56
172942

3,5=36 4,737 law n47.4. ut4 ! AFTER-CL4LX-SI.G.EAL-GO_TO. WAIL_L_____
37E246
10C104

17954* 92` °R
CC113

'Pour TO CH L-_

SET STATUS OF CLOCK INTEPRUPT VECTOR

17254P
37553-2-71-d77J

JOCOOC
'q01/ 2v;W

_t_77776
375561 300001 HAITI, WAIT
175562 3CC400 34 J

1 STRT INOEP OF ATOHI7ER
075964 00E037 Jt C(.4 420FLOW

375571 006137 CLR 2UFLOW

75574
.17.6202
J12701 Nov 42PH7S2,R1 t SET NUM OF POINTS PEP AFRAY(PHTS2)
17E1.64

0756d6- 1r-6-71-
J6C030
37E172

PAGE 001
175E26 112737_

161000
17E174

-10V075E14- 9-1-2-737
462101

:ARK*

17E176
C75 622

:75631

"75E36
075647

:75E44

-012737
56:10C

_17E2C2
132737 LOCF11
1C.A11
1:6-7-77
:C177L
:C4767

112711
421172

MOV-TAR9Z7-4. 422VECT4

317 21.0,20RIN

36'1 LOOP!.
JSR °C.WAIT2

NOV 42VECT1.R1

! IS H.C. 21 CH

!CET DATA Fr:INTER



75651 11 4757
JCC-0.4

C75E54 162737
3C0.7612-
J7E1/2

775662 132737 L1CP21

167774
C75571 3C 1374
175672 1C4767---------

0C331C
175576.J1271-1---

376t72
175712 3c4767

3757C5 162737
1CL1C2
77E177--

575714 132737 LOCF3E
:C4-/12
IA77,4

J7572/ CC17/4 3S0 1.°01/3
0-75724:ie47:17 15 -,

JGC256
075710 11371C 40V 4,VEC12.R0

-1-71-174-
775734 33L757 JSP 0C.OATA

:,.-.37m
L75741 162737 100/.2.4P4fCT2

1CC112

AS,/ 0C.,QATA

403?.2.+P.VECTI

3/T /.1..4.P1RIv

3Ne. LaCP2
"JSR PC-0441-72-

MO)4 4.)4ECII,A4

JSP PC,OATA

400/2,4PVECTi

?IT /.2.401aRIN

212

,::'5745 132737 LaCi:41 327 12.4CRIN
3CC112
16-77-T4

775754 3C1374
C75756 1CL767

C75762 31:71T
'7E1.74

1757.56-117-4757-
JGC27S

_175772_7_62737
ICCOC2
176174

3765410---63.2737 Loersi

3'50:76 ir:7"G--
07SCIA 174767

.7C_7172
776:14 313710

07E176
07512

C76324 062737 A00!2.4/VECT3

37E174
:76a32_33273Z_LZUSE 47T 2.4.4.>cmrm

3C:014
t 777

7 44-. 1-1-1-7 14' LOOPS
;,-'6C42 1C(.757 JSR PC0+41:72

10'14C
C767,46' 11:-777 wev-zZVECTI-,-Ra-

271.76
C75,152.17'757 ASS scinAIA

3CL212
076055 162737 40022,4?VECT3

'tor.

37E/75
075064 332737 L3C57:

7CC

C76172 3[1774._
176074 3C757

CC01:6
0/61114j11740

37E,,m
1761C4 134757

f:75110 161737
1CC,31.2_

*AGP at2_
2NF LOOP+.
JSR RC,wil/T2

40V e?VECTZ.R0

J., F. 9

317 1,8,..':ORI4

1Sq LOOPS
JSR DC.wAIT2

401/ ?vECT3,R5

IIT ne.o!oqrN

-3F74-L5F?:74tT2

ooy .24e3v,44

JS0 0C,0,1TA

k0012.41VECT4



213

07521C
1-751-16 JszTsr LOOFB7 dIT70.11114-1.. N

000010
,A1771,

?7-6-
076126 014767 JSR PC.WAIT2

30C154
1751"32-0-rzru1 40v JTVETT4TRO

07521r
0-16:T4 00-4.767 JSR.

300126
176142 062737 A013?2.4VECT4

PAGE 103

37E210
176150 3C5311 'DEC R1
17-6157-1at246 1P-C-COOPT
176154 0ce217 ors PC :RETURN TO 3ACIC

300016 *NT St 5.
--074.014-4442.40 'NT:21 125.
17616A 47303C ARRAYS 73000
076170 001112 TIP'S: 1C.
176172-0Ot4T4-TECTT:C
076174 OCC000 VECT210

076200 pocaoc VECT410
07E202 100131 UFLCW:0
070,-

_LSRuUTINES"

wAIT2 IS A SUBROUTINE TO DELAY FOR THE LENGTH OF TIE OELAY2/1000
076206 312737 wAIT2t 40Vt/NT.?104

3CC104
076214 112737 40V 4>OELAY2.+3!CLKSET

17T1S0
172542

_ 0.76122-0.12737 40V 7113.+7citerSR
040113
/72540

076-230 115737

177776
--775-23-5-3-Crt.111WA-1 . WAIT
07624C 305737 CLR 4?CLKCSR

7254_0____
075244 300207 PTS PC
076246 300012 INT: RTI :RETURN FROM INTERRUPT

:ZERO ANO OVER INOICATE WIEN OVER ANC! UNOERFLCW
:IAvE TAKEN PLACE. THEY A00 A 1 FOR
:EACH -Ott0PANL.t

076250 762737 ZERO A0021.47UFLOW
0-a r'

37E202
076255 002217 ;TS PC
97C,2C.0 66-01- - _

301311
17E214

3-7,-mezrtzT7 KT5 PL

:DATA V I2 A COLLECTION SUBROUTINE wICSE PATE WILL PE
:OETERNINt.0 3V THE RATIO OF THE NU41EP AT TIME sivioEn 3Y 10000
:DATA Hui.Nit4 WU F0R-CCOL 1KuutINtligarNS-07AT

076271 112737 DATA! 40V tCLOCK.43104 :CLOCK INTERUPT NOW 0/A
075410

076276 012737
accuc

076314 312737
100430

40V?'340.4106 :SET PRIORITY

40V?430,43176771 :SET A/O AT 1.25V CH /



17E77ft
---0757-r2-112717 401 497.4E71,7a72544 ......T AT 11-77.0111115-1-1-1,1SEZ-

17E17"
_.___------L7.254.2

075320 112714 40y 4.1,RNTS.R4 ;SET T'4 4umeER OF POINTS
17E1.52

Itforn4.--rei-??1,----7,21,,tt.rt112_,_
7E772

(176"Q-640-
'CV ElAlt4?1.72540 : START CLACK I1X NZ

L72544
176336-112717--- 44* 14.4)1=75 L-SET T4E RS' & Ml--

0Gc0,.
17777

-----0.-51s-s--11."E
C76 46 1C1g11 GET:
:7 3,19717

IFFT2
175154 011002

177556
076362 022777 4:

7,v44,2
111777

175371 3c2n12
5z-re ..L4-75

214

wiltT
TST412275772

14 '4

C4F49175772.21.777

177652
475_175. 1444C4 4,
075400 1C1352
076402 1CI237

?NS N

lEr
34E GET
CLR 49172540

?cnum* rrp 141/mys

: TURN CFF CLCCY

:75406 100217
17E435 CL1cK:

RTS RC
.3.426

I I C.

PARE mot;

40CER * .1.75771
ARRA72 2 0E1301

4009R = 176772
4404,3 * 462000

ARRAY 076156
ARRAY4 s 063001

ARKAY1 = 060001
CL'CSR a 177540

- cL*3-4.*
1EL4Y2
T4y

=-2-7e7
479160
C76246

OPEN
J

* 1E7774
075564

OROUT a 167772 GO
LOOF1 075630 LOOF2
1.LAJP5 075G0I LJCP16
4 076362 4

076345
075E52
X761-32
075376
075157

'-LOGY.:
LOrP7

______CFLOk
0,47S2
SP

4757T4
C76064
"5214

Lunr4
LOOPS
MVFO

175,414
075116-
076250.---RC.-----a=10-112_ENTS.,

c7e1t4
2%0c010,5

Pn
ST1RT

=Z000612 R1 =Z000011 P4
075900 TI'S' 076171 umnw

=Z100014
075202

-VEST!
44IT1
ZEFO

17(472
075560
076251

*CC7::
44E72
.

1-741-74
076216

* 076436

VCST3
VAIT3

17517S
075236

V::T%-
4

S7,-.2:3
075906

Carla: ERRORS
4.!



APPENDIX HI

EQUIPMENT LIST

Electronics

Item

915 Power Supply, ± 15 V/25 ma

380 J Electrometer Amplifier used
as current to voltage converter

Manufacturer

Analog Devices

Analog Devices

AD 520J Differential Amplifier Analog Devices

4705/01 1 MHz Voltage to Teledyne Philbrik
Frequency Converter

ADD (Analog Digital Designer)
modules

EU 801-11 (Power Supply)
EU 801-15 (Digital Readout)
EU 800-KC (Crystal Clock Card)

Heath Company

Regulated Power Supply (0-35V/5A) Lambda Corp.
LA 50-03 BM (for digital circuits)

HV Regulated Power Supply Model 71 Lambda Corp.
(0-500 V, 200 ma) (for use with HC's)

HV Precision Direct Current Power
Supply Model 301CD (0- 1000 V, 0. 5A)
(for use with HC's)

215

John Fluke Manu. Co.

Model 244 High Voltage Power Supply Keith ley Instruments
(0-2225 V, for use with PMT)

1P28 Photomultiplier Tube RCA (Radio Corp. of
America)

Function Generator, Model EU-81A Heath Company

Model 128 Lock in Amplifier Princeton Applied
(0. 5 -100 KHz) Research Corp.



Item Manufacturer

Current Meter, 55064 (0-20 ma, Knight (Allied Radio)
DC)

Rack Mountable Strut Cage
4 1/2 x 19 x 12 in high x wide
x deep

Bread Board/Printed Circuit
Board, 22 finger,
4 1/2 x 8 1/2 in

Hollow Cathode Lamps

Vector

E&L Instruments

Manufacturer Coding: W, Westinghouse; JA, Jarrel Ash

Element
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Identification Number Maximum Current (rms)

Au W22935A 15

Cd W22933A 12

Co W22928A 20
Cu W23042 20
Fe JA 45-455 20
H2 Ja 43516 40
Mg W22968A 20
Mn W22936A 25
Ni W22819A 20
Pb W22927A 8

Zn W22811 15

Hg Pen Lamp and Power Supply Ultra-Violet Products

Non-Flame Atomizer

Model 63 carbon rod atomizer
(including power supply, rod
assembly and gas flow regulator)

Biochemistry Department Equipment

Varian Corp.

Shadowgraph Nippon Kogaku (Nikon)



Electrical Engineering Department Equipment

Reduction Camera, Mann Type 1003 David W. Mann Co.
(GCA Corp. )

Vacuum Evaporator

Flame System Equipment

Pressure Regulators

Flow Meters, Size #3

Slot Burner, 10 cm

Optical Components

Mikros, Inc.

Victor Corp.

G ilmont

Jarrel Ash

Filters (all are from the Cor ion Instrument Corp.
Wavelength

of
1/2 Maximum

Width Transmit- Maximum
Number nm tance T Sizea
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Reference

(from text)

772178 12 285.2 13 1.0 c 1

14-04776 4 248.6 7 0.5 x 0.5 2

2250-200-2477-C 18 225.0 19 0.8 c , 3
180-2477-C 20 277.5 22 0.5 x 0.6 4

3228-96-2177-C 10 322.5 21 1.0 c 5

ac means circular. All sizes in in.

Lenses, 1 in, f/3 (quartz)

1 m triangular aluminum optical
rail

3.5 in component carrier for above
rail

1.5 in component carrier for above
rail

3 in mounting

Es sco

Ealing

Ealing

Ealing

Ealing



Miscellaneous Optics

Entrance Slits and Slit Assembly
(7260)

Beam Splitters, 1", polka dot
(number 01-101-232-00)

Traversing Microscope

Laser, 0.5 mV, He-Ne
mL-600

Diffuser, Quartz, 1 in diameter

Grating, 600 grooves /mm, blaze
angle 5°10', 2 1/2 x 2 1/2 in,
cat number 35-53-06-010

Concave mirror, 18 in focal length,
3 in diameter

Miscellaneous

Counter, gear driven, G-567066
(used on monochromator drive)

Photo Plates, 2 x 2 x 0.04,
High Resolution, Emulsion
identification 106G -A 15C4

Paint, flat black (VELVET)
110 -C 10 Black (used for inside
of monochromator )
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Oreil

Varian

Newport Research Corp.

Metrologic Instruments,
Inc.

PBL Electro Optics

Bausch & Lomb, Inc.

McKee Pedersen

Stewart Warner

Precision Photoglass
Ind.

Nextel (3m)

Computer and Periferals

(All equipment is from the Digital Equipment Corp.
otherwise stated)

Har dwar e

PDP 11/20 minicomputor with 16 K Core memory

DR 11 A Direct Memory Access (DMA)

unless
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KW11-P real time clock

PC11.High speed paper tape reader and punch

AD01-D 4 channel, 4 range Analog to Digital converter (A/D)

T-4002 Graphics Terminal with 4601 Hard Copy unit
(Tecktronics Corp. )

DEC Software

BASIC

PAL 11 Compiler and Editor (PALEDIT)

Custom Software

BASIC external functions by Dr. Larry Hutchinson, Listings
available from Dr. E. H. Piepmier, Dept. of Chemistry, OSU

BASIC, ROD II, Mike Marti (Appendix II)

PAL 11, ROD II, Eric Salin (Appendix II)
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APPENDIX IV

COMPLETE CONTROL BOARD SCHEMATIC

On Figure 45 the circled numbers refer to connections made to

fingers 1 through 22 on the PC board on which the circuit rests.

These fingers are connected to an edge connecter to which wires are

connected leading to and from other devices. The capitol letters are

codes referring to the type of device. The codes are listed in the

following pages with a brief description of the device.

Component Identification List for Control Board

Figure Code
Identification

Number

A 7442

B, H 7404

C 74121

D 7400

E 74221

F 7442

74161

7420

J, K 7493

Description

4 line to 10 line decoders

hex inverter

monostable multivibrator

quad 2 input NAND gate

dual monostable multi-
vibrator

4 line to 10 line decoders

synchronous 4 bit counter

dual 4 input NAND gate

4 bit binary counter
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Pin (Finger) Numbers for Control Board

Pin Input or Output

1. +5 V

2. CLOCK, to clock output on Heath time card

3. V/F, from Voltage to Frequency converter

4. RESET, to Heath time card

5. START, from whatever device or control is used to
start, must be a connection to GND to start (logic 0).

6. CLEAR, to all counter cards, pin 4

7. N. C. (no connection)

8. pin 5 of control transistor PC (printed circuit board)

9. pin 4 of control transistor PC
10. pin 3 of control transistor PC
11. pin 2 of control transistor PC
12. pin 5 (up channel) of counter 1

13. pin 6 (down channel) of counter 1

14. pin 5 of counter 2

15. pin 6 of counter 2

16. pin 5 of counter 3

17. pin 6 of counter 3

18. pin 5 of counter 4
19. pin 6 of counter 5

20. N. C.

21. N. C.

22. GND (System and Logic ground)
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APPENDIX V

PMT CALIBRATION GRAPH

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Log (PMT voltage x 10-2)

Figure 46. RCA 1P28 calibration graph. Gain determined as described

in reference 67.
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Figure 47. Gilmont #3 flowmeter calibration graph.
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